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14 October 2011 
 

at 11.00 am 
 

in the Council Chamber, Civic Centre, Hartlepool 
 
SCRUTINY  CO-ORDINATING  COMMITTEE: 
 
Councillors C Akers-Belcher, S Akers-Belcher, Cook, Fenwick, Griffin, James, 
Loynes, A Marshall, Preece, Richardson, Rogan, Shaw, Shields, Thomas, Wells and 
Wilcox. 
 
Resident Representatives: Maureen Braithwaite, Evelyn Leck  and John Maxwell. 
 
 
 
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
 
2. TO RECEIVE ANY DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST BY MEMBERS 
 
 
3. MINUTES 
 

3.1 To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 19 August 2011. 
 
3.2 To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 23 September 2011 (to follow). 

 
 
4. RESPONSES FROM THE COUNCIL, THE EXECUTIVE OR COMMITTEES OF THE 

COUNCIL TO REPORTS OF THE SCRUTINY COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
 
 None. 
 
 
5. CONSIDERATION OF REQUEST FOR SCRUTINY REVIEWS FROM COUNCIL, 

EXECUTIVE MEMBERS AND NON EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 
 
 None. 
 
 
 
 

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING 
COMMITTEE AGENDA 

 



PLEASE NOTE AMENDED COMMENCEMENT TIME 

www.hartlepool.gov.uk/democraticservices 

6. FORWARD PLAN (Item only Quarterly) 
 
 
7. CONSIDERATION OF PROGRESS REPORTS / BUDGET AND POLICY 

FRAMEWORK DOCUMENTS 
 
7.1  Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2012/13 TO 2014/15 - Initial Consultation 

Proposals – Chief Finance Officer 
 
7.2 Proposals for Business Rates Retention - Chief Finance Officer 
 
7.3 Localising Support for Council Tax in England – Government Consultation 

Proposals - Chief Finance Officer 
 
 
8. CONSIDERATION OF FINANCIAL MONITORING/CORPORATE REPORTS 
 

None. 
 

 
9. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 
 

REVIEW OF SERVICE PROVISION AND POTENTIAL DIVISIONAL RESTRUCTURE 
IN CORPORATE STRATEGY - BUDGET CONSULTATION 

 
9.1 Review of Service Provision and Potential Divisional Restructure in Corporate 

Strategy - Budget Consultation:- 
 

a) Scoping Report - Scrutiny Manager 
b) Presentation - Assistant Chief Executive 

 
 EXTENDED CUSTOMER AND SUPPORT SERVICES - BUDGET CONSULTATION 
 
 9.2  Extended Customer and Support Services - Budget Consultation:- 

 
a) Scoping Report - Scrutiny Manager 
b) Presentation - Customer & Support Services Manager 

 
 9.3  Council Assisted Scheme for the Provision of Household White Goods and 

Furniture - Cabinet Decision - Assistant Director (Regeneration and Planning) 
 

9.4  Request for funding for Tenant Focus Groups - Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny 
Forum  

 
 
10. CALL-IN REQUESTS 
 
 
 
11. ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN CONSIDERS ARE URGENT 
 
 
 
 ITEMS FOR INFORMATION 

Date of Next Meeting 17 October 2011, commencing at 9.30a.m. in the Council 
Chamber 
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The meeting commenced at 2.00 p.m. in the Civic Centre, Hartlepool 

 
Present: 
 
Councillor: Marjorie James (In the Chair) 
 
Councillors  Christopher Akers-Belcher, Stephen Akers-Belcher, Rob Cook, 

Mick Fenwick, Sheila Griffin, Brenda Loynes, Arthur Preece,  Jane 
Shaw, Linda Shields, Steve Thomas, Ray Wells and Angie Wilcox 

 
 In accordance with Council Procedure Rule 4.2 (ii) Councillor Ann 

Marshall was in attendance as substitute for Councillor Chris 
Simmons and Councillor Mary Fleet was in attendance as 
substitute for Councillor Carl Richardson 

 
Resident Representatives:  
 Evelyn Leck and Maureen Braithwaite 
 
Also Present: 
 Councillor Robbie Payne, Finance and Procurement Portfolio 
 Holder   
  
Officers: Damien Wilson, Assistant Director, Regeneration and 
 Neighbourhoods  
 Danielle Swainston, Sure Start, Extended Services and Early 

Years Manager 
 Gemma Day, Principal Regeneration Officer    
 Joan Stevens, Scrutiny Manager 
 Denise Wimpenny, Principal Democratic Services Officer  
 
 
Prior to commencement of the meeting, the Chair reported that there was no 
provision on the agenda to consider the issue in relation to bus services.  It was 
confirmed that this matter had been discussed at the last meeting and was now 
being considered by the Portfolio Holder in a Working Group setting.  The Chair 
expressed apologies on behalf of the Committee that members of the public 
had been misinformed that the issue would be discussed at today’s meeting. 
 
In response to concerns from members of the public that there was not an 
opportunity to discuss this issue today, the Chair provided details of the 
consultation process that had been followed and invited attendees to remain in 
the meeting if they wished to participate in the items of business listed on the 

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 
 

MINUTES 
 

19 August 2011 
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agenda.  A brief adjournment was called to allow the public to leave the 
meeting.   
 
Following a brief adjournment the meeting was reconvened.   
 
51. Apologies for Absence 
  
 Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors Simmons 

and Richardson.   
  
52. Declarations of interest by Members 
  
 None. 
  
53. Any Other Items which the Chair Considers are 

Urgent  
  
 The Chair ruled that the following item of business should be considered by 

the Committee as a matter of urgency in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 100(B) (4)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972 in order that the 
matter could be dealt with without delay. 

  
54. Any Other Business - Call in of Decision – Local 

Authority Childcare Settings – Oscars Out of School 
Service, Bushbabies Daycare and Chatham House 
Daycare – Briefing Note (Scrutiny Manager) 

  
 The Scrutiny Manager reported that a call-in notice had been received in 

relation to a recent decision taken by the Children’s Services and Finance 
and Procurement Portfolio Holders.  The purpose of today’s discussion was 
to consider whether the call-in should be accepted for the reasons set out in 
the Notice and, subject to acceptance of the call-in, formulate a response for 
consideration by the Portfolio Holders.   
 
Members were referred to the report of the Director of Child and Adult 
Services and extract of the decision record of the Joint Meeting of the 
Children’s Services and Finance and Procurement Portfolio held on 9 
August 2011 relating to local authority childcare settings together with the 
call-in notice, copies of which were attached as appendices to the report and 
had been circulated at the meeting given the timescales for consideration of 
this issue.  Details of the call-in process together with the next steps were 
outlined as detailed in the report.    
 
It was noted that the Finance and Procurement Portfolio Holder and a 
representative from the Child and Adult Services Department was in 
attendance to answer any questions raised by Members. 
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The Chair briefed Members on the background to the call-in decision and 
Members raised a number of queries in relation to the consultation process 
to which the Child and Adult Services representative provided clarification.    
 
The Committee explored at length the reasons why the signatories of the 
Call-In Notices were of the opinion that the decision had been taken in 
contravention of the principles of decision making identified in the call-in 
notice.      
 
Members expressed disappointment that parents had not been consulted in 
relation to the proposed closure and whilst accepting the reasons outlined 
by the Children’s Services representative, concerns were expressed that the 
lack of consultation contravened the principles of decision making process in 
that openness and transparency had not been achieved.   
  
The Finance and Procurement Portfolio Holder explained that it was with 
great reluctance that the decision was taken to close these services.  The 
decision was made on the basis that there were alternative placements 
available for children in other settings in the town and the financial support 
of the facilities could not continue in light of the current financial situation.  
Arrangements had been made to assist staff in finding suitable alternative 
employment.  Whilst Members acknowledged the reasons for the decision, 
concerns were reiterated regarding the consultation process.  There was 
some debate as to whether the consultation with Elected Members had 
been adequate, the potential outcome following an inquiry, the most 
appropriate methods of managing the call-in in accordance with the 7 day 
rule as well as the benefits of undertaking further consultation.   
 
In terms of the Committee’s conclusions and recommendations to the 
Portfolio Holders, Members were of the view that the Portfolio Holders 
should reconsider their decision on the basis that effective consultation had 
not been undertaken with parents affected by the closures.   
 
The Committee did not support the assertion that the decision had 
contravened the principles of decision making in respect of i) ‘Due 
Consideration’ on the grounds that ‘all Councillors especially Ward 
Councillors not informed or kept up to date with the decision making 
process’.  The basis of this being that: 
 
i) The issue / decision had been included within the Forward Plan, 

although it was noted that this related to a review of provision and not 
specifically a decision in relation to closure.   

ii) The Portfolio Holder for Children’s Services was in fact a Seaton Ward 
Councillor; and  

iii) The issue had previously been discussed through the Business 
Transformation Board.   

 
In addition to this, Members referred to the process required through  
legislation for the completion of equality assessments as part of the 
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financial decision making process and were keen to receive a briefing from 
the Monitoring Officer on the most appropriate methods of ensuring that 
sound arrangements were in place to ensure that equality arrangements 
around financial decisions were understood and effectively implemented 
when decisions were being taken.   

  
  
 (i) That the Call-in notice be formally accepted. 

(ii) That the Portfolio Holders be asked to reconsider their decision on 
the grounds that it contravened the principles of decisions making 
in relation to openness and transparency (as outlined above). 

(iii) That the Portfolio Holders ensure that meaningful and effective 
consultations be undertaken with the parents of those children 
affected by the closures.   

(iv) That the Monitoring Officer provide the Scrutiny Co-ordinating 
Committee with ‘a full and frank’ briefing to ensure that the 
responsibility for equality assessments as part of the financial 
decision making process are fully understood and effectively 
implemented with the authority. 

.       
  
55. Confirmation of the minutes of the meeting held on 

25 July 2011 
  
 Confirmed 
  
56. Responses from the Council, the Executive or 

Committees of the Council to Reports of the Scrutiny 
Co-ordinating Committee 

  
 None 
  
57. Consideration of request for scrutiny reviews from 

Council, Executive Members and Non Executive 
Members 

  
 None 
  
58.  Forward Plan September 2011 to December 2011 

(Scrutiny Manager) 
  
 The Executive’s Forward Plan for September to December 2011 was 

provided to give Members of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee the 
opportunity to consider whether any items within the Plan should be 
considered or referred to a particular scrutiny forum. 
 
In looking at the Forward Plan in detail, discussions ensued on the following 
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items. 
 
1) Ref: CE 44/11 – Workforce Arrangements  
 
A Member sought clarification as to how employment costs could be 
reduced without the need to reduce the number of employees.  The Chair 
outlined the redundancy process commenting that savings could be 
achieved if alternative suggestions were proposed and subsequently agreed 
which resulted in savings in employment costs.  In response to a Member’s 
query as to whether this arrangement could result in an equal pay claim, the 
Chair confirmed that this would not be an issue.   
 

 2) Ref: CE45/11 – Strategy for Bridging the Budget Deficit 2012/13 – ICT, 
Revenues and Benefits Services  
 
Concerns were expressed that recommendations made by the Scrutiny Co-
ordinating Committee for efficiency savings in relation to those areas of the 
Revenues and Benefits Services not included in the OGC procurement 
exercise, identified as part of the referral undertaken last year, had not been 
included in this Forward Plan entry.   Members were keen to see details of 
the savings achieved as a result of these recommendations and requested 
that the Portfolio Holder, and lead officer, be invited to a future meeting of 
this Committee to provide clarification in terms of: 
 
- Why these recommendations were not included in the Forward Plan; and 
- The position in terms of their implementation. 
 
3) Ref: CAS 99/11 – Early Intervention Strategy  
 
In relation to the decision to be taken on 24 October 2011 in respect of the 
Early Intervention Grant, concerns were raised regarding the budget 
implications of this proposal and the timing of this decision, in that it would 
not allow: 
 
-  An adequate consultation period with this Committee; or 
- The outcome of the Adult and Community Services Scrutiny Forum’s ‘Early 

Intervention & Reablement Services’ investigation to be taken into 
consideration.   

 
The Committee requested that the Portfolio Holder and lead officer be 
invited to an early meeting of this Committee, in advance of the 
commencement of the budget process, to: 
 
- Agree a sensible timetable of consultations with Scrutiny in relation to this 

issue; and  
- Receive further information, as part of the consultation process in relation 

to Information Advice and Guidance (IAG) Services 
 
4) Ref RN55/11 – Hartlepool Compact/Voluntary Sector Strategy Action 
Plans 
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Clarification was sought regarding the make-up of the Strategy 
Implementation Group.  The Principal Regeneration Officer provided details 
of the internal officers on the Group following which the importance of 
voluntary sector representation was emphasised.  It was suggested that the 
Mayor be invited to a future meeting of this Committee to consider the 
make-up of the Group.   
 
5) Ref: RN 68/11 – Community Cohesion Framework  
 
Concern was expressed that the Forward Plan did not include details of how 
or with whom consultation would take place in relation to the above issue.  It 
was suggested that Member consultation in relation to this issue should be 
undertaken through a future meeting of this Committee.  
 
6)Ref: RN 69/11 – Flexible Support Fund  
 
A Member referred to the Flexible Support Fund previously considered by 
Cabinet and clarification was sought on the process the Council followed, 
who would be responsible for submitting bids, benchmarking arrangements 
in terms of establishing suitable partners and what internal mechanisms 
were in place to ensure delivery.   
 
The Assistant Director, Regeneration and Neighbourhoods advised that in 
selecting appropriate partners for submitting bids, appropriate checks were 
carried out to ensure partners could deliver.  Reference was made to a 
recent DWP contract when it was decided the risks were too great to 
proceed.  Concerns were expressed that this decision had not been shared 
with Elected Members as part of the Council’s decision making processes, 
in a report to Cabinet and Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee in accordance 
with special urgency rules.   
 
In order to assist Members, the Assistant Director, Regeneration and 
Neighbourhoods, agreed to bring details of the process and timetable for the 
selection of partners to a future meeting of this Committee. 
 
7)  Ref RN70/11 – Innovation Fund  
 
In relation to who would be consulted on this issue, concerns were raised 
that not all relevant voluntary/community sector organisations received 
relevant information in relation to funding issues.  Members were advised 
that Economic Development would confirm who was eligible to apply for 
funding and would provide the relevant details. Assurances were given that 
Members and third sector organisations would be provided with the 
information when available.   
 
The Committee referred to the Economic Forum (or its replacement 
following the recent LSP changes) and suggested that the Members on this 
body could be utilised to facilitate the transmission of information in relation 
to the Innovation Fund, as and when it became available.   
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8) Ref RN61/11 – Selection of Preferred Developer for Sites in Seaton 
Carew 
 
With regard to the decision to seek expressions of interest from developers 
regarding Council owned sites in Seaton Carew, a Member raised concerns 
regarding the costs incurred in this approach and sought clarification on the 
benefits of this decision.  The Assistant Director advised that the main 
reason for this approach was to encourage as broad a range of developers 
as possible to invest in difficult to develop areas.  The importance of 
developers meeting the needs of the town was emphasised. 
 
9)   Ref RN2910 – Hartlepool Domestic Violence Strategy   
 
Reference was made to the recent domestic violence investigation 
undertaken by the Regeneration and Planning Services Scrutiny Forum to 
which it was requested that the recommendations arising there from be 
reflected in the forward plan.   
 
10)   Ref RN60/11 – Hartlepool Housing Strategy 
 
A Member referred to the current target of 10% relating to provision of 
affordable housing as set out in the Housing Strategy and emphasised the 
need for an increase in this target to 30% to reflect the housing needs of the 
town.   It was noted that a target of 10% to 30% was to be included in the 
Core Strategy  and in response to indications from Members that they would 
like to see this being15% to 30%, the Assistant Director, Regeneration and 
Planning, indicated that the target would be revisited. 
 
The Chair commented on the importance of reflecting the recommendations 
of Council that the Council be a major player in future housing provision for 
the town, including the potential provision of mortgages.   It was suggested 
that this issue be explored via the Council Working Group.    
 
In relation to the level of vacant unsold properties on new developments, a 
Member requested that the feasibility of utilising properties of this type for 
social housing be further explored with Housing Hartlepool.    
 
11) Ref RN 74/11 – Former Leathers Chemical Site 
 
In terms of who would be consulted on this issue, Members were of the view 
that given the nature of the decision, all Ward Members should be 
consulted.  To facilitate full Member consultation the Committee requested 
that this issue be referred to the Council Working Group with a view to 
carrying out informal discussions prior to the proposed decision date of 
November 2011.  
 
Concerns were raised that the timetable of key decisions expected to be 
made in September, October and November, attached at Appendix 2, did 
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not include the Core Strategy to which the Assistant Director agreed to 
investigate.   
 
 

 Recommended 
  
 (i) That the lead officer and Portfolio Holder be invited to a future 

meeting of this Committee to provide clarification regarding the 
issues raised above in relation to the Strategy for Bridging the 
Budget Deficit 2012/13 ICT and Revenues and Benefits Service. 

(ii) That the Portfolio Holder and lead officer be invited to an early 
meeting of this Committee to respond to the issues raised above 
in relation to the Early Intervention Grant. 

(iii) In relation to the Hartlepool Compact/Voluntary Sector Strategy 
Actions Plans, that the Mayor be invited to a future meeting of this 
Committee to discuss the make-up of the Strategy Implementation 
Group.    

(iv) That details of consultation arrangements relating to the 
Community Cohesion Framework be provided at a future meeting 
of this Committee. 

(v) With regard to the flexible support fund and various funding 
decisions, referred to above, details of the process and timetable 
for the selection of partners be considered at a future meeting of 
this Committee.  

(vi) That the scrutiny recommendations from the investigation into 
Domestic Violence be reflected in the forward plan.   

(vii) That the issues raised in relation to the Hartlepool Housing 
Strategy be further explored by the Council Working Group.   

(viii) In order to facilitate full Member consultation, the former leather 
chemicals site issue be referred to Council Working Group for 
debate. 

 
59. Consideration of progress reports/budget and policy 

framework documents 
  
 None 
  
60. Consideration of financial monitoring/corporate 

reports 
  
 None 
  
61. Health Scrutiny Forum – Work Programme 2011/12 

(Chair of the Health Scrutiny Forum) 
  
 The Chair of Health Scrutiny Forum reported on the Health Scrutiny Forum’s 

deliberations on the work programme for 2011/12 municipal year and 
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outlined the topics that would be investigated, as set out in Table 1 of the 
report.  Details of the Forum’s three year rolling health programme were also 
highlighted.  It was noted that this was a very ambitious work programme. 
 

 Recommended 
 (i) That the contents of the Work Programme, as outlined in Table 1, 

be  noted. 
(ii) That the rolling programme for a further two years, as outlined in 

Table 2, be noted. 
  
62. Update – Development of a Hartlepool Health and 

Wellbeing Board (Chair of the Health Scrutiny Forum) 
  
 The Chair of the Health Scrutiny Forum provided an update from a recent 

meeting of the Health Scrutiny Forum  held on 11 August when the issue of 
the Development of a Health and Wellbeing Board was considered.   
 
Draft terms of reference for the development of a shadow Health and 
Wellbeing Board were presented to Cabinet on 15 August 2011.  Members 
of the Health Scrutiny Forum had made a number of comments in relation to 
the development of a Hartlepool Health and Wellbeing Board for the 
Assistant Director of Health Improvement to include in the presentation to 
Cabinet on 15 August, details of which were set out in the report.   
 
Members were advised that this issue would be closely monitored by the 
Health Scrutiny Forum and further information was awaited.   
 
In response to a Member’s comments that Hartlepool’s Health and 
Wellbeing Board should include Members of Health Scrutiny Forum, the 
Chair acknowledged the need for representation of all Members and not just 
Executive Members and outlined the reasons why scrutiny members could 
not be involved in the decision making process of the board.  .   

 Recommended 
 That the update report, be noted. 
  
63. Council Assisted Scheme for the Provision of 

Household White Goods/Furniture (Scrutiny Manager) 
  
 The Assistant Director introduced the report which outlined the proposal 

regarding the introduction of a Council assisted scheme for the provision of 
household white good and furniture in Hartlepool. 
 
As part of the Forum’s investigation into Child Poverty and Financial 
Inclusion, reference was made to the potential benefits of a scheme, which 
facilitated the provision of household white goods/furniture to families, 
particularly those in receipt of benefits.  The report presented to this 
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Committee in April 2011 provided details of the research that had been 
undertaken and options for the feasibility of the introduction of a Council 
assisted scheme for the provision of household white goods/furniture in 
Hartlepool.  At that meeting in April the Committee noted the model Housing 
Hartlepool was proposing for its tenants and recommended that details of 
the Business Case be brought back to a future meeting of this Committee in 
relation to the development of a scheme, with a community/voluntary sector 
organisation. 
 
The Principal Regeneration Officer presented the draft Business Case, 
attached at Appendix 1, which outlined the work that had been undertaken 
in relation to the development of a scheme with a community/voluntary 
sector organisation. 
 
The Council had identified potential capital money to finance a scheme 
within existing resources to assist the development of a Furniture Solutions 
Project.  The intention was to use the funding of £50,000 available over two 
years to assist community/voluntary sector organisation to deliver the 
scheme.  It was noted that a report would be submitted to Cabinet in 
October 2011 to seek endorsement of the Furniture Solutions Project and 
secure the required funding.   
 
The Business Case included details of the project covering the description, 
purpose and benefits, benchmarking information, financial assistance 
available, breakdown of funding, outputs, identified risks, procurement 
process, proposed timetable together with details of the monitoring and 
evaluation arrangements.  The Principal Regeneration Officer highlighted 
that the Council would be looking to procure one contract to a host/lead 
organisation who could either deliver on both elements of the scheme or 
would deliver one strand with the other being delivered through a 
partnership arrangement with another organisation.    
 
Following the presentation of the Business Case, a discussion ensued which 
included the following issues:- 
 

(i) A query was raised as to what safeguards were in place to ensure 
any finance provided was utilised for the correct purpose.  The 
Principal Regeneration Officer stated that payments from the 
financial services organisation would be transferred direct to the 
provider.  The customer would not be involved in handling the 
finance themselves.   

(ii) As part of the presentation on the project proposal, it was noted 
that formal tenders would not be essential as the proposed project 
costs were below the threshold.  Formal quotations would be 
sought.  However the process would broadly follow best practice 
procedures as outlined in Contract Procedure Rules particularly in 
relation to advertising the opportunity.  Although there was no 
requirement to submit proposals to the Contract Scrutiny 
Committee, a Member asked that the Committee be consulted on 
the proposals informally.   
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(iii) In response to a request for clarification as to whether there was a 
limit on how much one individual could purchase, the Committee 
was advised that each individual application would be considered 
on its own merits and a financial assessment would be 
undertaken on each application.  It was not envisaged that a 
customer would be offered a loan they were unable to repay.     

(iv) The Committee went on to discuss who would benefit from the 
scheme as well as priority customers, as outlined in the Business 
Case.   

 Recommended 
  
 That the contents of the report and comments of the Committee, be noted 

and that a further report be presented to this Committee following 
consideration of the proposed scheme by Cabinet.  
 

  
64. Review of the Community Pool Grant – Consultation 

(Assistant Director of Child and Adult Services  
  
 Due to time constraints, it was suggested that this item be deferred for 

consideration at the next meeting. 
 Recommended 
 That this item be deferred to the next meeting of this Committee 
  
65. The Council Museum and Art Gallery Collection – 

Scoping and Establishment of Working Group (Scrutiny 
Manager) 

  
 Due to time constraints, it was suggested that this item be deferred for 

consideration at the next meeting. 
 Recommended 
 That this item be deferred to the next meeting of this Committee. 

 
66. Dedicated Overview and Scrutiny Budget – 2010/11 

Outturn  (Scrutiny Manager) 
  
 The Scrutiny Manager presented the report which provided an up to date 

position of the expenditure of the Dedicated Overview and Scrutiny Budget 
for the 2010/11 financial year.   
 
It was noted that whilst the overall expenditure of £890.60 was not the final 
outturn position for the year it was unlikely that at this late stage that there 
would be any significant additional expenditure for the 2010/11 financial 
year.   
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 Recommended 
  
 That the current budget position, be noted.   
  
67. Call-In Requests 
  
 None  
  
68. Date and Time of Next Meeting 
  
 It was reported that  the next meeting would be held on  2 September 2011 

at 2.00 pm in the Council Chamber.    
 
It was noted that due to time constraints the correspondence circulated by 
the Chair relating to the changes to the call-in process would be considered 
at the next meeting.   

  
  
  
 The meeting concluded at 4.35 pm.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAIR 
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The meeting commenced at 2.00 pm in the Civic Centre, Hartlepool 

 
Present: 
 
Councillor: Marjorie James (In the Chair) 
 
Councillors: Christopher Akers-Belcher, Stephen Akers-Belcher, Rob Cook, Mick 

Fenwick, Brenda Loynes, Ann Marshall, Arthur Preece, Carl Richardson, 
Jane Shaw, Linda Shields, Stephen Thomas and Ray Wells. 

 
Also present: 
 Councillor Jonathan Brash, Portfolio Holder for Housing and Transitions 

(formerly Portfolio Holder for Performance) 
 
Officers: Chris Little, Chief Finance Officer 
 Joan Stevens, Scrutiny Manager 
 Angela Armstrong, Principal Democratic Services Officer 
 
85. Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) 

Order 2006 
  
 Under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and 

public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of business on 
the grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in the paragraphs below of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972 as amended by the Local Government (Access to 
Information) (Variation) Order 2006. 
 
Minute 86 – Call-In of Decision: Temporary Cover Arrangements – Child and 
Adult Services Department – Briefing Note - This item contained exempt 
information under Schedule 12A Local Government Act 1972, namely 
information relating to any individual (para 1). 

  

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 
 

MINUTES 
 

23 September 2011 
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86. Call-In of Decision: Temporary Cover Arrangements 

– Child and Adult Services Department – Briefing 
Note (Scrutiny Manager) 

  
 Members were provided with the relevant information relating to the Call-In 

of the decision taken by the Performance Portfolio Holder on 14 September 
2011 in relation to the provision of temporary cover arrangements in the 
Child and Adult Services Department, as per the Authority’s Call-In 
procedure. 
 
Further details can be found within the exempt section of the minutes 

  
 Recommended 
  
 Details can be found within the exempt section of the minutes. 
  
 
The meeting returned to open session with the following additional attendees: 
 
Resident Representatives: 
 Maureen Braithwaite and John Maxwell 
 
Officers: Andrew Atkin, Assistant Chief Executive 
 Chris Little, Chief Finance Officer 
 John Morton, Assistant Chief Finance and Customer Services Officer 
 Peter Turner, Performance and Consultation Manager 
 Roy Horseman, Principal Revenues Officer 
 
87. Apologies for Absence 
  
 Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Sheila Griffin, Trevor 

Rogan and Angie Wilcox. 
  
88. Declarations of interest by Members 
  
 None. 
  
89. Confirmation of the minutes of the meetings held on 

2 September 2011 
  
 Confirmed subject to the inclusion of Councillor Ann Marshall’s attendance. 
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90. Responses from the Council, the Executive or 

Committees of the Council to Reports of the Scrutiny 
Co-ordinating Committee 

  
 None. 
  
91. Consideration of request for scrutiny reviews from 

Council, Executive Members and Non Executive 
Members 

  
 None. 
  
92. Forward Plan 
  
 None. 
  
93 Consideration of progress reports/budget and policy 

framework documents 
  
 None. 
  
94. Consideration of financial monitoring/corporate 

reports – Quarter 1 – Council Overview of 
Performance and Risk 2011/12 (Corporate Management Team) 

  
 The Assistant Chief Executive presented a report which provided details of 

progress made against the Council’s suite of 2011/12 Departmental Plans 
for the period ending 30 June 2011.  The Corporate Plan was agreed by 
Council on 14 April 2011 and the three Departmental Plans were agreed by 
Cabinet on 8 April 2011.  Members were asked to note that generally, 
progress was on track. 
 
A Member referred to the indicator used to assess the average time to 
process new Housing Benefit/Council Tax Benefit claims and questioned 
how the average processing time had almost doubled, when the recent 
reorganisation undertaken as part of the budget proposals should have 
taken into account the workloads for the coming year.  In addition to this, the 
fact that staff who had been made redundant or took early retirement as part 
of this reorganisation had been recalled to work in the department, was 
believed to call into question how robust the reorganisation was.  The 
Assistant Chief Executive responded that the main impact on the processing 
of the housing and council tax benefit claims was due to the implementation 
of the administration of free school meals as well as an increase in the 
receipt of claims due to the current economic climate.  It was understood 
that the time taken to process claims had recently reduced to 28.6 days.  In 
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relation to the detail surrounding the Department of Work and Pensions 
Atlas Project, a response would need to be collated and forwarded to 
Members.  In addition to this, a Member requested the number and name of 
any staff who had been made redundant in March and who had returned to 
work since. 
 
Clarification was sought on the position of the revenues and benefits 
contract.  The Assistant Chief Executive confirmed that no decisions had 
been taken in relation to this as the closing date to receive bids had not yet 
been reached.  The bids received would be evaluated against a set criteria 
and a decision taken by Cabinet.  A Member questioned why the tendering 
process for the contract had been extended.  The Assistant Chief Executive 
confirmed that this was due to a number of factors including the level of due 
diligence required and clarification required from prospective bidders in 
relation to Cabinet requirements and TUPE arrangements.  The decision to 
extend the tendering process was taken by the Project Team in conjunction 
with the Corporate Management Team.  In response to a question from a 
Member, the Assistant Chief Executive confirmed that standard TUPE 
arrangements did not provide for long term arrangements whereby TUPE 
plus provided enhanced arrangements including working practices of 
outsourcing arrangements.  In addition, the terms and conditions for 
employees would be fixed at point of transfer. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 (i) Details of all employees within the Revenues and Benefits section 

made redundant or having taken early retirement in March 2011 and 
subsequently returned to the work for the Council be provided to 
Members. 

(ii) Further details to be provided to Members on the Department of Work 
and Pensions Atlas Project. 

(iii) The current position with regard to performance was noted. 
  
95. Outturn – Capital and Accountable Body Programme 

Monitoring Report 2010/11 (Chief Finance Officer) 
  
 The Chief Finance Officer presented a report which provided details of the  

Council’s overall Capital and Accountable Body Programme for 2010/11.  A 
detailed and comprehensive report was submitted to Cabinet on 30 August 
2010 and was attached as Appendix 1. 
 
A number of queries and requests for clarification were raised and the Chief 
Finance Officer responded accordingly.  However written responses would 
be circulated to Members with regard to the following were queries. 
 
1) Details to be provided of the resettlement campus reprovisioning in 
relation to the relocation of the Adult Education Service. 
 
2) Details to be provided on the expenditure incurred and the capital 
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receipt for the Blakelock Day Centre in Elwick Road. 
 
3) Confirmation of the expenditure incurred in relation to Brinkburn Pool 
and the remaining budget. 
 
4) Clarification to be provided on the difference in demolition costs 
included within the report for the Blakelock Day Centre and Throston Old 
People’s Home, including any associated residual costs. 
 
5) Details on the capital scheme at Havelock Centre for Independent 
Living and Day Centre were requested. 
 
6) Details on whether there was a penalty clause in place for the late 
completion of Jesmond Gardens Primary School. 
 
7) Details to be provided on the expenditure incurred for a Changing 
Facility at the Historic Quay. 
 
8) Details on the budget allocated to the purchase of Morison Hall. 
 
9) A copy of the asset register of all buildings and assets owned was 
requested. 
 
It was suggested that the forthcoming budget consultation proposals should 
include details of the expenditure incurred through the relocation of 
employees of the Council. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 (i) The contents of the report were noted. 

(ii) That the inclusion of expenditure incurred through the relocation of 
employees of the Council be considered for inclusion within the budget 
consultation proposals. 

(iii) Further clarification on the details noted above to be forwarded to 
Members. 

  
96. Quarter 1 – Capital Programme Monitoring Report 

2011/12 (Chief Finance Officer) 
  
 The Chief Finance Officer outlined the principle issues from the Quarter 1 

Capital and Accountable Body Programme Monitoring 2010/11 report 
submitted to Cabinet on 30 August 2011. 
 
A number of queries and requests for clarification were raised and the Chief 
Finance Officer responded accordingly.  However the following queries 
would be responded to in writing to Members direct. 
 
1) Further details were requested on the installation of staff welfare 
facilities included within the Chief Executive’s report. 
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2) A written explanation was requested on the unallocated transport 
schemes. 
 
3) Details were requested on the expenditure incurred in relation to the 
Anhydrite Mine – Derelict Land. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 (i) The contents of the report were noted. 

(ii) Further clarification on the details noted above to be forwarded to 
Members. 

  
97. Quarter 1 – Revenue Financial Management Report 

2011/12 (Chief Finance Officer) 
  
 The Chief Finance Officer provided details of the progress against the 

Council’s overall revenue budget for 2011/12.  Members were asked to note 
that there were some trends emerging in relation to income trends and 
shortfalls including a housing market renewal shortfall of £4.5m and 
redundancy costs over the next 3 years.  A report would be submitted to 
Cabinet on 10 October 2011 with a suggested strategy.  It was noted that 
although council tax collection was down, the collections for business rates 
were ahead of this time last year. 
 
A number of queries and areas of clarification were raised and responses 
provided by the Chief Finance Officer. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
98. Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee Consideration of 

2012/13 Budget Items – Scoping Report and 
Presentation (Scrutiny Manager/Assistant Chief Finance and 
Customer Services Officer) 

  
 The Scrutiny Manager presented a scoping report for the Committee’s 

consideration of the 2012/13 Budget Items and the Assistant Chief Finance 
and Customer Services Officer gave a detailed and comprehensive 
presentation. 
 
The aim of Investigation 
 
To provide views and/or alternative suggestions for savings, regarding the 
2012/13 budget proposals presented to the Scrutiny Co-ordinating 
Committee in relation to ‘Council Tax Class A Exemption Removal – 
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Income’. 
 
Proposed Terms of Reference 
 
(a) To gain an understanding of the service areas in relation to: 
 
i) The current budget (as detailed in the budget book); 
ii) Staffing information;  
iii) Budgetary and operational pressures / challenges / priorities and 

statutory responsibilities (where applicable);  
iv) The level of savings required. 
 
(b) To explore the budget requirements in relation to:- 
 
i) The required savings (including areas where provision of services 

could be ceased, reduced or changed to improve efficiency); 
ii) The potential impact of proposals / options on future service provision; 

and  
iii) How the provision of service could look in the future.  
 
(c) To formulate the Committee’s comments on the budget proposals to 

feed in to the decision making process;  
 
(d) To provide details of, and consider, any alternative suggestions the 

Committee may develop to achieve the required savings in the areas 
identified.  

 
Potential Areas of Enquiry/Sources of Evidence  
 
Members of the Committee can request a range of evidential and 
comparative information throughout the budget process. However, it was 
noted that Members may wish to be mindful of the need to deal with budget 
proposals in an efficient and timely manner and the impact on the 
department responsible for the budget area, when considering such 
requests. 
 
The 2012/13 budget will be discussed at a number of public meetings 
including Scrutiny Forums, Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee, Cabinet and 
Council.  Elected Members, representatives of groups who provide and use 
services, residents and members of the public were welcome to attend 
these meetings, where consideration will be given to their views in relation to 
the budget proposals.  The report included details of the proposed timetable. 
 
A discussion ensued on the council tax exemptions given to properties that 
were unoccupied and uninhabitable because they either require or are  
undergoing major repair work to make them habitable.  It was noted that the 
Council Tax exemption applies for no longer than a continuous period of 12 
months.  A pilot exercise in 2011/12 of inspecting such exempt properties 
after 6 months and then monthly thereafter had identified some properties 
that could have the exemption removed and council tax charged.  Members 
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suggested that the occupier should be billed after 6 months of the exemption 
period had elapsed, thereby putting the onus on them to reapply for the 
remainder of the maximum statutory 12 month exemption period.  As an 
alternative to the above, should an officer have to visit the property to 
confirm whether the exemption applies or not, members suggested that the 
occupier should be charged for that visit.  The Assistant Chief Finance and 
Customer Services Officer was not aware that the Regulations would allow 
the Council to charge occupiers for such visits.  A number of opportunities 
had been identified as part of a recent pilot exercised and these would be 
examined further. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 (i) The Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee’s remit of considerations of the 

2012/13 budget proposal/project as outlined in the report were 
approved. 

(ii) The comments and observations noted above would be fed back to the 
Performance Portfolio Holder in November 2011. 

  
99. Six Monthly Monitoring of Agreed Scrutiny Co-

ordinating Committee’s Recommendations (Scrutiny 
Manager) 

  
 The Scrutiny Manager submitted the six monthly progress report on the 

delivery of the agreed scrutiny recommendations of this Committee and 
progress made by all Scrutiny investigations undertaken since 2005.  
Attached as Appendix A to the report was a summary of progress made by  
investigation and Appendix B provided a breakdown of progress made by 
the five standing Forums. 
 
Clarification was sought on the recommendation 25b in relation to the 
Revenues and Benefits Service.  The Scrutiny Manager confirmed that a 
report would be submitted to Cabinet in the near future outlining the 
responses to each of the recommendations and the outcome would be 
reported back to Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee. 
 
The Scrutiny Manager confirmed that all job descriptions across the 
authority had been updated in accordance with the June deadline and 
copies could be provided to Members should they request them.  It was 
suggested that any emails should be forwarded to Members with 
attachments to enable them to raise any issues as matters arising from the 
minutes at the next meeting.   

  
 Recommended 
  
 That progress against the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee’s agreed 

recommendations, since the 2005/06 Municipal Year, be noted. 
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100. Scrutiny Forum’s Progress Reports – Adult and 
Community Services Scrutiny Forum (Chair of the Adult and 
Community Services Scrutiny Forum) 

  
 The Chair of the Adult and Community Services Scrutiny Forum submitted 

the report which provided an update on the work undertaken to date by the 
Adult and Community Services Scrutiny Forum since the start of the 
2010/11 municipal year. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
101. Scrutiny Forum’s Progress Reports – Children’s 

Services Scrutiny Forum (Chair of the Children’s Services 
Scrutiny Forum) 

  
 In the absence of the Chair, the Vice Chair of the Children’s Services 

Scrutiny Forum submitted the report which provided an update on the work 
undertaken to date by the Children’s Services Scrutiny Forum since the start 
of the 2010/11 municipal year. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
102. Scrutiny Forum’s Progress Reports – Health Scrutiny 

Forum (Chair of the Health Scrutiny Forum) 
  
 The report submitted provided an update on the work undertaken to date by 

the Health Scrutiny Forum since the start of the 2010/11 municipal year. 
  
 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
103. Scrutiny Forum’s Progress Reports – 

Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny Forum (Chair of 
Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny Forum) 

  
 The report submitted provided an update on the work undertaken to date by 

the Neighbourhood Services Forum since the start of the 2010/11 municipal 
year. 
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 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
104. Scrutiny Forum’s Progress Reports – Regeneration 

and Planning Services Scrutiny Forum (Chair of 
Regeneration and Planning Services Scrutiny Forum) 

  
 In the absence of the Chair, the Vice Chair of the Regeneration and 

Planning Services Scrutiny Forum submitted the report which provided an 
update on the work undertaken to date by the Children’s Services Scrutiny 
Forum since the start of the 2010/11 municipal year. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
105. Scrutiny Forum’s Progress Reports – Scrutiny Co-

ordinating Committee (Chair of Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee) 
  
 The Chair of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee submitted the report 

which provided an update on the work undertaken to date by the Scrutiny 
Co-ordinating Committee since the start of the 2010/11 municipal year. 

  
 Recommended 
  
 The content of the report was noted. 
  
106. Any Other Items which the Chairman Considers are 

Urgent  
  
 The Chairman ruled that the following items of business should be 

considered by the Committee as a matter of urgency in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 100(B) (4)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972 in 
order that the matter could be dealt with without delay. 

  
107. Any Other Business – Budget Consultation 

Proposals 
  
 The Chair informed Members that meetings to consider the above had been 

requested with the Scrutiny Chairs and Group Leaders to consider the 
process for dealing with the budget consultation proposals.  It had been 
suggested that as previously, the budget be broken down and considered by 
the relevant Scrutiny Forum and reported back to Scrutiny Co-ordinating 
Committee. 
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 The meeting concluded at 5.14 pm 
 
CHAIR 
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Report of:  Chief Finance Officer 
 
Subject:  MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY (MTFS) 

2012/2013 TO 2014/2015 – INITIAL 
CONSULTATION PROPOSALS 

 
 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To outline the key issues affecting the Council’s financial position over the 

period 2012/2013 to 2014/2015 and the implications this has for setting the 
2012/2013 budget. 

 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Previous budget reports have advised Members that the Government have 

provided a 4 year Spending Review for the Public Sector. For Local 
Government this provided detailed grant allocations for two years (2011/12 
and 2012/13) and headline grant cuts in total Local Government funding for 
a further two years ( 2013/14 and 2014/15). These grants were front loaded, 
with the greatest cuts in 2011/12 and then 2012/13. 

  
2.2 As a result of these grant cuts the Council needed to make significant 

budget cuts in 2011/12 and additional budget cuts will need to be made 
over the next three years.  Local planning assumptions have been reviewed 
and these changes marginally increase the aggregate budget deficits.  The 
revised forecasts will require the Council to make aggregate cuts of 
£15.083m (previous forecast £14.7m) by the start of 2014/15.   These cuts 
need to be made on an annual basis as deferring cuts is not an option as 
the position would become unmanageable.   

 
2.3 A detailed report on the key issues affecting the Council’s financial position 

will be considered by Cabinet on 10th October, 2011.  A copy of the Cabinet 
report is attached at Appendix A and the key issues are summarised in 
Section 3 of this report. 

  
 
 
 

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING 
COMMITTEE 
14 October, 2011 
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3. SUMMARY OF CABINET REPORT 
 
3.1 The Council made significant budget cuts in 2011/12 and additional budgets 

cuts will need to be made over the next three years. Local planning 
assumptions have been reviewed and these changes marginally increase 
the aggregate budget deficits. The revised forecasts will require the Council 
to make aggregate cuts of £15.083m (previously £14.7m) by the start of 
2014/15. Detailed proposals for bridging this gap will need to be developed 
and will require some very difficult decisions. 

  
3.2 The Council also needs to fund one-off strategic costs, including 

redundancy/early retirement costs and (Housing Market Renewal (HMR) 
commitments, which it is estimated will be £14m. Funding of £9.6m has 
been identified for these one-off costs from reviewing reserves, the forecast 
outturn and capital receipts already achieved.   

 
3.3 In summary the report advises Members that the Council faces a very 

difficult financial position over the next three years, both in addressing an 
ongoing budget deficit of £15m and the need to fund unavoidable one-off 
strategic costs of £14m.  The ongoing budget deficit needs to be addressed 
on an annual basis as deferring cuts is not an option as the position would 
become unmanageable and expose the Council to an unsustainable level of 
financial risk.  The report outlines proposals to address the 2012/13 budget 
deficit, including detailed proposals for departmental savings and the 
residual deficit to be funded from project savings, which are not yet known 
and will need to be reviewed later in the year. The report also outlines some 
measures to begin to address the deficit in 2013/14.   In relation to the 
unavoidable one-off strategic costs these need to be funded as far as 
possible from one-off resources to avoid these costs falling on the main 
revenue budget, which would increase the level of cuts which need to be 
made over the next three years.   

 
 
4. ISSUES FOR SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 

CONSIDERATION 
 
4.1 Details of the initial consultation proposals being considered by Cabinet are 

set out in paragraph 10 of the report attached at Appendix A.  Details of 
Cabinet’s views on these proposals will be provided at your meeting on 
14th October, 2011. 

 
 
5. RECOMMENDATION 
 
5.1 It is recommended that Members:- 
 

i) Note the report; 
 
ii) Consider the Cabinet report of 10th October, 2011 and the initial 

consultation proposals detailed in paragraph 10; 
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iii) Ensure relevant budget areas are referred to the appropriate Scrutiny 
Forums for consideration.  

 
 
 
 

CONTACT OFFICER 
 
 Chris Little – Chief Finance Officer 
 Chief Executive’s Department 
 Hartlepool Borough Council 
 Tel: 01429 523003 
 Email: chris.little@hartlepool.gov.uk 
 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 
The following background paper was used in the preparation of this report:- 

 
(i)  Report to Cabinet by the Chief Finance Officer - 10 October 2011 

entitled ‘Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2012/2013 to 
2014/2015’ 
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Appendix A 
 

 
Report of:  Corporate Management Team  
 
Subject:  MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY (MTFS) 

2012/13 TO 2014/15 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purpose of the report is to update the MTFS and to enable Cabinet to 

commence the budget process for 2012/13. 
  
2. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS 
 
2.1 Previous budget reports have advised Members that the Government have 

provided a 4 year Spending Review for the Public Sector.  For Local 
Government this only provided detailed Grant allocations for individual 
councils for two years (2011/12 and 2012/13) and headline Grant cuts in total 
Local Government funding for a further two years (2013/14 and 2014/15).   
These grant cuts are front loaded, with the greatest cuts in 2011/12 and then 
2012/13.   

  
2.2 The Government measured grant reductions in terms of reductions in 

‘spending power’.  On this basis Hartlepool’s Formula Grant per person in the 
first two years of the Spending Review is more than twice the national 
average reduction per person.   In cash terms the reductions in the Council’s 
Grants in 2011/12 and 2012/13 are significant, as summarised below. 

2010/11

Grant £'m % £'m %

Core Formula Grant 51.5 6.1 12% 10.2 20%

Specific and ABG Grants transferred to 
Core Formula Grant 7.8 1.2 15% 1.6 21%

Specific and ABG Grants transferred to 
Early Intervention Grant 8.9 1.9 21% 1.9 21%
Sub total 68.2 9.2 13% 13.7 20%

Working Neighbourhood Fund 4.9 4.9 100% 4.9 100%

73.1 14.1 19% 18.6 25%

2011/12 Grant cut Cumulative Grant
Cut by 2012/13 from 

2010/11 base

   
 

CABINET  
10th October 2011 
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2.3 As a result of these grant cuts the Council needed to make significant budget 

cuts in 2011/12 and additional budget cuts will need to be made over the next 
three years.  Local planning assumptions have been reviewed and these 
changes marginally increase the aggregate budget deficits.  The revised 
forecasts will require the Council to make aggregate cuts of £15.083m 
(previous forecast £14.7m) by the start of 2014/15.   These cuts need to be 
made on an annual basis as deferring cuts is not an option as the position 
would become unmanageable.  The Council therefore needs to make the 
following annual cuts, which are broadly in line with the forecast reported in 
February 2011: 

 
 Original 

Deficits 
£’m 

Revised 
Deficits 

£’m 
2012/13 6.600 6.767
2013/14 2.900 3.118
2014/15 5.200 5.198
Total 14.700 15.083

 
 
2.4 The Council also needs to fund one-off strategic costs, including 

redundancy/early retirement costs and (Housing Market Renewal (HMR) 
commitments, which it is estimated will be £14m.  The redundancy/early 
retirement costs could be higher if schools do not buy-back existing services 
as further staffing redundancies would be unavoidable.  There could also be 
redundancy/early retirement costs from cuts in other grant regimes and if 
these costs cannot be funded from the specific grant they will need to be 
funded by the Council. There is also a risk that the HMR cost could increase if 
the bid for Transitional Grant funding of £2m is not successful.   These costs 
need to be funded from one-off resources as far as possible to avoid having 
to make higher cuts in the revenue budget.     

 
2.5 Funding of £9.6m has been identified for these one-off costs from reviewing 

reserves, the forecast outturn and capital receipts already achieved.   It is 
recommended that these resources are earmarked to fund the unavoidable 
one-off cost which will be incurred over the next three years.  This proposal 
will protect the medium term financial position of the Council and avoid 
deferring unfunded and unavoidable financial commitments until future years 
when the financial position will be even more difficult and one-off resources 
will not be able.  This situation would simply increase the level of cuts which 
need to be made to the revenue budget and services.   Assuming this 
strategy is approved there is still a funding shortfall of £4.4m.   

 
2.6 It is anticipated that a package of additional land sales over the next few 

years should address this shortfall.  As these one-off strategic costs will be 
phased over the next three years it is anticipated that a capital receipts 
strategy can be developed which matches the annual need for resources with 
the achievement of capital receipts.  This will include the purchase of land for 
resale within the next three years where there is a robust business case and 
this does not increase financial risk.   
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2.7 Assuming these land sales can be achieved within the required timescale this 

will avoid a revenue budget pressure from having to use Prudential Borrowing 
to fund the £4.4m shortfall. 

 
2.8 In summary the report advises Members that the Council faces a very difficult 

financial position over the next three years, both in addressing an ongoing 
budget deficit of £15m and the need to fund unavoidable one-off strategic 
costs of £14m.  The ongoing budget deficit needs to be addressed on an 
annual basis as deferring cuts is not an option as the position would become 
unmanageable and expose the Council to an unsustainable level of financial 
risk.  The report outlines proposals to address the 2012/13, including detailed 
proposals for departmental savings and the residual deficit to be funded from 
project savings, which are not yet known and will need to be reviewed later in 
the year. The report also outlines some measures to begin to address the 
deficit in 2013/14.   In relation to the unavoidable one-off strategic costs these 
need to be funded as far as possible from one-off resources to avoid these 
costs falling on the main revenue budget, which would increase the level of 
cuts which need to be made over the next three years.   

 
3. RELEVANCE TO CABINET 
 
3.1 The report enables Cabinet to determine the final Budget and Policy 

Framework proposals it wishes to refer to Cabinet. 
  
4. TYPE OF DECISION 
 
4.1 Budget and Policy Framework. 
 
5. DECISION MAKING ROUTE 
  
5.1 Cabinet 10th October, Cabinet 19th December 2011 and 5th February 2012 

and Council 9th February 2011.  
 
6. DECISION(S) REQUIRED 
 
6.1 It is recommended that Cabinet:  
 

i) Note the report; 
  
ii) Approve the consultation issues detailed in section 10;  

 
iii) Note that a without prejudice voluntary redundancy sweep will be 

undertaken to determine the level of employee interest and whether there 
is scope for this to help manage the position for 2012/13; 

 
iv) Approve the development of a capital receipts disposal strategy, including 

the purchase of land for resale within the next three years where there is a 
robust business case and this does not increase financial risk, based on 
the proposed land sales detailed in Appendix E and authorise officers to 
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progress these sales, subject to the Finance and Procurement Portfolio 
Holder approving individual land sales. 
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Report of:   Corporate Management Team  
 
Subject:  MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY   (MTFS) 
 012/13 TO 2014/15 
 
 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purpose of the report is to update the MTFS and to enable Cabinet to 

commence the budget process for 2012/13. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Previous budget reports have advised Members that the Government have 

provided detailed Local Government Grant allocations for only two years 
(2011/12 and 2012/13.) 

 
 For the second half of the spending review period (2013/14 and 2014/15) 

the Government have only provided details of the headline national cuts in 
Local Government funding.   The consultation document published in July 
2011 outlining the Governments proposals to re-localise Business Rates 
confirms the headline cuts in Local Government funding for 2013/14 and 
2014/15.  Details of the cuts in individual councils funding for these years 
will not be known until after the Government have completed a review of the 
current funding system for councils.  

 
2.2 For planning purpose the MTFS assumes that in 2013/14 and 2014/15 

Hartlepool’s grant will decrease in line with the National Grant cuts.  As 
indicated previously this is likely to be an optimistic assumption and actual 
grant cuts are anticipated to be higher than the national cuts, for two 
reasons.  

  
 Firstly, experience of the grant cuts in 2011/12 and 2012/13 indicates that 

local funding cuts are likely to be higher than the national average. 
Secondly, an assumption that the Government’s review of the current 
funding system will have an adverse impact on areas with greater 
dependency on Government Grants and a lower proportion of expenditure 
funded from  Council Tax, such as Hartlepool.  

 
2.3 At this stage insufficient information is available to assess the potential 

impact of these changes. The position will need to be reviewed when more 
information is provided by the Government.  In the meantime the known 
grant cut for 2012/13 and existing planning assumptions for 2013/14 and 
2014/15 mean the Council will need to make further budget cuts before the 
start of 2014/15 (i.e. by March 2014) and in February 2011 these were 
estimated to total £14.7m. 

 
2.4 The forecast budget deficits also reflect the following planning assumptions: 
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• Council Tax is increased by 2.5% per year for 2012/13 to 2014/15. 
• The national public sector pay freeze applies to Local Government 

employees in 2011/12 and from 2012/13 cost of living pay awards do not 
exceed the provision included in the MTFS. 

• Demographic and unavoidable cost pressures do not exceed the 
headroom provision of £1m per year included in the MTFS. 

• Non-pay inflation pressures over the period of the MTFS do not exceed 
2.5% per year.   

 
2.5 The review of the MTFS needs to address the key financial issues and risks 

affecting the Council and the linkages between the following areas; 
• The core revenue budget 
• Funding of redundancy/early retirement costs and other 

decommissioning costs of  reducing the core revenue budget 
• Housing Market Renewal Exit strategy 
• Capital receipts and potential capital investment 
• Review of Reserves and financial risks 

 
2.6 These issues need to be considered as an overall strategic framework for 

developing a coherent financial strategy and short and medium term plans to 
address these.  This will be essential to ensure the Council can manage the 
most significant financial challenges since 1996, whilst maintaining a focus on 
delivering agreed strategic priorities.  The strategy also needs to address 
financial risks which will increase at a time of reducing resources. 

 
2.7 Whilst the report expresses the financial position and financial risks facing the 

Council over the next three years in monetary terms, these issues are 
fundamentally about the future nature and shape of the Council and services;  
sustainability, levels and methods of delivery.  

 
2.8 The financial challenges facing the public sector and councils are greater 

than anything which has existed in the past 50 years.  This reflects both the 
national financial position and ongoing demographic issues.  Addressing 
these will require the Council to adopt a range of measures including 
reassessing priorities, new ways of working, including issues such as joint 
working with other councils/organisations, trading companies and trusts 
where these provide financial savings and protect services. 

 
2.9 The budget deficits will need to be addressed through a series of measures, 

some of which will have longer lead in times running over more than one 
financial year.  Therefore, some decisions may need to be taken by Cabinet 
and Council outside the traditional budget cycle to ensure financial benefits 
can be achieved within the required timescales.   This will include making 
difficult decisions in advance of when cuts are reflected in the MTFS to 
provide time, where appropriate, to complete detailed consultation on 
proposals (which may be governed by statutory requirements – increasingly 
equality impact assessments), to enable the new service delivery methods to 
be worked up to ensure implementation is safe and sustainable, to address 
legal issues, such as the impact of TUPE regulations and procurement 
timescales (including compliance where appropriate with European 
procurement procedures and timescales).        
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3. 2012/13 T0 2014/15 REVENUE BUDGET 
 
3.1 The existing planning assumptions indicate that the Council needs to make 

further budget cuts of £14.7m before the start of 2014/15 (this is on top of the 
£10m cuts implemented for the current year).   As a result of the 
Governments decision to front load grant cuts the Council needs to make 
£6.6m of these additional cuts before the start of 2012/13 and this will be very 
challenging.  If these cuts are not made in 2012/13 this will mean that cuts of 
£9.5m need to be made in 2013/14.  This situation needs to be avoided as 
the higher level of cuts in 2013/14 would be extremely challenging to manage 
and would significantly increase the financial risk the Council needs to 
manage. The remainder of this report therefore assumes that the Council will 
address the annual budget deficits by implementing permanent reductions in 
the budget over the next three years.  This position is summarised below: 

 

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
£'M £'M £'M

Gross Cumulative Deficit 7.8          11.7        18.2        
Indicative Annual Council Tax increases of 2.5% (1.2) (2.2) (3.5)
Gross Cumulative Deficit net indicative Council Tax increases 6.6 9.5 14.7

Ongoing cuts implemented in previous years 0 (6.6) (9.5)
Annual deficit  6.6 2.9 5.2       

3.2 A detailed report was submitted to Cabinet on 8th April 2011 outlining the 
structure and content of the Business Transformation Programme (BTP) 2.  
The proposed programme consists of four broad areas covering the BT 
programme, planned reductions, projects and income generation.  This 
programme aims to deliver approximately £5.3m of budget reductions for 
2012/13.   

 
3.3 Departmental targets have been set for the first two elements of the BTP 2 

programme as follows: 
 

• Child and Adult Services   £2.743m 
• Chief executives Department  £0.646m 
• Regeneration and Neighbourhoods £1.998m 
• Total      £5.387m 

 
3.4 These targets need to be delivered through a variety of initiatives and 

departments are working to achieve these targets.  Proposals for achieving 
these targets are detailed in Appendix A.    If these targets are not achieved 
alternative cuts will need to be made to balance next year’s budgets.   It is 
therefore important that this work is progressed and that decisions are taken 
during 2011/12 to avoid the need for emergency measures, which would 
undoubtedly be significantly more difficult and damaging.  As previously 
reported a range of potential projects have been identified which it is intended 
will contribute significantly towards bridging the remaining 2012/13 deficit of 
£1.213m.  This will require review throughout the year.  It is anticipated that 
projects will deliver savings over a number of years, although targets have 
not been set for individual projects.  In 2012/13 it is expected that a significant 
saving should come from the proposed ICT/Revenues and Benefits 
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procurement project.  Other projects will need to bridge the remaining gap 
and this position will need to be reviewed when the ICT/Revenues and 
Benefits tenders are known.   The review of commissioning arrangements 
with the voluntary sector, including the Community Pool review, should also 
provide a saving towards the net 2012/13 budget deficit.  This will be a 
subject to a separate report to Cabinet.   

 
3.5 Revised Budget forecasts 2012/13 to 2014/15  
 
3.6 The budget forecasts for 2012/13 have been updated to reflect the initial 

pressures identified and other changes in planning assumptions.  Pressures 
have been identified on the basis of permanent income shortfalls and 
unavoidable legal, contractual or demand lead commitments of maintaining 
existing services.  For 2012/13 pressures total £1.711m, as detailed in 
Appendix B.  This is more than the £1m headroom included in the 2012/13 
budget forecasts for potential pressures and therefore increases the budget 
gap as it is recommended these are funded.  A number of other potential 
pressures have been identified, as detailed in Appendix C.  It is currently 
recommended that these items should not be funded.   

 
3.7 The planning assumptions for 2012/13 to 2014/15 have also been reviewed 

and changes in these factors are detailed in Appendix D.  These factors will 
need to be reviewed on an annual basis to reflect Government policy 
changes and external drivers.  For example, in 2012/13 the Government have 
indicated funding for remanding children and young people will transfer to 
local authorities.  This is a complex issue and the Local Government 
Association (LGA) is currently working with the Government to ensure funding 
transfers reflect the full and true costs of youth remands, including a realistic 
estimate of the reductions in young people remanded to secure custody as a 
result of changes arising form the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of 
Offenders Bill.  The LGA is also pursuing the issues of unexpected events 
beyond an individual local authorities control which lead to a sudden increase 
in the youth remand population.  Further details will be reported when they 
become available.  Similarly, in 2013/14 it is expected that the Government 
will remove the Non Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO) grant which currently 
reduces the costs of incinerating waste.  This cost increase will be party offset 
by the incinerator operators entering into an arrangement to sell electricity to 
the national grid and using this income to replace the loss of the NFFO grant.   

 
3.8 For 2012/13 the revised planning assumptions provide a net benefit of 

£0.544m, which partly offsets the additional pressures identified above.  
When account is taken of the increased pressures and the benefits of the 
revised planning assumptions the revised deficit for 2012/13 is £6.767m, 
compared to the original forecast of £6.6m.  Assuming the planned 
departmental budget cuts of £5.387m are achieved, as detailed in paragraph 
3.3, the Council still needs to bridge a gap for 2012/13 of £1.38m.  

 
3.9 The revised deficits for 2013/14 and 2014/15 assume that each year’s budget 

will be balanced on an annual basis by making permanent cuts in 
expenditure.  This is the recommended route to ensure a secure financial 
base and an ability to manage future years’ cuts.   The revised planning 
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forecasts include an ongoing benefit from the New Homes Bonus regime, 
which the Government has stated will be paid for six years.  The income for 
2012/13 and future years is not guaranteed, although it is based on a prudent 
assessment of anticipated house building growth.  Including this anticipated 
income introduces a new potential risk to the MTFS, which at this stage is 
expected to be manageable.  This will need to be reviewed annually when the 
Government announces annual allocations for the New Homes Bonus 
payable to individual councils.  There is a risk this income could be offset by 
further cuts in Formula Grant which may be implemented by the Government 
to fund additional national top ups of the New Homes Bonus regime.   This 
will also need to be reviewed annually. 

 
3.10    The 2012/13 pressures and revised planning assumptions marginally 

increase the overall deficit which needs to be addressed before the start 
of 2014/15 from £14.7m to £15.083m.  The impact on annual deficits is 
summarised below: 

 
 Original 

Deficits 
£’m 

Revised 
Deficits 

£’m 
2012/13 6.600 6.767
2013/14 2.900 3.118
2014/15 5.200 5.198
Total 14.700 15.083

 
 
 
 
3.11 Strategy for managing budget position for 2013/14 and 2014/15 
 
3.12 The MTFS assumes that the 2012/13 budget is balanced on a sustainable 

basis through a combination of departmental cuts and project savings.   The 
Council will then still face significant deficits in 2013/14 and 2014/15. 

 
3.13 A detailed strategy will need to be developed to address these deficits.  There 

will not be a single approach to addressing these deficits and a range of 
measures will be required. 

 
3.14 Some proposals will have much longer lead in times running over more than 

one financial year.  Some decisions will need to be taken by Cabinet and 
Council outside the traditional budget cycle to ensure financial benefits can 
be achieved within the required timescales.    

 
3.15 This will include making difficult decisions in advance of when cuts are 

reflected in the MTFS to provide time, where appropriate, to complete 
detailed consultation on proposals (which may be governed by statutory 
requirements – increasingly equality impact assessments), to enable the new 
service delivery methods to be worked up to ensure implementation is safe 
and sustainable, to address legal issues, such as the impact of TUPE 
regulations and procurement timescales (including compliance where 
appropriate with European procurement procedures and timescales).  
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3.16 Addressing future deficits will require the Council to adopt a range of 

measures including reassessing priorities and new ways of working. There 
are a broad range of potential avenues that may be considered in taking 
forward such a challenging agenda.  Cabinet agreed, at the meeting of 24th 
January to the exploration of the potential for joint working with another 
authority to be explored.  This was to consider the feasibility and options that 
may be available through such a change and the issues and implications that 
may be attributable to it.  The potential for financial savings, whilst aiming to 
protect front line service provision is also a key consideration in any such 
consideration.  In addition a range of other potential options are available to 
the Council in respect of trading companies and the potential for trust 
arrangements to be developed in respect of certain service areas.  Such 
arrangements, in the context of the budget deficit may primarily be 
mechanisms for safeguarding services rather than the delivery of significant 
savings.  In addition there are a number of further potential reconfigurations 
and potentially significant transformations to services including areas such as 
waste management. Details of these issues will be the subject of separate 
reports as more detailed proposals and issues for consideration are worked 
up to enable Cabinet to determine their agreed way forward. 

 
 
 
4.0 ONE OFF STRATEGIC FINANCIAL ISSUES  
 
4.1 In addition to managing cuts in the General Fund revenue budget the Council 

will also need to manage the following strategic financial issues: 
 

• Redundancy and early retirement costs; 
• Housing Market Renewal costs; 
• Land Remediation costs; 
• Capital investment requirements; 
  

4.2 Further details for each of these issues are provided in the following 
paragraphs: 

 
 
4.3 Redundancy and early retirement costs  
 
4.4 Given the scale of the budget deficits over the next three years of £15.083m 

reductions in the size of staffing establishments and staff will be unavoidable.  
The Council will continue to seek to minimise compulsory redundancies 
wherever possible.  However, it will become increasingly difficult to manage 
the position through vacancies and redeployments given the diverse nature of 
different services and the specialist / professional staff required in many 
areas.  There will also be fewer vacancies to manage owing to the nature of 
the employment market and reduced opportunities in other councils, areas of 
the public sector or the private sector.  Therefore, it is inevitable that 
significant voluntary and compulsory redundancies will be unavoidable over 
the next three years.  
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4.5 At this stage it is not possible to estimate the number of potential 
redundancies, either voluntary or compulsory.  For 2012/13 these details will 
be identified as proposals for achieving the BTP 2 savings targets are 
developed.  It is proposed to undertake, on a without prejudice basis, a 
voluntary redundancy sweep to determine the level of employee interest and 
determine if there is scope for this to help manage the position for 2012/13.   

 
4.6 In financial terms redundancy costs (which will include pension costs where 

appropriate) will be significant.  Therefore the potential costs of redundancies 
over the next three years needs to be quantified so that a financing strategy 
for these costs can be developed.  If this is not done the Council will have to 
manage unidentified financial commitments when they arise.  This approach 
would increase the level of revenue cuts to be made over the next few years.  
To avoid this situation a proactive strategy is needed. 

 
4.7 The starting point for this strategy is the proportion of the current General 

Fund Budget spent on pay related costs (i.e. basic pay, national insurance 
and pension contributions).  This is around 56%, including the pay element of 
Trading Account recharges.  In practise the percentage of the ‘controllable’ 
budget spent on pay related costs will be higher as significant elements of the 
non-pay budget are driven by external and demand lead pressures and 
cannot be reduced in the short-term.   Therefore, for planning purposes 56% 
is a prudent planning assumption.  

 
4.8 This figure suggests that around £8m of the required budget reductions (i.e. 

56% of £14.5m) over the next three years will impact on pay related budgets.  
This is broadly in line with the proportion of the £5.6m service cuts made in 
2011/12 which came from pay related budgets. 

 
4.9 The second stage is to look at the level of anticipated redundancy and early 

retirement costs.  Redundancy costs are reasonably predictable as the 
Council pays no enhancements and the maximum redundancy payment is 
capped at 30 weeks pay (this is understood to be the lowest in the North 
East).  The position on early retirement costs is more difficult as these 
depend on the age and pensionable service of individual employees.   

 
4.10 To assess potential redundancy and early retirement costs the most reliable 

basis is to look at experience over the last 2 years, which totalled £5.8m.  The 
following table shows the value of total redundancy and early retirement costs 
as a percentage of the pay savings achieved.  This analysis provides a 
common basis for comparison of ‘cost to savings’ for employees at different 
salary levels.  The table also shows the pay back period for these one-off 
costs, as this demonstrates how quickly the one-off costs are repaid from 
ongoing savings from permanently reducing pay costs.  For both years this 
was well within the Councils maximum pay back period of 3.05 years: 

 
 Redundancy and early 

retirement costs as a 
percentage of pay 
savings achieved 

Pay back period for 
Redundancy and early 
retirement costs  

2010/11 125% 15 months 
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2011/12 60% 7 months 
Average  92% 11 months 

 
4.11 The lower percentage cost and pay back period in 2011/12 reflected the 

impact of an increase in the age employees made redundant were eligible for 
their pension from 50 to 55 from 1st April 2010.   This provided a temporary 
financial benefit to the Council.  Over the next three years the proportion of 
employees who will be 55 will increase, and by 1st April 2014 approximately 
32% of the workforce will be 55 or older.  The pay costs of these workers 
represents around 30% of the pay bill, which confirms that workers aged 
around 55 are evenly spread across different pay grades, as detailed in the 
graph below.  On the basis of these trends there is a greater probability that 
redundancy and early retirement costs will be more in line with the average 
for the two years. 

 
 

Percentage of Total Workforce Aged 55+
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4.12 Based on the factors outlines in the previous paragraphs the Council faces 
significant redundancy and early retirement costs.  On the basis of 
experience over the last two years these costs are estimated between £5m 
and £10m.  

  
4.13 For planning purposes it would be prudent to use the average estimate for 

these costs of £7.5m over the next 3 years.  Further work is needed to 
determine the phasing of these costs over the next three years.   There is a 
risk that these costs may be higher and the position will need to be reviewed 
on an annual basis.  This forecast makes no provision for redundancy and 
early retirement costs arising from cuts in specific grants.  Where possible 
these will be funded from the available grant funding.  However, this is not 
always possible owing to commitments against grant funding and specific 
grant conditions which exclude redundancy and early retirement costs as 
eligible expenditure.   In these instances these costs will fall on the Council.  

 
4.14 Redundancy and Early Retirement costs could be significantly higher if 

schools, including those which may convert to academy status, do not 
continue to buy back services from the Council.  If this occurs the Council 
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would need to scale back and/or cease these services completely.  This issue 
affects most areas of the Council and the table overleaf provides a summary 
of current income from school buy back arrangements.  Further work is 
needed to assess this risk.  Work also needs to be completed to assess the 
proportion of this income which funds pay costs, although given the nature of 
the services provided pay costs will make up a high percentage of the overall 
costs.  Therefore, if schools do not buy back services the redundancy and 
early retirement costs over the next few years could increase by several 
million pounds. 

 
 Value of current school buy 

back arrangements 
£’000 

Child and Adult Services 1,822 
* Chief Executives Dept. 1,061 
Regeneration and Neighbourhoods 4,800 
Total 7,683 

 
 * Chief Executives could also be affected if schools don’t buy back existing 

services from other Council departments. 
 
4.15 Given the scale of anticipated redundancies over the next few years the 

Council may face an increased risk of Employment Tribunals.  Existing 
procedures should mitigate this risk, although as with all risk it cannot be 
entirely removed.  Any Employment Tribunal costs, including the cost of 
successfully defending claims will need to be funded from the resources 
allocated for redundancy and early retirement costs.  Similarly, where 
employees can be redeployed there may be temporary protection costs which 
also need to be funded from these resources.  

 
 To maximise the period available for formally consulting with staff and Trade 
Union representatives it is proposed that the Chief Customer & Workforce 
Services Officer be authorised to proceed with formal redundancy 
consultations in conjunction with the Corporate Management Team on the 
basis of the proposals set out in this report.  The outcome of consultations will 
be incorporated into further reports presented to Cabinet.   

  
4.16 Housing Market Renewal  (HMR) 
  
4.17 A report was submitted to Cabinet on 4th August 2011 to advise Members of 

the latest position on the Carr/Hopps Street HMR scheme following the 
Government’s withdrawal of HMR funding.  The report advised Members that 
the Government have now recognised that the complete withdrawal of HMR 
funding has left a number of councils with a difficult position to manage.  In 
response the Government have decided to provide some transitional funding 
to assist councils to manage the position.  The Government have stated that 
this funding is not intended to enable HMR schemes to be completed as 
originally planned and is only designed to achieve a ‘managed exit’.  
Transitional funding is subject to a regional bidding process and Hartlepool’s 
bid has been included in the Tees Valley submission.  Nationally the 
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Government are providing £30m and it is understood that bids significantly 
exceed this amount.  

 
4.18 A decision will not be known on the funding application until later in the year.  

Assuming this application is successful the Council will still need to fund 
significant costs from its own resources to complete this scheme.   If the bid is 
not successful the Council’s funding shortfall will increase by £2m. 

 
4.19 The Council also potentially faces additional HMR costs for the 

Perth/Hurworth Street scheme as a result of a recent independent arbitration 
of property values following an appeal against the Councils valuation.   
Officers are currently assessing the impact of this decision and seeking legal 
advice on the options open to the Council.  An initial assessment indicates 
that the Council will incur additional costs over and above those expected 
when this project commenced in 2008.  As these costs exceed the available 
grant funding they will need to be funded by the Council from its own 
resources.  It is therefore prudent to factor these into the MTFS. 

 
4.20 In total it is expected that the Council will need to fund HMR costs of £4.5m 

from its own resources, assuming the bid for transitional funding of £2m is 
successful and there are additional costs for the Perth/Hurworth Street 
scheme.  The actual figure could be higher if the HMR Transitional Grant 
allocation is less than the Councils bid.   Owing to the complexity of these 
projects and phasing over a number of years there is also a risk that these 
costs will increase before the projects are complete.  This position will 
therefore need to be managed carefully over the next few years. 

 
4.21 Once the HMR sites are fully assembled and cleared the Council will be able 

to market these sites.  This may achieve a capital receipt, although this will be 
significantly less than the costs which need funding.  In addition, market 
conditions in these areas mean it is unlikely that a capital receipt will be 
achieved and the Council may have to use the land value as ‘match funding’  
to attract a developer.   As this project will take a number of years to complete 
a funding strategy for these costs is needed.           

 
4.22 Land Remediation costs 
 
4.23 Officers from the Council and the Environment Agency have recently 

completed investigation of land contamination at the former Leathers 
chemical site.   This investigation indicates some remediation works are 
needed to make this site safe, although there is no risk to public health.   It is 
estimated these works will cost £1m.  These costs are not eligible for 
Government funding and will need to be funded from the Councils own 
resources. 

 
4.24 Capital Investment Requirements 
 
4.25 In previous years the Council has used Prudential Borrowing to provide an 

annual budget for a ‘Council Capital Projects’.  The repayment costs of using 
Prudential Borrowing have then been included as a budget pressure. 
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4.26 Given the size of the budget deficits over the next few years this approach is 
less appropriate and an alternative strategy is needed to avoid an ongoing 
budget pressure. 

 
4.27 It is therefore suggested that a one-off ‘Council Capital Projects’ budget of 

£1m is established on a contingency basis from one-off resources.  It is also 
suggested that this amount is allocated on a case by case basis when 
unavoidable commitments arise and/or to meet match funding commitments 
which achieve the Council’s priorities.  Individual projects would need to be 
approved by Cabinet and Council.  

 
4.28 Summary of One-off Strategic Costs 
 
4.29 The one-off Strategic Financial issues detailed in this section are in addition 

to the General Fund budget deficit and have a total value of £14m, which 
consists of one-off revenue and capital items as summarised below: 

 
 Revenue 

Costs 
£’m 

Capital 
Costs 
£’m 

Total 
Costs 
£’m 

Redundancy/ Early Retirements costs 7.5 0.0   7.5 
Housing Market Renewal 0.0 4.5   4.5 
Land Remediation costs 0.0 1.0   1.0 
Capital Investment Requirements 0.0 1.0   1.0 
Total 7.5 6.5 14.0 

 
 
5.0 Strategy for funding One–off Strategic Costs 
 
5.1 Given the scale of the ongoing revenue budget deficit and the need to make 

significant budget cuts a strategy for funding these one-off costs needs to be 
developed.  This needs to mitigate, as far as possible, the impact of these 
one-off strategic costs on the Councils revenue budget and the delivery of 
front line services.  The proposed strategy is based on an assessment of the 
timing of expenditure commitments over the next 3 years, which will need 
managing.  

 
5.2 The proposed financing strategy is based on a range of measures covering a 

review of existing reserves and risks, the 2011/12 forecast outturn and the 
use of uncommitted capital receipts already achieved.    

 
5.3 As detailed in the following table the estimated one-off costs exceed available 

resources by £4.47m, assuming Members approve the proposals within this 
report. 
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Summary one-off commitments and proposed funding

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Total
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Expenditure Commitments

Revenue
Redundancy and Early Retirement costs 3,300 1,500 2,700 7,500

Capital 
Housing Market Renewal 1,400 2,700 400 4,500
Land Remediation costs 1,000 0 0 1,000
Council Capital Fund 1,000 0 0 1,000

Total forecast expenditure commitments 6,700 4,200 3,100 14,000

Less Available Funding

Revenue
Review of reserves (2,250) (1,100) (2,700) (6,050)
2011/12 Forecast Outturn (1,650) (330) 0 (1,980)

(3,900) (1,430) (2,700) (8,030)

Capital 
Capital Receipts already achieved (1,500) 0 0 (1,500)
Total available funding (5,400) (1,430) (2,700) (9,530)

Unfunded forecast expenditure commitments 1,300 2,770 400 4,470

  
5.4 The forecasts in the above table assume that costs will be phased over the 

next three years.  For financial planning purposes redundancy and early 
retirement costs are expected to follow the annual budget deficits, although in 
practise there will be some variation between years.  HMR profiling reflects 
the Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhood Services assessment of the 
phasing of this scheme.   The forecasts also assume costs do not exceed 
current estimates and the resources identified in the above table are 
earmarked for these commitments.  This strategy is also dependant upon 
earmarking revenue resources (i.e. reserves and resources from the 2011/12 
forecast revenue outturn) to fund revenue commitments which cannot 
currently be capitalised (i.e. redundancy costs) and revenue costs which 
cannot be capitalised at all (i.e. pensions costs arising from redundancies).  
This strategy means that capital receipts will be allocated for capital 
commitments and will need to be achieved on a phased basis.  The proposed 
strategy should, if the required capital receipts are achieved, avoid these 
costs falling on the main revenue budget and impacting on services if 
additional one-off resources can be achieved. 

 
5.5 At this stage bridging the estimated residual gap will be wholly reliant on 

achieving capital receipts over the next three years.   A number of sites have 
been identified, which it is expected will achieve net capital receipts of £5m 
and therefore cover the forecast funding shortfall.   Achieving these capital 
receipts will be challenging in the current financial climate.   The Director of 
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Regeneration and Neighbourhoods indicates that whilst this will be 
challenging there is demand from developers for smaller development sites 
across Hartlepool.  The sites detailed in Appendix E are therefore expected to 
be attractive to developers and the Council should be able to achieve the 
capital receipts required by 2014/15.   A capital receipts strategy needs to be 
developed which matches the annual need for resources with the 
achievement of capital receipts.  This capital receipts strategy will also 
include the purchase of land for resale within the next three years where 
there is a robust business case and this does not increase financial risk.  The 
purchase and resale of land will need to be managed carefully to ensure 
annual capital receipts match annual expenditure commitments and avoid 
unbudgeted revenue costs from using Prudential borrowing to fund any 
shortfall.  Achieving the required capital receipts will be based on the asset 
sales identified in Appendix E. These proposals should begin to generate 
capital receipts in the current year and phasing in future years should ensure 
further capital receipts are achieved to fund the annual commitments detailed 
in paragraph 5.3, as summarised below.    

 
 Forecast Capital Receipts - 2011/12 to 2014/15  
 

Year Forecast  
receipts 
£’000 

2011/12 1,000
2012/13 3,000
2013/14        0
2014/15 1,000
Total 5,000

  
 
5.6 In the event that the shortfall cannot be bridged from capital receipts these 

costs will need to be funded from Prudential Borrowing.  This fall back 
position assumes that the shortfall relates to expenditure which can be 
capitalised.  It is anticipated that the phasing of forecast expenditure 
commitments and available resources will enable this requirement to be 
achieved.   

 
5.7  The fall back position of using Prudential borrowing would have an additional 

unbudgeted revenue cost of up to £0.4m.  This would increase the cuts 
needed in 2014/15, which would make the budget position even more difficult 
and increase the impact on services.    

  
5.8 The following paragraphs provide further details relating to the resources 

identified in the previous paragraphs from reviewing of reserves and risks, the 
2011/12 forecast outturn and uncommitted capital receipts already achieved. 

 
5.9 Review of Reserves and Risks 
 
5.10 As Members will recall from the annual budget and Council Tax setting 

process the Local Government Act 2003 requires an Authority’s Chief 
Finance Officer (CFO) to advise Members on the robustness of the budget 
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forecasts and the proposed level of reserves.  If Members ignore this advice, 
the Act requires the Authority to record this position.  This latter provision is 
designed to recognise the statutory responsibilities of the CFO.  In practise 
this situation has not previously arisen for the Council. 

 
5.11 This guidance is equally applicable when Members are reviewing the existing 

level, purposes and risks being managed through the Council’s reserves as 
ultimately any changes will feed through into next years formal budget and 
Council Tax setting report to full Council.  The review of reserves and risks 
therefore reflects these requirements to ensure that proposals are robust and 
the CFO can provide assurance to Council in February 2012 that the 2012/13 
budget proposals and level of reserves are robust.  

 
5.12 The risks facing the Council have evolved since the 2011/12 budget was set.  

It is therefore appropriate to review reserves to address these issues and the 
significant financial challenges facing the Council over the next few years. 

 
5.13 At the 31st March 2011 the Council had total reserves of £39.023m.  This 

includes reserves held in trust for schools which cannot be spent by the 
Council and capital reserves earmarked to fund capital expenditure 
commitments rephased into 2011/12.  

 
5.14 The value of reserves at 31st March 2011 was also affected by the timing of 

the Transitional Grant provided by the Government in response to the 
significant cut in the 2011/12 Formula Grant, which was at the maximum 
level.  The Council determined to use the Transitional Grant to fund 
redundancy and early retirement costs relating to the 2011/12 budget cuts.   
These costs were paid in 2010/11 and the Transitional Grant was received in 
2011/12.  Owing to this timing difference the costs in 2010/11 were 
temporarily funded from reserves.  Therefore, the Transitional Grant needs 
adding back to the level of reserves at 31st March 2011.   

 
5.15   When account is taken of these amounts the net reserves available for review 

is £25.379m, as summarised overleaf 
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 £’000 
Balance 31.03.11 39,023
Add – Repayment from Transitional Grant 1,846
Less: 
School Reserves (includes non DSG reserves) (6,027)
Lotteries and Museum Acquisitions Reserve (483)
Capital Reserves (7,545)
Budget Support Fund  (1,435)
Net Reserves available for review 25,379

 
 
5.16 Appendix F provides a detailed schedule of the net reserves summarised 

above.  This provides an explanation of the risk individual reserves are 
earmarked to manage and the reason individual reserves need to be 
maintained.  As previously reported reserves are held to manage a range of 
risks and many of these risks will occur in future years.  It is therefore 
important to maintain these reserves to protect the Councils medium term 
financial position.  These reserves can only be used once and once they are 
used any unfunded risks need to be funded from the revenue budget.   

   
5.17  The review of reserves is based on a detailed re-assessment of the risks 

individual reserves were originally earmarked for.  This re-assessment of risk 
identifies which reserves need to be maintained, those that can be scaled 
back and those that are no longer needed.  In total the re-assessment of risks 
has identified £6.044m of reserves which can be released to partly fund the 
forecast one-off strategic costs, as summarised below: 

 
 

Sumary of Reserves Avalibale for Review 

Balance at 
31/03/2011

Released for 
Redundancy 

/Early 
Retirement 

costs 

Reserve to be 
Retained to 
manage on-
going risks

£000 £000 £000
Corporate 14,651           3,116                 11,535               
Chief Execs 1,395             548                    847                    
Adult 3,427             1,174                 2,253                 
Children's 3,233             510                    2,723                 
Regeneration & Neighbourhoods 2,673             696                    1,977                 

25,379         6,044                19,335               
 
5.18 As indicated in the above table the Council also needs to retain reserves with 

a total value of £19.335m at 31st March 2011 to manage specific risks and to 
fund existing commitments.  This includes reserves  allocated to manage 
Equal Pay/Equal Value claims, demand lead risks relating to Looked After 
Children and older people, the Insurance Fund and the uncommitted General 
Fund Balance – which needs to be maintained to address emergency 
situations and would need to be repaid if used on a temporary basis. 

 
5.19 As requested by Members further details on the reserves created as part of 

the 2010/11 final outturn strategy will be reported in the quarter 2 financial 
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management report.  This analysis will identify the value of these reserves 
which it is currently anticipated will be used in the current year, the value of 
these reserves which will be carried forward at the end of the year to meet 
ongoing risks (as not all risk will arise in the current year) and a description as 
to why some of these reserves need to be carried forward.  

 
5.20 Forecast 2011/12 Outturn 
 
5.21 The Council is managing a 2011/12 gross revenue budget (excluding school 

budgets) of nearly £211m, which is funded from a combination of Council 
Tax, Formula Grant, specific grants and income from fees and charges.  The 
Council needs to manage both expenditure and income budgets as any 
adverse variances need to be funded from the net budget of £91.9m.    At the 
time of preparing this report work is ongoing to estimate the first forecast 
outturns for the current year and details will be reported to a future Cabinet 
meeting.  These initial outturns will be based on the financial position for the 
first sixth months of the financial year.  The forecasts will be updated as the 
year progresses, particularly the forecasts for the more complex and volatile 
income and expenditure budgets.    

 
5.22 At this stage a number of issues are beginning to emerge and initial outturns 

have been prepared.  It is anticipated that these issues will provide a one-off 
net benefit in the current year of £1.980m, as detailed in Appendix G.  The 
key issues include the following: 

 
• Centralised Estimates saving 

  
 The benefits of netting down investments and borrowings have 

continued longer than expected owing to the fragility of the economy 
and the Bank of England’s decision not to increase the bank rate.  This 
strategy also reduces the level of investment counter party risk at a time 
of continuing uncertainty in financial markets arising from uncertainty in 
both Europe and America. 

 
 The Council’s strategy is not sustainable as short-term interest rates will 

increase and the Council’s ability to avoid long term borrowing will 
reduce as reserves are used up.  This is therefore a risk area.  The 
timing of new long term borrowing will need to be carefully managed to 
ensure the annual repayment and interest costs relating to the corporate 
Capital Financing Requirement (the level of capital expenditure funded 
from borrowing – £83m at 31st March 2011) does not exceed the 
available budget and become a budget pressure. 

 
 The approved Treasury Management Strategy provides the basis for 

managing this position.   This strategy was prepared before the 
downgrading of American Government debt.  It is not yet clear what 
impact this decision will have on the rating of other countries, including 
the UK, although it probably increases the risk of further downgrades.  
This will then feed through to higher interest rates as investors demand 
a higher return for holding Government debt.  
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 The sustainability of the Council’s existing strategy is also adversely 
affected by the Government’s decision last year to increase all Public 
Works Loan Board (PWLB) interest rates by 1% (effectively a 20% 
increase in the cost of longer term interest rates).  This change has 
increased medium and longer term PWLB interest rates to the level 
expected in 2 or 3 years time.   

 
 This continues to be a significant risk area.  The Council may need to 

move quickly when short term interest rates begin to increase to protect 
the medium term budget position and avoid a budget pressure, which 
would be significant.  This risk will be managed by locking into longer 
term interest rates when this is deemed appropriate to avoid a 
permanent budget pressure.  Timing of these decisions will be key to 
managing this risk – both to avoid a permanent pressure or locking in 
too early and increasing costs sooner than is necessary. 

 
• Advance 2012/13 BTP 2 savings 

 
 The BTP 2 programme is planned to deliver total savings of £5.3m 

towards the £6.6m budget deficit for 2012/13.  Owing to the complexity 
and long lead times for a number of BTP 2 initiatives implementation of 
some projects has commenced in the current year.  This is necessary to 
ensure the full year savings will be achieved from 1st April 2012.  The 
achievement of these saving is essential if the Council is to set a 
balanced budget for 2012/13 and has confidence that proposed saving 
will be achieved and are sustainable. 

 
 There will be a part year benefit in the current year from implementing 

these savings earlier, which is currently estimated at £0.9m.   Assuming 
other areas of the overall 2011/12 budget are on target at the year end 
these savings will be available as a one-off benefit. 

 
• Income Shortfalls 2011/12 

 
The 2010/11 Outturn Strategy made provision of £0.574m for the 
aggregate shortfall in income for the Shopping Centre, land charges and 
car parking.   Income trends so far this year indicate this provision will all 
be needed.  On the basis of information provided by the Shopping 
Centre owners there is a risk that the actual Shopping Centre shortfall 
may be higher than the amount included in the provision for income 
shortfalls.  This issue will be reviewed when more information is 
available and there is greater certainty over income levels.   As this is 
the third successive year there has been a shortfall in these income 
streams these issues are included as a budget pressure for 2012/13.    

 
No provision was made in the 2010/11 outturn strategy for income 
shortfalls in the current year for Development Control and Building 
Control income.  Last year the total shortfall for these areas was around 
£0.1m and this was managed within the overall Regeneration and 
Neighbourhoods outturn.  This outturn was after the receipt of income 
for major one-off developments which will not be repeated.  The level of 
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income in the current year is being affected by the continued weakness 
in the economy and a total shortfall of up to £0.25m is currently 
expected for these areas.   This shortfall will need covering in 2011/12.   
Further work is needed to assess the ongoing position in 2012/13 and 
the scope for reducing costs.   For planning purposes it would be 
prudent to earmark £0.25m to cover these trends continuing into 
2012/13.  Hopefully, the economy will begin to recover before 2013/14 
and avoid this becoming a permanent pressure.   

 
5.23 The Outturn forecasts summarised above and detailed in Appendix G exclude 

the anticipated saving from the establishment of a temporary post of ‘Acting 
Chief Executive’ and associated backfilling arrangements.   Council has set a 
minimum net savings target of £70,400.  It is anticipated that this amount 
should be exceeded, although a final figure was not available when this report 
was prepared.   It is suggested that views on the use of this saving should be 
requested as part of the budget consultation process.  

 
5.24 Uncommitted capital receipts already achieved  
 
5.25 The Council currently has uncommitted capital receipts from previous asset 

sales of £1.5m.   Part of these monies has been temporarily committed to 
facilitate the purchase of the former Focus building to release land at Tanfield 
Road.  The completion of this purchase and sale will increase capital receipts.  
This will help provide the additional capital receipts required for one-off 
commitments as detailed in paragraph 5.3.  

   
6 Impact of Government proposals for changing Business Rates and 

Council Tax benefit funding arrangements 
 
6.1 The existing MTFS forecasts take no account of these proposed changes as 

details have only recently been issued by the Government.   These changes 
will have a fundamental impact on the system for funding local authorities and 
the financial positions of individual councils. 

 
6.2 For Hartlepool, and other councils serving deprived communities with a 

greater reliance on Government grants than more affluent areas which can 
fund a higher proportion of their budgets from Council Tax, these proposals 
are likely to reduce the level of resources received from the Government from 
2013/14.  These reductions will be in addition to the cuts in Formula Grant 
and this may mean that the budget deficit of £14.5m increases.    

 
6.3 Further details on these issues need to be provided by the Government 

before the exact impact can be assessed.  Once these details are available 
detailed reports will be submitted to Cabinet to advise Members of the impact.  

 
6.4 In the meantime detailed reports on the consultation proposals are included 

on this agenda to enable Cabinet to approve responses to the Government’s 
consultation proposals.  A summary of the key changes proposed by the 
Government is detailed in the following paragraphs. 

 
6.5 Initial assessment of proposed Business Rates changes 
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6.6 Under the current system of Business Rates individual businesses pay an 

annual Business Rates bill based on a rateable value (assessed by the 
Valuation Office, which is part of HMRC) and the Business Rates multiplier 
(set by the Government and generally increased by the Retail Prices Index 
each year).  These arrangements will continue. 

 
6.7 Business Rates are collected by individual councils.  This money is then paid 

over to the National Non-Domestic Rates (NNDR) pool, which is administered 
by the Government.  The money paid into the NNDR pool is then distributed 
back to local councils, fire and police authorities.   This system means that 
some councils get less back than they collect. Other councils get back more 
than they collect.  This system was designed to recognise different councils 
ability to raise Business Rates and the level of funding needed to provide 
local services.  It is this part of the system which the Government propose 
changing from 2013/14.    

 
6.8 Hartlepool currently collects £27m from local business and gets back £40m in 

re-distributed Business Rates – a net subsidy of £13m per year towards the 
cost of local services.  The changes to this regime are potentially a significant 
issue for the Council.   

 
6.9 There are two key principles underpinning the Governments proposed 

changes to the existing system.  The first relates to a system of ‘tariffs and 
top-ups’ which is designed to recognise that different councils have different 
abilities to raise Business Rates locally.  Tariff authorities will continue to 
make payments into the national NNDR pool, but will retain growth in 
business rates above the level of the tariff. Top-up authorities will continue to 
receive payments from the national NNDR pool.  The key issues are the 
baseline year for the ‘tariffs and top-ups’ and how regularly the system is 
‘reset’ and ‘tariffs and top-ups’ are re-determined. 

 
6.10 The second key principle is whether ‘tariffs and top-ups’ are updated each 

year for inflation.  If they are not updated for inflation ‘top-up’ authorities will 
suffer a real term and sustainable cut in funding.  Conversely tariff authorities 
will gain from an annual inflation update without having to do anything to 
encourage business growth.  Over a relatively short period of time this would 
lead to a two tier system of local authorities.  If the ‘tariffs and top-ups’ are 
updated each year for inflation this would protect the real term value of 
payments made to top-up authorities.      

 
6.11 The Deputy Prime Minister has stated that in 2013/14 no authorities will 

receive less funding than they currently receive if business rates are re-
localised.  This position will need to be reviewed when more detailed 
information is available.  The Government has not provided a similar 
guarantee for 2014/15 and future years.  There is a significant risk that the 
changes to the Business Rates system could result in lower funding in 
2014/15 and future years for areas (such as the North East, including 
Hartlepool) with less buoyant economies, more reliance on the public sector 
and higher levels of deprivation which could then be left with static, or falling 
resources and increasing demands for services. 
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6.12 Initial assessment of proposed changes to Council Tax benefit funding 

arrangements 
 
6.13  A recent announcement by the Government in relation to proposed changes 

to the Council Tax benefits system will also impact on the Council’s financial 
position from 2013/14.   The Government have indicated that from 2013/14 
they will localise Council Tax Benefit and reduce the national funding for this 
scheme by 10%.  This would result in a loss of funding for the Council of 
£1.1m (the Council’s share of a £1.3m total reduction for the Hartlepool area).  
This change enables the Government to implement a cut in the Department 
for Work and Pensions budget.  Detailed implementation for managing this 
funding reduction and demand lead risk then transfers to councils from 
2013/14.   

 
6.14 This proposal will clearly have a greater financial impact on councils serving 

more deprived communities, with a higher proportion of residents eligible for 
Council Tax Benefit (CTB).  The new scheme of support for Council Tax will 
be supported by a new Government Grant (10% less than is currently 
provided for the existing CTB scheme).  It is unclear whether this grant will be 
uprated each year.  The Government is considering whether to freeze the 
grant allocation which would leave local authorities with less Government 
financial support to meet increased costs and demand. 

 
6.15 The Government have stated that they will legislate to protect pensioners 

from any reduction in CTB and that councils should also consider ensuring 
their local schemes support other vulnerable groups, albeit these are not 
defined.  This means that other current CTB claimants will suffer a higher cut 
in CTB as the new scheme will operate within a reduced funding envelope 
provided by the Government.  Initial analysis suggests the cut in CTB for 
working age adults in Hartlepool could be in the order of 15% to 20%.  These 
changes which will increase the burden of Council Tax on working age 
claimants, may increase the costs of Council Tax administration and also 
increase the risk of non collection of Council Tax.    

 
6.16 This proposal overturns a long standing convention that CTB is a national 

benefit, funded on a national basis, alongside other welfare benefits.  The 
Government have stated this proposed change is part of the localism agenda 
and will help make councils accountable for the level of Council Tax and 
provide an incentive to help get working age claimants back into work.    

 
7 CHANGES IN GRANT REGIMES 
 
7.1 The Government introduced changes to a number of grant regimes from April 

2011 covering the transfer of specific grants into the main Formula Grant and 
the introduction of the Early Intervention Grant, funded from existing grants.   
These arrangements were accompanied by reductions in the level of grants 
received by the Council.  The Government provided detailed grant allocations 
for these areas for 2011/12 and 2012/13. 
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7.2 The detailed budget proposals approved in February 2011 by Cabinet and 
Council for specific grants transferred into the main Formula Grant approved 
a two year budget for these areas, which reflect the two year cuts in funding 
provided by the Government.  These allocations are detailed in Appendix H 
for Members information. 

 
7.3 Similarly, a two year allocation was provided for the Early Intervention Grant.   

The Government front loaded the whole of the cut in this grant to 2011/12 and 
for Hartlepool this equated to a 21.9% (£1.9m) grant cut.  For 2012/13 there 
is a cash increase of 1.8% (£0.13m) which is designed to cover additional 
responsibilities transferring to councils in April 2013 for nursery provision for 2 
year olds.  There is a separate report on the agenda outlining the draft Early 
Intervention Strategy and priority commissioning intentions.  A second report 
will be submitted in November covering the outcome of consultation and 
restructures within services. 

 
 
8 RISKS 
 
8.1 Over the next three years the Council will need to manage an increasing 

number of financial and non-financial risks. 
 
8.2 This report has identified the key financial risks which will affect the Council.  

Internally these cover a range of issues and the report outlines proposals for 
managing and funding these risks, which cover: 
• Implementing significant sustainable budget reductions in each of the 

next three years; 
• Managing significant one-off costs, including redundancy/early 

retirement costs and HMR commitments; 
• Continuing demand lead and demographic pressures. 

 
8.3 External financial risks arise from the Government’s proposals to re-localise 

Business Rates and to transfer responsibility for Council Tax Benefits to 
councils.  These proposals are fundamental changes in the system for 
funding local authorities and will have a significant impact for 2013/14 and 
future years.   The exact impact will not be known until the Government issue 
final proposals. 

 
8.4 Based on current consultation proposals the re-localisation of Business Rates 

is expected to reduce future resources received by the Council.  The 
proposals in relation to Council Tax Benefits will require local authorities to 
implement local schemes with 10% less funding in 2013/14.  This change will 
be more challenging for authorities with higher levels of deprivation and 
current dependency on Council Tax Benefits.  The Government propose 
protecting support for low-income pensioners, which means working age 
adults potentially face reductions of between 15% and 20% as a result of the 
overall funding cut.   This change also transfers a significant demand lead risk 
to the Council if claimant numbers increase as the consultation proposals do 
not included any reference regarding how these costs will be funded.  This 
suggests that these pressures will have to be funded from the cash limited 
grant. 
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8.5 There are also potential external financial risks from other organisations 

seeking to maximise income, as part of their strategy for managing cuts in 
expenditure, which could pass costs on to councils.  For example, the Health 
and Safety Executive and other regulators may increase the use of penalty 
charges.  These issues cannot be quantified and may need to be managed 
as they arise.   

 
8.6 Non-financial risks are equally significant and will also need to be managed, 

and include:  
• capacity of the organisation to manage the budget position over the next 

few years and the unavoidable budget reductions.  This also includes 
capacity to set up new ways of working, such as trust and partnership 
working with other councils; 

• capacity of the organisation to manage legislative changes, such as 
implementing a local Council Tax Benefit system and responding to 
other Government initiatives.     

 
8.7 In making financial decisions the Council is required to demonstrate that they 

are made in a fair, transparent and accountable way, considering the needs 
and the rights of different members of your community.  This is achieved 
through assessing the impact that changes to policies, procedures and 
practices could have on different equality groups.  The Equality & Human 
Rights Commission has published a guide for decisions-makers which is 
attached as Appendix I.  Equality Impact Assessments will therefore be 
undertaken and reviewed by Officers throughout the proposal, consultation 
and consideration process to enable Elected Members to satisfy themselves 
that they are able to consider fully the proposed changes and likely impact at 
the point of making decisions. 

 
 
9 CONCLUSION 
 
9.1 Whilst the report expresses the financial position and financial risks facing the 

Council over the next three years in monetary terms, these issues are 
fundamentally about the future nature and shape of the Council and services 
– sustainability, levels and methods of delivery.  

 
9.2 The financial challenges facing the public sector and councils are greater 

than anything which has existed in the past 50 years.  This reflects both the 
national financial position and ongoing demographic issues.  Addressing 
these will require the Council to adopt a range of measures including 
reassessing priorities, new ways of working, including issues such as joint 
working with other councils/organisations, trading companies and trusts 
where these provide financial savings and protect services. 

 
9.3 The budget deficits will need to be addressed through a series of measures, 

some of which will have much longer lead in times running over more than 
one financial year.  Therefore, some decisions may need to be taken by 
Cabinet and Council outside the traditional budget cycle to ensure financial 
benefits can be achieved within the required timescales.   This will include 
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making difficult decisions in advance of when cuts are reflected in the MTFS 
to provide time, where appropriate, to complete detailed consultation on 
proposals (which may be governed by statutory requirements – increasingly 
equality impact assessments), to enable the new service delivery methods to 
be worked up to ensure implementation is safe and sustainable, and to 
address legal issues, such as the impact of TUPE regulations.  

 
9.4 As indicated in February 2011 the Council needs to make significant budget 

cuts over the next three years as a result of Government grant cuts.  Local 
planning assumptions have been reviewed and these make a very marginal 
increase in the aggregate value of the cuts which need to be implemented 
before the start of 2014/15.  The revised forecasts require the Council to 
make aggregate cuts of £15.083m (previous forecast £14.7m) by the start of 
2014/15.   These cuts need to be made on an annual basis as deferring cuts 
is not an option as the position would become unmanageable.  The Council 
therefore needs to make the following annual cuts, which are broadly in line 
with the forecast reported in February 2011: 

 
 Original 

Deficits 
£’m 

Revised 
Deficits 

£’m 
2012/13 6.600 6.767
2013/14 2.900 3.118
2014/15 5.200 5.198
Total 14.700 15.083

 
9.5 The Council also needs to fund one-off strategic costs, including 

redundancy/early retirement costs and HMR commitments.  These costs 
need to be funded from one-off resources to avoid having to make higher cuts 
in the revenue budget.  An assessment of these costs has been made and 
indicates total costs could be £14m.  The  redundancy/early retirement costs 
could be higher if schools do not buy-back existing services as further 
redundancies would be unavoidable.  There is also a risk that the HMR cost 
could increase if the bid for Transitional Grant funding of £2m is not 
successful.      

 
9.6 Funding of £9.530m has been identified for these one-off costs from 

reviewing reserves, the forecast outturn and capital receipts already 
achieved.   This leaves a funding shortfall of £4.470m.  It is anticipated that a 
package of additional land sales over the next few years should address this 
shortfall.  Assuming these land sales can be achieved within the required 
timescale this will avoid a revenue budget pressure from having to use 
Prudential Borrowing.  Achieving capital receipts in the current economic 
climate will be challenging and this position will need to be managed carefully 
to avoid having to use Prudential Borrowing, which would increase the 
revenue budget cuts that will need to be made.  

 
   9.7 The Government are proposing to re-localise Business Rates and to transfer 

responsibility for managing Council Tax Benefits to councils in 2013/14.  
These are fundamental changes and are likely to have an adverse impact 
locally.   Re-localising Business Rates could reduce future funding allocated 
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by the Government for local services.  Changes to the Council Tax benefits 
system will require councils to implement a local scheme with 10% less 
funding than is currently provided.   

 
 
 
10 CONSULTATION ISSUES  
 
10.1 It is suggested that the following initial questions are put forward for 

consultation with Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee, the Trade Unions and 
Business sector: 

 
• Do you support the proposals to fund the pressures detailed in Appendix 

B? 
 
• Do you support the proposal not to fund the issues detailed in Appendix 

C? 
 

• Do you support the proposed strategy to partly fund one-off strategic 
costs of £14m detailed in paragraph 4.31 by earmarking funding of £9.6m 
from a combination of: 

 
i) Review of Reserves £6.050m; 
ii) Forecast 2011/12 Outturn £1.980m as detailed in Appendix G ; 
iii) Capital Receipts already received £1.500m  
 

• Do you support the proposal to fund the residual one-off strategic costs of 
£4.47m from planned capital receipts to be achieved over the next three 
years as detailed in Appendix E? 

 
• Are there any proposals you wish Cabinet to include in the final budget 

report to Council in February 2012 on the use of the saving from the 
establishment of a temporary post of ‘Acting Chief Executive’ and 
associated backfilling arrangements (minimum net savings of £70,400 as 
detailed in paragraph 5.24)?  For example should this funding be 
allocated towards the one-off costs referred to above? 

 
• Do you have any comments on the Governments proposal to re-localise 

Business Rates (paragraph 6.5)? 
 

• Do you have any comments on the Governments proposal to transfers 
responsibility for Council Tax Benefits to councils (paragraph 6.12)?  Note 
detailed consultation on this issue and the design of a local Council Tax 
Benefit scheme will be undertaken if the Government implement this 
change and provide further details of how this will operate. 

 
11 BUDGET TIMETABLE 
 
11.1 This report and the decisions made by Cabinet will be referred to Scrutiny Co-

ordinating Committee on 14th October 2011 and this will commence the 
consultation of the draft budget proposals for 2012/13. 
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11.2 As Members will recall from previous years the timetable for consulting on the 

budget proposals and ultimately setting the 2012/13 budget and Council Tax 
is extremely challenging and includes the following key stages: 

 
• Cabinet 19th December 2011 – consider feedback from Scrutiny Co-

ordinating Committee on draft budget proposals, update on Councils 
financial position and approve formal budget consultation proposals; 

• Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee 13th January  - consider Cabinet’s 
formal budget proposals; 

• Cabinet 5th February 2012 -  consider feedback from Scrutiny Co-
ordinating Committee on formal budget proposals, update on Councils 
financial position and approve proposals to be referred to Council; 

• Council 9th February 2012 – consider Cabinet’s 2012/13 budget 
proposals.  

 
12 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
12.1 It is recommended that Cabinet: 
 
 

i) Note the report; 
 
ii) Approve the consultation issues detailed in section 10; 

 
iii) Authorise the Corporate Management Team and Chief Customer & 

Workforce Services Officer to proceed with formal redundancy 
consultations on the basis of the proposals set out in this report.  
The outcome of consultations will be incorporated into further 
reports presented to Cabinet; 

 
iv) Note that a without prejudice voluntary redundancy sweep will be 

undertaken to determine the level of employee interest and 
whether there is scope for this to help manage the position for 
2012/13; 

 
v) Approve the development of a capital receipts disposal strategy, 

including the purchase of land for resale within the next three years 
where there is a robust business case and this does not increase 
financial, based on the proposed land sales detailed in Appendix E 
and authorise officers to progress these sales, subject to the 
Finance and Procurement Portfolio Holder approving individual 
land sales. 
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Dept 
 

 

Project name (Title) Target savings 
(£000) 

Project scope (Description) Final decision point * 
(Cabinet) 

          
C&A Children's social care 

commissioning  
348 Review of existing placements to negotiate pricing for long term placement and develop local 

packages of care that will reduce reliance on, and the number of residential placements. 
Review and re-negotiation of all social care contracts with decommissioning of some services 

or move to spot purchasing 

Cabinet 

C&A Review Allowance  As part of above 
savings 

Review of allowances paid for other legal orders by the council. Cabinet 

C&A Reduce Number of Looked After 
Children 

As part of above 
savings 

Implement foster care support model 
Develop a robust intervention / prevention model  

Implement changes to resources panel for children becoming looked after 
Address cultural and practice issues leading to higher numbers of looked after children 

Cabinet 

C&A SDR Community Pool Grants year 
2/3 

49 Reduction in existing Grants pool through reconsideration of Councils objectives and criteria 
for disbursement 

Cabinet 

C&A Home to School Transport 160 More independent travel for SEN pupils. Stop subsidy for home to college transport. Review 
denominational transport  

Cabinet 

C&A Cultural Services Review 298 Efficiencies across Museums, Theatre, events and arts and revisit whole of Community 
Services including those areas under SDR scrutiny, with alternative delivery mechanisms 

being considered.  
 
 

Cabinet 

C&A CAMHS 15 Review of current funding and service provision for Child & Adolescent Mental Health 
Services (CAMHS) 

 
 

 

Cabinet 

C&A Reduction in Youth Support 
Commissioning Budget 

 

35 Review and consideration of options available for the future provision of activities for young 
people 

 

Cabinet 
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Dept 
 

Project name (Title) Target savings 
(£000) 

Project scope (Description) Final decision point * (Cabinet 
or Portfolio) 

C&A Play Opportunities Pool 18 Consideration of options available for the future Cabinet 

C&A Review of Education Related 
Services 

30 Consideration of options for the future delivery of services  Cabinet 

C&A Review of Youth Offending Service 
admin and support services 

15 Phase 2 review of structure which will review grant funded and admin arrangements. Cabinet 

C&A Working Together for Change 195 Review all adult social care day services and consider new models of commissioning / 
provision that deliver savings. 

 
 

Cabinet 

C&A Review of adult social care 
contracts including high cost out of 

area placements. 

364 Work to be undertaken with all providers to understand costs in more detail including 
overheads and management costs, leading to renegotiation of costs, retendering to achieve 

better value for money or decommissioning of lower priority services. 

Cabinet 

C&A Project unallocated Department to 
identify 

73 
 

Project unallocated Department to identify Cabinet 

C&A Review of Social Care 
Management Structures 

85 Review management structures and identify options available to achieve savings. Cabinet  

C&A Youth Service  35 Review options for the future provision of services  Cabinet  

Dept 
 

Project name (Title) Target savings 
(£000) 

Project scope (Description) Final decision point * (Cabinet 
or Portfolio) 

C&A Review of division management 
structure 

20 Review management structure and resources Cabinet  

C&A Social Inclusion  10 Review options around future provision of services. Cabinet  

C&A Training 10 Develop joint arrangements with other local authorities to deliver training and development Cabinet  

C&A Schools Transformation 25 Review scope of works, frequencies and customer base for school Asset Management 
arrangements, including VA schools and review Admin support. 

Cabinet  

C&A Admin Review 50 Further phase of departmental Admin Review, taking in remote posts, supervision.                Cabinet  

C&A Performance Management 40 Manage work on data requests and statutory returns (scope depends on govt proposals). 
Reduce hardware and software in use. 

Cabinet  
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Dept 
 

Project name (Title) Target savings 
(£000) 

Project scope (Description) Final decision point * (Cabinet 
or Portfolio) 

C&A Reablement Funding 500 Approximately £500k from the £1.3m Department of Health Reablement 
funding will be used to support existing services.  High risk as the funding is currently only 
guaranteed for two years – potential for redundancies from March 2013 if funding does not 

continue. 

 
Cabinet 

C&A Joint Packages 90 Establish recurrent impact of additional PCT funding for complex packages of care where 
people have identified continuing healthcare needs.  High risk area as funding is not 

guaranteed in longer term. 

Cabinet  

C&A Review of Housing Related 
Support Funding. 

278 Review of housing related support services to achieve contract efficiencies and 
decommission lower priority / lower risk services.   

Cabinet  

 Total C&A Target 2,743   
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Dept 
 

Project name (Title) Target savings 
(£000) 

Project scope (Description) Final decision point * (Cabinet 
or Portfolio) 

CEX - Corp 
Strat 

 

 
Divisional restructure and review of 

service provision 

 
220 

 
Review of divisional structures and provision of services including democratic and scrutiny 

services and all other aspects of the divisions responsibilities 

Cabinet 
 
 
 

CEX - CWS Joint HR Services with Darlington 50 Shared Head of HR - potential development of sharing other HR/Payroll services. Cabinet 

CEX - CWS Benefits Data and Quality Control  44 Reduction in level of Benefits Data and Quality Control checks. Cabinet 

CEX - CWS Discretionary Rate Relief 
Framework Review 

20 Review local qualifying criteria for discretionary business rate support.  Cabinet 

CEX - CWS Council Tax Class A exemption 
removal - Income 

20 Inspections of properties awarded a 12 month council tax exemption to validate continuing 
entitlement. This will result in removal of exemptions. Initiative to be formally piloted / 

modelled 2011/12.  

Cabinet 

CEX - CWS Bailiff Car Parking Enforcement - 
Income 

30 HBC Internal Bailiffs are to pilot collection / enforcement of unpaid car parking notices. Initial 
business case forecasts unbudgeted minimum surplus of £30k pa. 

Pilot 2011/12 already approved 

CEX - CWS Extended Customer & Support 
Services Review 

146 Hartlepool Connect, Support Services, Registrars. Cabinet 

CEX - CWS BT Transactional Services  50 Capture savings from original and new transactional processes. Cabinet 

CEX - Finance 
 
 

Review of Divisional Structure 19 Review of Divisional Structure Cabinet 

CEX - CWS Penalty Charges - Income 20 Following annual Single Person Discount entitlement review, impose Statutory Penalty £70 
for those individuals that have not notified the council that their status had changed Will also 

act as a deterrent measure.  

Cabinet 

CEX - CWS Training support provision 27 Develop/deliver e-learning provision only. Cabinet 

 Total CEX Target 646   
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Dept 
 

Project name (Title) Target savings 
(£000) 

Project scope (Description) Final decision point * 
(Cabinet) 

R&N Neighbourhood / Facilities 
Management 

90 Review of existing Heads of Service within Neighbourhood Services Division Cabinet 

R&N Waste Management 90 Review of Waste Service Operations Cabinet 

R&N Management Restructure and 
Service Review 

300 Management Restructure and Service Review of the Regeneration & Planning Division. Cabinet 

R&N Parks and Recreation 45 Income generation opportunities with regard to Stranton Nursery and Capital/Private works Cabinet 

R&N Private sector housing 
management 

95 Review Management arrangements Cabinet  

R&N Review of Property Related 
Services 

130 Review of future service requirement / delivery and structures of the division including Carbon 
and Energy Management 

Cabinet 

R&N Review of Public Protection 65 Operational service review of Public Protection. Cabinet 

R&N Business Transformation 
Programme - Assets 

340 BT Asset Management workstrand - property rationalisation and income from the Council's 
estate (including review of "centralisation" and potential link with Children’s Services asset 

management 

Largely approved with individual 
"projects" going to CMT and 

Cabinet 

R&N  Traffic and Transportation/ITU 
Service Review 

640 Review of staffing.  Amalgamation of street lighting and Highways DSO's/Review of vehicle 
usage etc. 

Cabinet 

R&N Project unallocated Department to 
identify 

58 Project unallocated Department to identify Cabinet 

R&N Park Towers Rent Review 20 Discussions with occupiers Cabinet  

R&N Community Safety (Service 
Review) 

 

50 Review of existing management structures following legislative and Government Policy 
Consultation outcomes  

Cabinet 

R&N Management Savings 75 Management Savings within R&N Department Cabinet 

 Total R&N Target 1,998   

  
Total Target Savings  

 
5,387 
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SCHEDULE OF 2012/13 BUDGET PRESSURES - Corporate items

Budget Area Value of 
Pressure

£'000

Description of Pressure Comment

Income Shortfalls:-  Adverse income trends have now continued for over 2 years for these areas and now 
need to be recognised as permanent budget pressures.

 

- Car Park Income 392
- Shopping Centre 146  
-Land Charges 130
 668  

SCHEDULE OF 2012/13 BUDGET PRESSURES - Child and Adult Services

Budget Area Value of 
Pressure

£'000

Description of Pressure Comment

Older People Commissioning 450 There are two elements within this above inflationary pressure.  The first relates to 
increased demographic pressures owing to an ageing population and increased 
prevalence of dementia, resulting in more older people requiring care and support with 
increasingly complex needs.  The second element relates to fees payable to older 
people care home providers which are due for renegotiation from October 2011.   
These fees need to be set at a level which is comparative with other councils and 
ensures that local providers remain economically viable and able to invest in the sector 
locally.  An initial assessment of these pressures has been made and this will need to 
be reviewed when detailed negotiations have been completed and a new cost of care 
model developed.  It is worth noting that Hartlepool currently pays the lowest care 
home fees (for older people) in the North East region. There is potential to stage 
increases should the model identify a significant uplift in fees, although this would 
commit part of the headroom included in future years budget forecasts for pressures. 

Pressure may be higher and further 
work is needed to quantify this 
issue - detailed report to Cabinet in 
Nov / Dec 2011.

A more detailed report on older peoples care home fees will be presented to Cabinet in
November / December.

School Catering 140 The 2011/12 base budget anticipated a £0.14m subsidy for this service from the 
Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG).  This level of subsidy will not be possible in 2011/12 
and a £0.07m pressures has been recognised in the 2011/12 outturn strategy.  From 
2012/13 there will be no DSG subsidy for this service.  Alternative measures for 
funding this pressure for 2012/13 are being investigated and will be reported to a future
Cabinet.  At this stage it is prudent to make provision for this potential pressure.

Brierton Sports Centre 100 Brereton Sports Centre has been run since it's inception as a Community Facility 
managed by Brierton School. Since the closure of Brierton School and the decant of 
Dyke House School the facility has been managed directly by Dyke House School. 
Dyke House School have advised that after December 2011 (when they return to the 
Dyke House site) they will relinquish their management of the site. Early indications 
show that there would be a potential revenue cost of circa £100K per annum to 
maintain the facility for community use. In relation to the part year pressure in the 
current year this can be covered by a virement within existing budgets. There is a 
review underway of the future of the Brierton site - there is potential for an additional 
£100K capital pressure if equipment funded by Dyke House is removed from the site. 

690

SCHEDULE OF 2012/13 BUDGET PRESSURES - Regeneration and Neighbourhoods Department

Budget Area Value of 
Pressure

£'000

Description of Pressure Comment

Concessionary Fares 113 Above inflation increase in the cost of providing Concessionary Fares. 
Waste Collection DERV 25 Projected costs for 2012 /13 based on 189,000 litres @ £1.18/litre = £223,000.  Budget

for 2012 / 13 (current +2.5%) 
Street Cleansing DERV 33 on same basis as above
Domestic Violence Co-ordinator 17 SBC previously contributed towards the funding of the DV Co-ordinator as part of their 

efficiency drive they have revisited their structure and will no longer contribute towards 
this post.

Waste Disposal (other) 165 Increase in Landfill Tax and gate fee,  which includes rateable value increase and 
legislative change of  law increase.

353

Total All Areas 1,711 
Headroom included in budget 
forecasts

(1,000)

Additional Pressures 711 

37
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SCHEDULE OF 2012/13 BUDGET PRESSURES WHICH IT IS RECOMMENDED ARE NOT FUNDED - Regeneration and Neighbourhoods Department

Budget Area Value of Value of Description of Pressure Comment
Capital Revenue

 Pressure  Pressure  
£'000 £'000

Coast Protection 750 0 Coast Protection: £750k capital contribution may be needed from 
HBC towards Phase 2 of Seaton Carew Northern Management Unit 
Coast Protection Scheme.

To be paid from coast protection revenue budget to service 
prudential borrowing.

Housing Hartlepool Contribution 
toward Environmental Operatives in 
the North

0 70 Funding expires March 2012 Will impact on service delivery and neighbourhoods and will 
involve 3 operatives.

Housing Hartlepool Contribution 
toward Environmental Enforcement

0 77 Funding expires March 2012 Will impact on service delivery and neighbourhoods and will 
involve 3 operatives.

School Catering 0 146 Potential loss of healthy eating grant transferred to individual schools. Without other sources of funding / income this service is in 
danger of not being provided by the Local Authority.

Waste Disposal (Green waste) 0 19 Projected tonnages of green waste 6,750 tonnes @ £21.00 = 
£141,750.  Budget for 12 / 13 = £123,000 (current = 2.5%)

Route optimisation will help to towards funding this pressure.

Economic Development - 
Regeneration & Planning

0 32 Newburn Bridge Industrial Estate / Park West Industrial Estate and 
Hartlepool Enterprise Centre (HEC)

These budgets are partly dependent on realising rental 
income from business premises. With the current economic 
climate there is a significant risk that target rental will not be 
achieved. 

Procurement 0 30 Potential loss of funding through NEPO rebates as a result of revised 
funding model for Local Authorities.

A high risk because of current highly aspirational targets 
from NEPO

750 374
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         APPENDIX D 
 
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS 2012/13 to 2014/15 
 

Factors reducing the forecast budget deficit 
i) External Audit Fees reduction  
 The Audit Commission announced reductions in current fees 

after the 2011/12 budget was set.  For planning purposes it is 
assumed that these reductions will be sustainable.  There is a 
risk that when responsibility for appointing External Auditors 
transfers to individual authorities these reductions may not be 
sustainable.  This position will need to be kept under review. 

 
ii) Insurance Renewal saving  

  A tendering exercise for the renewal of external insurance has 
recently been completed with Redcar and Cleveland Council.  It 
had not been expected that this would produce a saving owing 
to the national and international position of the insurance market 
and trends towards higher premiums.  It had been hoped that 
the Council’s claims record would result in premiums being 
frozen at the 2010/11 for 3 years.   Owing to the particularly 
competitive premiums submitted for Public Liability Insurance a 
30% reduction in overall external premiums has been achieved.  
Assuming there is not an adverse change in the Council’s claims 
experience this saving should be sustainable for 3 years.  There 
is also an option to extend the contract for a further 2 years, if 
both parties agree. 

 
iii)  New Homes Bonus 
 Since the 2011/12 budget was set the Government have 

provided details of how the new Homes Bonus will work.  This 
benefit can now be built into the MTFS.  As indicated previously 
there is a risk that if more funding is needed for the New Homes 
Bonus at a national level as a result of higher than expected 
housing growth this additional funding will be top sliced from the 
main revenue grant for Local Authorities.  This situation would 
lead to higher core grant cuts as it would be driven by higher 
levels of house building in the South East than other areas of the 
country. 

 
  New Homes Bonus is paid for 6 years and funding will peak in 

2016/17, before falling back on an annual basis over the next 6 
years.  This assumes there are no future changes in the 
scheme, which cannot be guaranteed.  However, for the period 
of the current MTFS the anticipated income is expected to be 
sustainable.  The position will need to be reviewed on an annual 
basis as part of the budget process. 
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iv) Members Allowances 
 Assuming there are no changes in the Basic Allowance and the 

value and / or number of Special Responsibility Allowances 
when the number of Councillors reduces from 47 to 33 there will 
be saving in the total cost of allowances. 

 
Factors increasing the Budget Deficit    
v) Increase in pressures  
 Pressures identified exceed the headroom included in the 

MTFS.   Further details are provided in Appendix B.  
 
vi) Land Tax Allowance Scheme termination  
 The Government have announced that this scheme will 

terminate in 2013/14.  The income generated by the Council 
from this scheme will not be sustainable and needs to be built 
into the MTFS.  

 
vii) Benefit Subsidy Income reduction 
 The existing MTFS forecast includes  an annual benefit of £0.3m 

from the existing Benefit Subsidy system.  This has been used to 
support the overall budget and protect front line services.  The 
introduction of the ‘Universal Credit’ and the transfer of Council 
Tax Benefits to councils mean that this income will not be 
sustainable.   This needs to be built into the MTFS from 2013/14.   

 
viii) Reduction in Formula Grant – Academies Programme 

In 2011/12 the Government top-sliced funding transferring into 
the Formula Grant to fund the national academy programme.  
The Government have recently issued consultation proposals to 
make a further top slicing of the Formula Grant in 2012/13.  The 
Council’s response to the consultation has suggested that this 
approach is unfair as it does not take account of the number of 
new academies in an area.  Therefore, it was suggested funding 
should only be taken from those authorities with new academies 
and this should be based on a fixed amount per academy.  As it 
is unlikely the Government will change the consultation 
proposals provision for this funding loss needs to be made in the 
budget forecasts.    

 
Factors will no net impact on the MTFS 
viii) Salary Turnover Savings and Pay Awards 
 The base budget assumes that there will be staff turnover and 

therefore the Council does not budget for 100% of salary costs.  
As budgets are reduced and there are less employment 
opportunities in other councils and the wider economy this 
position is not sustainable.  This risk was recognised on a 
temporary basis when the 2011/12 budget was set and is being 
managed through the Strategic Risk Reserve in 2011/12.  A 
permanent solution is needed to significantly reduce this risk for 
2013/14 and to hopefully remove it entirely by 2014/15.  The 
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base figure is £1.3m and it is proposed to reduce this to £0.65m 
for 2012/13. 

 
 This reduction will be offset by reducing the provision included in 

the base budget for cost of living pay awards, which it is 
expected will be lower than previously anticipated.  This 
proposal will reduce the ongoing provision to a marginal level 
which will be sufficient to cover the payment of the flat rate 
increase of £250 for employees earning less than £21,000.  The 
MTFS for 2013/14 assumes there will be increased pressure for 
a cost of living pay award from April 2013 as pay levels will have 
been constrained for a number of years at a time of relatively 
high inflation.  At this stage the provision for April 2013 is at a 
prudent level, albeit still very significantly below current inflation 
levels.  In the event that the whole of this provision is not 
needed it would be prudent to make a further reduction in the 
salary turnover allowance as part of the 2013/14 budget 
process.   

 
SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS 2012/13 AND 2014/15

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
£'M £'M £'M

Gross Cumulative Deficit 7.780       11.680       18.230       
Indicative Annual Council Tax increases of 2.5% (1.180) (2.180) (3.530)
Gross Cumulative Deficit net indicative Council Tax increases 6.600       9.500         14.700       

Increase in Budget Pressures
Budget Pressures identified 1.711 1.711 1.711
less Headroom for pressure (1.000) (1.000) (1.000)
Net additional to budget 0.711 0.711 0.711

Changes in planning assumptions
External Audit Fees reduction (0.090) (0.090) (0.090)

Insurance Renewal saving (0.110) (0.110) (0.110)

New Homes Bonus
- Year 1 Payment (0.278) (0.278) (0.278)
- Year 2 Payment (0.280) (0.280) (0.280)
- Year 3 Payment 0.000 (0.280) (0.280)

Members allowances saving (0.066) (0.068) (0.070)

Landfill Allowance Trading Scheme termination 0.000 0.200 0.200

Benefit Subsidy income reduction 0.000 0.300 0.300

Reduction in Formula Grant - Academies Programme 0.280 0.280 0.280

Total cost/(reduction) of changes in Planning assumptions (0.544) (0.326) (0.328)

Revised Cumulative Deficit 6.767 9.885 15.083

2012/13 Departmental Savings targets (5.387) 0.000 0.000
Ongoing savings achieved in previous years  (assumes annual 
budgets balanced on a sustainable basis)

0.000 (6.767) (9.885)

Revised Net Annual Deficits 1.380 3.118 5.198  
 



APPENDIX E

Schedule of Property Land Sales 2011/12 - 2014/15

Forecast Capital Receipts 2011/12 - £1m

Jacksons Landing (for planning purposes currently assuming no net cost/capital receipt)
65 Jutland Road
Land at Former Throston Grange (Clavering Rd)
Eamont Garden Garages
Land at Wells Street
Municipal Buildings
Jesmond Road Primary School
Easy Skips Site

Forecast Capital Receipts 2012/13 - £3m

Briarfields Paddock
Tanfield Road Sale / Focus Site Purchase
Foggy Furze Library
Staby House Bowling Green
85 Station Lane
Somersby Family Resource Centre
Brooklyn Day Centre
Morrison Hall - Headland
Market Hotel

Forecast Capital Receipts 2013/14 - £ nil

Forecast Capital Receipts 2014/15 - £1m

Henry Smiths
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APPENDIX F

HARTLEPOOL BOROUGH COUNCIL ‐ RESERVE BALANCES AS AT 31 MARCH 2011
RESERVES TO BE REVIEWED (NOT COMMITTED NOR HELD IN TRUST)
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Reason for retention of reserve
£000 £000 £000 £000

0 Chief Execs Chief Executive's Department Ring 
Fenced Grants

196 Created from ring‐fenced grant and to be carried 
forward to fund specific 2011/12 expenditure 
commitments.

0 196 Ring Fenced Grants carried forward e.g. PCT Health and Wellbeing Grant.

12 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ Divisional 
Restructure

113 Created to facilitate the changes required to 
deliver the savings for the 2012/13 budget round 
in respect of staffing structures and the required 
changes.
All to be released, this has been set aside to cover
redundancy costs for likely restructure to deliver 
budget savings for 12/13.

113 0 N/A

0 Chief Execs Financial Inclusion 150 Created to fund the Financial Inclusion 
Programme.

56 94 £44,000 committed 2011/12 to fund Financial Inclusion Development Manager post 
and £50,000 to pump prime Financial Inclusion Initiatives e.g. Furniture Scheme, 
Bank of Hartlepool etc.

68 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ ICT System 
Development

84 Created to fund temporary development 
resources for enhancements of current ICT 
systems such as e‐bookings and EDRMS and costs 
attributable to the rationalisation of systems to 
achieve savings from the provision of ICT.

24 60 A portion can be released after a review of potential costs.  There will be costs to 
realising some of the potential savings which may be driven out from the base 
contract but the risk is minimised if we do go out for re‐procurement early hence 
the reduction.

0 Chief Execs Finance R & B 64 Created to fund cost of IT equipment / services. 19 45 Needed to fund ongoing costs of ICT developments / enhancements, costs of 
homeworkers.

0 Chief Execs Finance ‐ IT Investment 62 Created to fund a number of IT projects integral 
to the Corporate IT changes across the Authority.

0 62 To be used in 2011/12 as contributions towards HR/Payroll Investment.

0 Chief Execs Contact Centre 51 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

13 38 £38k committed for call recording.

25 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ ICT Contract 
Review

50 Created to fund potential costs in relation to the 
re‐procurement and or change of arrangements 
in respect of the Councils current ICT 
arrangements.

0 50 It may be possible to release this reserve in approximately October dependant on 
either progress on the outsourcing as most costs will be identified by this stage or 
there will be a requirement to look to re‐let the contract in 2013 if there is not a 
decision,  this is to avoid a corporate call on resources to deliver this.  The budget 
(or part of it) will be required as the contract will need re‐letting.

50 Chief Execs Finance ‐ Accountancy Section 50 Created to fund temporary appointments to 
cover maternity leaves during 2011‐12.

0 50 Needed  to fund temporary appointments to cover maternity leaves during 2011‐12.

50 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Specific Grant 
Reduction

50 Created to reduce the impact of Department of 
Work and Pensions specific grant reduction.

50 0 N/A

0 Chief Execs Finance ‐ IT Developments R&B 41 Created to fund IT development costs to cope 
with new DWP Security requirements and further 
Kirona scripting changes.

20 21 £21k needed to fund scripting requirements for DWP.

0 Chief Execs Finance ‐ Audit Section 35 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

35 0 N/A

0 Chief Execs Registrars 35 Created for improvements to the Registrars 
building.

25 10 £10k needed to fund remainder of office moves (secure file storage) and 
replacement of statutory IT system.
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33 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ Joint Working 33 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

33 0 N/A

20 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ Performance 
Management

30 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

15 15 On review a portion of this can be released as the expected costs of managing this 
change have reduced.

30 Chief Execs Contact Centre 30 Created to fund software integrations including 
Corporate Workflow and upgrade Queue 
Management System.

15 15 £15k needed to fund software integrations including corporate workflow and Queue
Management System.

13 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ Enhancing 
Council Profile

28 Created to fund temporary costs in development 
and establishing arrangements for enhancing and 
maintaining the Councils profile including social 
networking, public relations and other associated 
elements.

13 15 It is unclear at the moment if there will be any development costs to address the 
Cabinet decision to progress social media.  This work is ongoing and there may be 
technical changes required to websites etc.  This is to avoid having to call on 
departmental contributions to fund this.

0 Chief Execs Support to Members 27 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

27 0 N/A

0 Chief Execs Finance ‐Accommodation 26 Created to support future years accommodation 
costs.

26 0 N/A

24 Chief Execs Legal Registration and Members 24 Created to fund temporary additional staffing 
within the Legal Section. Also, additional costs in 
postage for the renewal of Personal Identifiers 
for Electoral Registration which must be 
completed every five years.

0 24 Needed to fund temporary additional staffing within the Legal Section. Also, 
additional costs in postage for the renewal of Personal Identifiers for Electoral 
Registration which must be completed every five years.

0 Chief Execs Finance ‐ Accountancy Section 24 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

24 0 N/A

0 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ Working from 
Home Surplus

23 Created to manage the costs of homeworking key 
fobs between financial years.

10 13 Use is variable and costs vary from year to year, this allows the costs to be managed 
and also deals with balancing costs in respect of blackberry server environment.  
£10k could be released after an assessment of cost and use over the last 2 years.

0 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Contact 
Centre/Benefits e‐form

20 Created to fund costs of e‐form development. 20 0 N/A

20 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Atlas Project 20 Created to fund the additional funding required 
to match DWP Atlas grant received to complete 
project.

0 20 Needed in 2011/12 for HBC costs of DWP project.

0 Chief Execs People Framework Development 18 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

0 18 Needed to fund new and on‐going staff requirements in response to changes in the 
organisation e.g. developing competency standards, building and sharing capacity, 
Management Academy etc.

1 Chief Execs Corporate Strategy ‐ Corporate 
Consultation

16 Created to enable department to manage budget 
over more than one year.

0 16 This has specifically been carried through to enable the changes required as a result 
of budget consultation reductions last year to be managed in this year.

0 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Internal Bailiff 
Development

16 Created to fund costs associated with Internal 
Bailiff Development.

0 16 Fully committed for Bailiff pilot scheme.

15 Chief Execs Registrars 15 Created for redecoration of new 
marriage/ceremonies room at the Borough Hall 
and some software integrations/upgrades.

0 15 Needed for redecoration of new marriage/ceremonies room at the Borough Hall 
and some software integrations/upgrades.

15 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Council Tax Rebate 
Development

15 Created for funding towards Council Tax Rebate 
Scheme Software Development.

0 15 Fund ICT costs associated with new Council Tax Rebate Scheme arising from new 
Welfare Reform Bill ‐ requirement irrespective of procurement exercise.
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10 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Zipporah Corporate 
Booking System

10 Created to fund Development work linked to 
Zipporah Corporate Booking System.

0 10 Committed in 2011‐12 to ensure integration to payment system as part of corporate
booking system.

10 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Software Projects 10 Created for funding towards BACS and DD's 
Software Project Developments.

0 10 Committed in 2011/12 and 2012/13 as part of modernisation and efficiency 
improvements to payments of creditors and receipts processing routines.

0 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Intercept Software 6 Created to fund costs of Intercept Software. 6 0 N/A

5 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Payment Card 
Industry

5 Created to fund Payment Card Industry security 
review.

0 5 Banking Industry requirement, will be committed 2011/12 as per Internal Audit 
report.

5 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ Integration Import 5 Created for funding toward ICT Integration 
Import for Department of Work and Pension 
deductions from DWP Welfare Benefits to 
Council Tax System.

0 5 Development costs needed in 2011/12 irrespective of Benefits procurement 
outcome and work completed in August 2011.

0 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ FSM System 4 Created to fund costs of FSM System. 0 4 Committed for on‐going support & maintenance costs of FSM system.
0 Chief Execs Resource Investment ‐ HR 3 Created to enable department to manage budget 

over more than one year.
0 3 £3k committed for Safer Recruitment file checks.

0 Chief Execs Finance R & B ‐ New Scanner 3 Created to fund costs of a new scanner. 3 0 N/A
0 Chief Execs Chairman's Charity Reserve 1 Chairman's Charity Fund Reserve. 0 1 N/A
0 Chief Execs HR Service Improvement 1 Created to enable department to manage budget 

over more than one year.
1 0 N/A

0 Chief Execs Mayors Charity Fund Reserve 1 Mayor's Charity Fund Reserve. 0 1 N/A
406 1,395 548 847
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185 Adult Supporting People Reserve 972 Reserve created from Grant underspend and 
earmarked for potential clawback.  To be used to 
fund transition arrangements following SDO 
reductions taking place during 2011/12.

787 185 Reserve created in 10/11 to be utilised in 
2011/12 to fund the transitional costs of 
reducing contracts to providers following the 
significant cuts in resources made to Supporting 
People funding.
If the full £185k is not required, the balance can 
be released.

0 Adult Adult Education 570 Created from LSC (Learning Skills Council) grant 
fund to address short and long term pressures 
from within the Adult Education service. 

40 530 Remainder of reserve is specific grant funding 
which needs to be held as can be subject to 
recall by LSC linked to numbers of students 
supported.

421 Adult Older People ‐ SRR 421 Increased income received in 2010/11.  To be 
used to fund demographic pressures on Older 
People.

0 421 New reserve created in March 2011 as Strategic 
Risk Reserve owing to the very significant 
demographic pressures in Older People 
Services.

188 Adult Social Care Reform Grant 359 Reserve created from specific grant received in 
2010/11.  To be used to fund project slippage in 
2011/12 and 2012/13.

171 188 Reserve to be utilised to fund commitments 
relating to temporary staffing in 2011/12 and 
2012/13.

0 Adult Mill House 146 The reserve arose from a rates rebate following a 
review of the leisure centre rateable values in 
2006/07.

0 146 Member decision to agree whether reserve 
should be transferred to capital funding or for 
ongoing maintenance within the overall council.

0 Adult Tall Ships Reserve 139 This reserve has been set aside to  support the 
Tall Ships visit in 2010.

0 139 As reported in the 2010/11 Outturn Strategy 
this amount is available should any residual 
contractual commitments arise in 11/12 ‐ a 
review will be undertaken throughout the year. 
A strategy for using any residual balance can be 
developed as part of the 2012/13 budget 
process.
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0 Adult Seaton CC 'Management' 108 Balance carried forward from previous years. 
Some of this fund pertains to Children's Services.  
However, the amount is still being determined by 
the overseeing board.

0 108 Reserve to be held to contribute to any 
development proposals currently being 
discussed at Cabinet.

100 Adult Reablement Funding 100 PCT income received for reablement of service 
users.

0 100 New reserve created in March 2011 re PCT 
specific funding received in March 2011 for 
agreed outcomes ‐ timing delays ‐ expected to 
fully spend the reserve.

0 Adult Respite Provision for Autism 80 Income received from PCT for use to provide 
capital for creation of specialist housing 
provision of Autism respite.

0 80 Specific funding provided by PCT to contribute 
to capital scheme which has not come to 
fruition.  Negotiations underway with interested 
parties to utilise the resources to attain long 
term benefits for the investment, non‐use may 
lead to return of resources.

0 Adult CSDP Contribution to capital 68 Reserve created from revenue to increase capital 
reserve for Adaptations for Disabled people.

0 68 Reserve to be utilised for DFG's to expedite 
waiting lists and ensure ongoing care costs are 
reduced.

8 Adult Community Grants Pool 59 Reserve created year on year from the 
underspend on the Community Grants Pool 
budget as this expenditure is 'ring‐fenced' by 
Members for contributing towards the 
community.

0 59 Member decision.

0 Adult Carer Emergency Respite Care 
service

54 Reserve created from specific grant as contract 
for Emergency respite granted for a period of 2 
years.  Expenditure on respite for Carers can be 
sporadic and this is to be utilised to meet 
statutory duties around carers.
Service now in place and usage has levelled out 
so reserve no longer required.

54 0 N/A
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26 Adult Mental Health Capacity Act 
specific grants

53 Reserve created from a mixture of PCT/grant 
funding.  

27 26 Contribution from PCT in 10/11 towards costs 
for 11/12 post ‐ in year underspends led to non 
use of residual reserve.

0 Adult Tobacco Control 43 Reserve created owing to grant income provided 
to carry out work over a 2 year period. 

0 43 Needed to fund staffing posts to meet the 
terms & conditions of the original grant ‐ exit 
strategy in place for staffing etc.

0 Adult Telecare GD, DOH, Preventative 
Technology Grant c/fwd

41 Reserve created from under utilised specific 
grant to create a equipment replacement fund.
Alternative funding provided by the PCT.

41 0 N/A

13 Adult DOH Grant Stroke Care 34 Reserve created from specific grant.  21 13 Reserve required to continue to temporarily 
fund two Stroke Clubs within the community as 
per DOH specific grant.

0 Adult Public Health Phys Activity 29 Reserve created from PCT monies.  Monies to be 
awarded by HBC in grants to the community and 
voluntary sector on behalf of the PCT.

0 29 PCT funding for community and Voluntary 
Sector activities.

21 Adult Campus Reprovisioning Grant 21 Reserve created from specific grant received in 
2010/11.  To be used to fund project slippage in 
2011/12.

0 21 Reserve to be utilised to offset unfunded costs 
in Campus Reprovision via NHS funding transfer ‐
work underway to reduce ongoing contract 
costs through staffing changes currently 
covered by TUPE.

0 Adult Adult Social Care 20 Income from PCT for various social care 
expenditure i.e., OT equipment, IT for Care 
homes
Residual balance not required for project.

20 0 N/A

12 Adult Archaeology Projects 16 Reserve to be used for specific archaeology 
projects following SDO reductions.

4 12 Specific project underway to move 
archaeological items from Bunker ‐ will be 
complete by September 2011.

0 Adult Renaissance in the Regions 14 Reserve created from unspent grant funding to 
support the overall HUB shared by all 4 Tees 
Valley Authorities.

0 14 Specific grant underspend to support the overall 
hub ‐ expected to be spent by September 2011.

0 Adult Sports Activities ‐ various 14 Underspend on grants for sports & health 
activities.

0 14 To be utilised for Olympic event summer 2011.
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0 Adult Grayfields Pitch Improvements 13 Reserve created to complete the pitch 
improvements at Grayfields.

0 13 Delayed owing to weather condition expected 
to be completed by September 2011.

11 Adult Library System Improvements 11 Reserve set aside to fund Library System 
improvements in line with Government 
requirements for Data Protection and Security.

0 11 Upgrade of Library systems being installed June, 
tested and completed by July.

0 Adult Sir William Gray House Storage 
Facilities

8 Reserve created to secure match funding from 
Heritage Lottery Fund to improve collections 
storage and facilities at Sir William Gray House.

0 8 Specific project underway to move 
archaeological items from Bunker ‐ will be 
complete by September 2011.

5 Adult Sports & Recreation ‐ Sports 
Awards

7 To fund sports coaches training awards. 0 7 To be utilised for Olympic event summer 2011.

7 Adult Marketing Reserve 7 Reserve to be used to fund Marketing 
expenditure in 2011/12 to generate increased 
income as part of the SDO target.

0 7 To be utilised this summer.

0 Adult Health Walks programme 
Natural England

6 Grant from Natural England required to sustain 
health walks programme in 2010/11 & 2011/12.  
Other grant source for this year obtained via 
devolved funding bid from Sport England (Adults 
into Sport) using this as match funding.

0 6 Plan to spend reserve by September.

0 Adult Adult Social Care ‐ Communities 
for Health Grant

6 Specific grant received close to 2008‐09 year end 
‐ residual balance not needed.
Residual balance not required for project.

6 0 N/A

0 Adult Archaeology ‐ Monograph Series 5 Creation of reserve to ensure completion of 
project and ensure no loss of external funding for 
the overall project.

0 5 Fund to be used to print the series and meet 
conditions of grants received.

0 Adult Culture Shock Community 
Engagement Project

2 Reserve created to make up shortfall of income 
from Heritage Lottery Fund for the project ‐ 
residual balance not needed.

2 0 N/A

0 Adult Throston Library Youth Worker 1 Reserve created to fund sessional Youth Worker 
at Throston Library. ‐ residual balance not 
needed.

1 0 N/A

0 Adult Development of Historic Quay 1 Residual balance, not needed. 1 0 N/A

996 3,426 1,174 2,252
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Reason for retention of reserve
£000 £000 £000 £000

267 Children's Looked After Children 1,066 Contribution to the Safeguarding and Specialist 
Services for the development of Looked After 
Children in this volatile area.  

0 1,066 Volatile area and risky to release reserve with 
increasing numbers of Looked after Children.

Children's Brierton/Dyke House BSF Costs 300
Reserve created to fund BSF costs.

0 300 Funding of costs including specialist advisors 
and BSF costs.

0 Children's Think Family 299 2010/11 balance of grant funding to be carried 
forward into 2011/12 to assist with continuation of 
service following reductions in 2011/12 grant 
allocations as part of the Early Intervention Grant..

50 249 This is used as part of invest to save work, 
piloting children on edge of care, including 
support and training for foster carers. Residual 
£50k not required.

0 Children's BSF Implementation Costs 242 This is the revenue reserve to fund the revenue costs 
of the School Transformation Team.  

0 242 Profiled to fund Transformation Team staffing 
and BSF costs.

0 Children's Ring‐Fenced Grants 227 A number of ring‐fenced grants were underspent at 
the end of 2009/10 and 2010/11 therefore this 
Reserve was created in order to carry the funding 
forward into future years.

41 186 Breastfeeding ‐ £58k to support PCT initiative.   
NDC ‐ Learning Initiatives Ready for Baby ‐ 
£5k.                          Children's Fund ‐ £68k 
funding agreed by Members as part of 2011/12 
budget setting.                                       Education 
Business Partnerships  ‐ £5k to work with 
vulnerable young people.

0 Children's Youth Offending Reserve 206 Ring‐Fenced as YOS is a Partnership Budget. Created 
from planned underspends in previous years to fund 
YOS initiatives.

40 166 Funding to manage Service, payment of rent 
for premises and cost of redundancy appeals (4 
staff supernumerary)
£40k can be released.
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0 Children's Community Facilities in Schools ‐ 
Children's Services Funding

154 There was a revenue budget created in 2009/10 for 
Community Facility subsidies to assist with funding 
those facilities which were operating a deficit.  There 
was no call on this Reserve during 2009/10.  In 
2010/11 there was also base budget provision of 
£100k which an element contributed towards the 
deficit at the St John Vianney Children's Centre.  The 
balance of this budget has been transferred to this 
Reserve.  The base budget has been deleted as part of 
the savings exercise so this is now a 'Contingency' 
budget..

54 100 To hold balance as a contingency, 11/12 to be a 
transitional year.  Reserve maybe required to 
support schools.

0 Children's School Rates 116 This was created to manage the volatility of business 
rate charges within school budgets. 
Following the implementation of the Dedicated 
School Grant which now finances any schools rates 
volatility, and the 2010 review of rateable valuations, 
this reserve is no longer required.

116 0 N/A

85 Children's Raising Educational 
Achievement 

85 Incorporates funding to ensure the most 
vulnerable young people are tracked and 
supported to remain in education.

0 85 Required to meet needs of vulnerable young 
people supported in education, especially 
those who are at risk of entering the Youth 
Justice System.

2 Children's Positive Activities for Young People 77 2010/11 balance of grant funding to be carried 
forward into 2011/12 to assist with continuation of 
service following reductions in 2011/12 grant 
allocations as part of the Early Intervention Grant..

0 77 Funding required to meet the needs of 
vulnerable young people and  ensure engaged 
in purposeful activities, especially those at risk 
of entering the Youth Justice system.

0 Children's Early Years Development Childcare 
Plan

57 This reserve has been created to develop the 
provision of services for 3 and  4 year olds.
Not required for funding services.

57 0 N/A

0 Children's Community Facilities in Schools ‐ 
Corporate Funding

50 Corporate Funding set aside in 2006/07specifically to 
cover any deficits in school Community Facilities in 
order to ensure that the facilities can continue to 
provide services.
Reserve not required. Contingency already in place if 
required.

50 0 N/A
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0 Children's Carlton Outdoor Centre 66 This Ring‐Fenced Reserve was created from 
underspends on the Carlton Centre budget during 
refurbishment, initially to cover the LA contribution 
towards any second phase of capital development at 
Carlton Outdoor Centre.  However, following the 
withdrawal of both Redcar and Stockton from the 
partnership this Reserve has been used as an 'Income' 
contingency reserve to ensure that the Carlton 
budget does not overspend and fall as a cost to 
Hartlepool tax payers.

0 66 Required to support Carlton Centre following 
withdrawal of funding by other LAs.

33 Children's Sustainable Travel/Post 16 Travel 33 Funding towards Post‐16 travel previously funded by 
government grants.

0 33 Pathfinder grant for Post 16 students stopped 
in 11/12.  Currently piloting scheme where 
colleges pay cost of travel, required as 
contingency.

Children's Raising Educational Achievement 32 Incorporates funding to enhance the Educational 
achievement and experience through Playing for 
Success.

0 32 To fund salaries to continue initiative with 
Hartlepool FC until Aug 11.

32 Children's City Learning Centre 32 This is Contingency funding to enable the 
continuation of the service based at the Space to 
Learn Centre.
Not required as planned.

32 0 N/A

15 Children's Educational Psychologists 30 Created to support initiative at Springwell School 
during 2011/12.

0 30 Supporting the bursars of 2 student 
psychologists, including one at Springwell 
School.

0 Children's Local Safeguarding Children's Board 
(Partnership Funding)

29 Ring‐Fenced Reserve ‐ This is Partnership Funding 
with other bodies so not all HBC funding. Relates to 
underspends carried forward.

0 29 Partnership funding held by LA, ringfenced to 
support Serious Case Reviews.

0 Children's Workforce Development 25 2010/11 balance of grant funding to be carried 
forward into 2011/12.

0 25 CWDC specific grant funding to support Agency 
Social Workers and to cover social work 
training costs for the academic year.

0 Children's Child Poverty Local Duties 21 Late Notification of ABG allocation to be carried 
forward to fund targeted family work in 2011/12.

0 21 One off funding required to pilot targeted 
intervention work with identified poverty 
issues.
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0 Children's Parenting Support 20 This was created from additional income over and 
above the grant generated from the Parenting 
Support Programme in 2007/08.
Over achievement of income, not required for core 
service.

20 0 N/A

0 Children's Teenage Pregnancy 20 Reserve was created from income generated by the 
Teenage Pregnancy initiative which has been set aside 
to enhance the TP Programme.
Funding not required as planned.

20 0 N/A

0 Children's Swimming Pool Maintenance 20 It was decided not to install a moveable floor at 
Brinkburn Pool which was the original purpose of this 
Reserve.  The Children's Services, Performance 
Management and Regeneration, Liveability and 
Housing Portfolio Holders have requested that this be 
earmarked for the general upkeep of Swimming Pools 
within the town.
Not required as previously planned for pool floor.

20 0 N/A

0 Children's Youth Service ‐ General 10 Youth Advisory Group Balances and youth centre 
catering surpluses have been carried forward from 
previous years to fund service developments. 

10 0 N/A

3 Children's Raising Educational Achievement 9 Incorporates funding to enhance the Educational 
achievement and experience through Playing for 
Success.

0 9 Specific grant funding to fund salaries to 
continue initiative with Hartlepool FC until Aug 
11.

0 Children's Care Matters 4 Contribution to the Safeguarding and Specialist 
Services for the development of Looked After 
Children in this volatile area.  

0 4 Required to fund educational visits during 
Summer 2011 for LAC.

2 Children's Youth Opportunity Grants 2 Specific Grant Awards given to the Young People for 
activities during 2011/12.

0 2 Activities booked with young people in 11/12.

439 3,233 510 2,723
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0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Jobs and the Economy 380 ABG Funding received at the end of 2009/10. 200 180 Funding needed to cover the continued 
commitment to projects including ILM, 
Hartlepool Working Solutions and Business 
Incubation until March 2012.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods  MRU 

243 Funding set aside to support the ISQ Gateway 
Project, Vehicle Trackers and a temporary 
Planning Officer Post.

78 165 Commitment for a Planning Officer Post, 
Financing of Vehicle Trackers already 
purchased and  funding to support the ISQ 
Gateway Project.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

 Earmarked Grant Funding 222 Mainly balances remaining in 09/10 which relate 
to funding given for a specific purpose over 
more than one year.

104 118 Funding carried forward to fund ITU 
Management Consultant, Hart Graffiti removal 
project, Selective Licensing,  and Regeneration 
grant funded schemes which run for more than 
one year. £10k redundancy provision 
transferred to Corporate Redundancy Reserve.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Seaside Grant 200 Funding set aside to fund expenditure 
commitments on a Capital Project.

0 200 Capital grant to be used as part of Seaton 
redevelopment.

154 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Economic Development 154 Completion of various ongoing commitments 
including the Employment and Integration 
Scheme, Training Placements, Connect to Work, 
Jobsmart.

13 141 Grants carried forward to support the ESF 
Going Forward project.

144 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Selective Licensing 144 Income generated from fees required to fund 
the scheme over a 5 year period.

0 144 Needed to fund running costs for the scheme 
over 5 years.

132 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Community Safety 132 Local Public Service Agreement Phase 2 reward 
grant for committed projects approved by Safer 
Hartlepool Partnership ‐ Domestic Violence.

0 132 Grant administered and controlled by SHP and 
contractually committed.
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112 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Licensing 112 Licence Fee Income in Advance ‐ previously this 
was included on the Balance Sheet as Income in 
Advance and is now required to be carried 
forward as an 'Earmarked Reserve' under the 
new IFRS Code of Accounting Practice.  The 
reserve will cover expenditure in 2011/12.

100 12 Needed to support Licensing running costs in 
2011/12.

100 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Property Services and Facilities 
Management

100 Use of some of the surplus generated by Trading 
Accounts to cover the costs of potential 
remedial works and protect against future 
income volatility.

100 0 N/A

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Housing Reserve 96 Various housing expenditure including, selective 
licensing, IT costs and CADCAM.

0 96 Includes Selective Licensing which requires 
funding for staff for a further 4 years, Housing 
IT system upgrades and funding set aside to 
cover future CADCAM liabilities.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Empty Homes 80 To implement / match fund a TV wide pilot to 
bring empty homes back into use.

0 80 Funding to deliver phase 1 in partnership with 
HH and match funding Towards bid for HCA 
funding previously approved by Members.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Stranton Nursery 70 Expand and improve retail facilities as previously 
agreed by Members.

0 70 Work already underway.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Baden Street 55 Balance required to fully implement phase 1 of 
scheme approved by Members.

0 55 Not possible to reduce scheme.  To scale back 
the scheme at this stage would not have the 
desired effect on reducing antisocial behaviour 
and would not address the issue of inadequate 
management of privately rented housing stock.

50 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Cemetery & Crematoria 50 Planned use of additional income carried 
forward to partly fund new cremators as 
previously agreed by Members as part of 
funding strategy for this project.

0 50 Funding to reduce prudential borrowing costs.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Allotments 50 Implementation of the Council’s Allotment 
Development Strategy as agreed by Members.

0 50 Insufficient revenue budget to invest in service 
asset improvement.
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0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Winter Maintenance 50 Purchase of winter maintenance equipment. 0 50 Replace existing equipment.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Furniture Project 50 To implement the findings of the Scrutiny 
review into reduction of child poverty and 
increasing access to affordable credit.

0 50 To pilot a scheme to be approved by Members.

46 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Community Safety 46 Completion of various contractual/committed 
projects including 'Target Hardening' & 'Local 
Volunteering'. 

0 46 Contractual obligations.

46 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

ITU 46 Carry forward of grant set aside to support  the 
running costs of the Integrated Transport Unit 
(ITU).

0 46 Needed to support staffing costs.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Economic Development 45 To fund Economic Development staff as 
temporary programme money ceases.
.

45 0 N/A

37 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Urban & Planning Policy 37 Relates to the part carry forward of funding 
identified to support major regeneration 
projects such as the Innovation and Skills 
Quarter (ISQ) Gateway and development of 
Church Square. The reserve is to support 
feasibility costs and contribute match funding 
towards external funding bids.

0 37 Church Square capital refurbishment 
commitment.

35 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Social Housing New Build 35 Relates to the surplus generated by the New 
Social Housing which needs to be set aside to  
cover future maintenance costs in accordance 
with the approved business case for this project.

0 35 Contractual requirement of Housing Grant.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Local Plan 32 To part fund the Local Development Framework 
within Planning.

0 32 Strategic studies needed to support the Local 
Development Framework.

31 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Neighbourhood Management 31 Carry forward of NDC (New Deal for 
Communities) funding to continue scheme.

4 27 £4k released to redundancy pot ‐ remainder 
needed for salary costs.

27 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Economic Development 27 Carry forward of Income generated by Graffiti 
Project which is required to meet ongoing 
running costs associated with future income 
generation opportunities.

13 14 Scheme currently under review, funding 
required to fund ongoing staffing costs and exit 
costs.
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0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Building Maintenance Remedial 22 Traditionally all building projects require 
remedial work following their completion and 
this is a quarter of the figure spent last year.

0 22 Without this reserve there will be a pressure on 
the trading account.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Regeneration Reserve ‐ Specific 21 Mainly grant funding earmarked for future use. 21 0 N/A

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Greatham Community Centre 20 Remedial works necessary upon surrender of 
lease.

0 20 Complete.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

H & S Training 20 Legislative requirements for operational staff to 
be trained to HSE set standards.

0 20 Legal requirement.

18 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Property Services and Facilities 
Management

18 Completion of various commitments under the 
Invest to Save programme.

0 18 Previously agreed to fund further invest to save 
projects.

16 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Speed Cameras 16 Relates to the funding ring fenced for the Tees 
Valley Camera Partnership.

0 16 Ring Fenced funding.

15 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Economic Development 15 Managed Revenue Underspend earmarked for 
development of Hartlepool's Economic 
Regeneration Strategy.

5 10 Has to be carried out.

11 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Tree Works 11 Tree Works ‐ completion of planned 
programme.

11 0 N/A

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Neighbourhood Community 
Development Projects

10 With loss of WNF funding needed to support 
neighbourhood meetings.

0 10 Unavoidable costs which would have to be 
borne by revenue account.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Village Green Hearings etc. 10 Fund legal costs associated with public inquiries 
in relation to village green applications.

0 10 2 applications already received.

0 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Equine Enforcement 10 An increasing problem of unregulated tethering 
of horses on council land.

0 10 Member decision to implement equine 
enforcement policy.

7 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Housing 7 Committed for Housing Condition 
Survey/Strategic Housing Market Assessment.

0 7 Has to be carried out.

5 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Neighbourhood Management 5 NDC (New Deal for Communities) Cohesion 
project ‐ reserves allocated to complete project 
in 2011/12.

0 5 Needed to complete project in 11/12.

3 Regeneration & 
Neighbourhoods

Dog Warden 3 Dog Warden ‐ earmarked for funding of new 
bins which were not received by year end.

3 0 N/A

988 2,673 696 1,977
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INITIAL FORECAST 2011/12 OUTTURNS

Cost/(saving) 
£'M 

Centralised Estimates (1.350)
Forecast outturn reflects impact of current interest rate structures and continuation of existing Treasury Management Strategy of netting down investments and borrowings.  This 
strategy is not sustainable as reserves will be used up and interest rates will increase.  In the current year this strategy is providing a lower net cost and reducing investment counter 
party risk.

Advance 2012/13 BTP 2 Savings (0.900)
The BTP 2 programme is planned to deliver total savings of £5.3m towards the £6.6m budget deficit for 2012/13.  Owing to the complexity and long lead times for a number of BTP 2 
initiatives implementation of some projects has commenced in the current year.  This is necessary to ensure the full year savings will be achieved from 1 st April 2012.  The 
achievement of these savings is essential if the Council is to set a balanced budget for 2012/13 and has confidence that proposed saving will be achieved and are sustainable.

There will be a part year benefit in the current year from implementing these savings earlier.   Assuming other areas of the overall 2011/12 budget are on target at the year end these 
savings will be available as a one-off benefit.

Insurance Renewal Saving (part year) (0.080)
A tendering exercise for the renewal of external insurance has recently been completed with Redcar and Cleveland Council.  It had not been expected that this would produce a 
saving owing to the national and international position of the insurance market and trends towards higher premiums.  It had been hoped that the Council’s claims record would result 
in premiums being frozen at the 2010/11 level for 3 years.   Owing to the particularly competitive premiums submitted for Public Liability insurance a 30% reduction in overall external 
premiums has been achieved.  Assuming there is not an adverse change in the Council’s claims experience this saving should be sustainable for 3 years.  There is also an option to 
extend the contract for a further 2 years, if both parties agree.

New Homes Bonus (0.270)
Since the 2011/12 budget was set the Government have provided details of how the New Homes Bonus will work and details of the year 1 allocations.

External Audit Fees
The Audit Commission announced reductions in current fees after the 2011/12 budget was set.  For planning purposes it is assumed that these reductions will be sustainable.  There 
is a risk that when responsibility for appointing External Auditors transfers to individual authorities that these reductions may not be sustainable.  This position will need to be kept 
under review.

(0.090)

Income Shortfall - Building Control and Development Control 0.500
The level of income in the current year is being affected by the continued weakness in the economy and a total shortfall of up to £0.25m is currently expected for these areas.   This 
shortfall will need covering in 2011/12.   Further work is needed to assess the ongoing position in 2012/13 and the scope for reducing costs.   For planning purposes it would be 
prudent to earmark £0.25m from the current years outturn to cover these trends continuing into 2012/13.  Hopefully, the economy will begin to recover before 2013/14 and avoid this 
becoming a permanent pressure.  
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INITIAL FORECAST 2011/12 OUTTURNS

Cost/(saving) 
£'M 

School Meals shortfall 0.070
A total subsidy of £0.14m is needed for this service.  It had been hoped to fund this amount from the retained element of the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) in 2011/12.  However, 
owing to pressure on this budget it is only possible to make a £70k contribution.  Therefore, the remaining cost needs to be funded from the Council's own resources in the current 
year.  As pressure on the DSG will increase in 2012/13 a permanent solution for funding the £0.14m subsidy will need to be developed.  This issue is currently being reviewed and 
details will be reported to a future Cabinet meeting. 

Casual Workers Statutory Holiday Pay 0.080
Working time regulations require employers to pay casual workers holiday pay and arrangements have been implemented to comply with these requirements on an ongoing basis.  
Where these costs arise they will be funded from departmental base budgets.  There is a significant risk that the Council will be required to fund holiday back pay  claims to 01.10.07 
and an assessment of these costs has been made.  It would therefore be prudent to set money aside for costs as part of the 2011/12 outturn strategy.

Concessionary Fare 0.060
This pressure covers the tri-annual cost of replacing Concessionary Fare passes.  As no provision is included within the base budget for this cost provision needs to be made within 
the 2011/12 outturn to avoid this being a pressure in 2012/13.

Net Forecast Outturn (1.980)
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APPENDIX H
Schedule of Grants which transferred into Formula Grant 

Specific 
grant or 

ABG

ABG and 
Specific 
Grants 

transferred 
into 

Formula 
Grant £'000

2011/12 
Approved 
allocation  

£'000

Reduction in 
Funding 

£'000

2012/13 
Proposed 
allocation 

approved by 
Council  

10.02.11 
£'000

Reduction in 
Funding 

£'000

Formula Grant  
Concessionary Travel Specific 582 350 0 350 0
Child Death Review Processes ABG 18 16 2 15 1
Care Matters White Paper ABG 116 100 16 94 7
Economic Assessment Duty ABG 65 56 9 53 4
Adult Social Care Workforce ABG 297 257 40 240 17
Carers - Adult ABG 436 377 59 352 25
Carers - Child ABG 109 94 15 88 6
Child & Adolescent Mental Health ABG 234 202 32 189 13
Learning & Disability Development Fund ABG 106 92 14 86 6
Local Involvement Networks ABG 99 86 13 80 6
Mental Capacity Act & Independent Mental Capacity ABG 63 54 9 51 4
Mental Health ABG 373 322 51 301 21
Stroke Services Specific 87 75 12 70 5
Social Care Reform Grant Specific 440 380 60 355 25
Social Care Reform Grant Specific 63 54 9 51 4
Social Care Reform Grant - Extra Care Specific Specific 20 17 3 16 1
Aids Specific 7 6 1 6 0
Private Sewers (39) 0 0 0 0
Planning Inspectorate SUDs Appeals Costs (2) 0 0 0 0
Academies (282) 0 0 0 0
Local Transport Services Specific 118 102 16 95 7
Supporting People ABG 3985 3448 537 3218 231
Housing Strategy for Older People ABG 70 61 9 57 4
LSC Staff Transfer ABG 275 238 37 222 16

Preserved Rights Specific 270 233
37

218
15

Animal Health & Welfare 5 4 1 4 0
Adjusted Formula Grant 7,515 6,626 980 6,210 416
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Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee – 14 October 2011 7.2  

7.2 - 11.10.14 -  SCC - Proposals for Business Rates Retention Hartlepool Borough Council 
1 

 
 
Report of:  Chief Finance Officer 
 
Subject:  Proposals for Business Rates Retention 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purpose of the report is to provide details of the Government’s 

proposal for Business Rates Retention from 2013/14. 
  
2. CONSIDERATION OF ISSUES 
 
2.1 A separate report has not been prepared for your Committee as a 

comprehensive report was submitted to Cabinet on 10th October, 
2011 (Appendix 1).  This report sets out the key issues to bring to 
your attention. 

 
 
3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
3.1 Members consider the report. 

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING 
COMMITTEE 
14th October, 2011 
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Appendix 1 

 
Report of:   Chief Finance Officer 
 
 
Subject:  PROPOSALS FOR BUSINESS RATES 

RETENTION - GOVERNMENT 
CONSULTATION PROPOSALS 

 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.2 The purposes of the report are: 

i) to provide details of the Government’s proposal for Business 
Rates Retention 2013/14; 

ii) to provide an initial assessment of the financial impact for 
Hartlepool; 

iii) to enable Cabinet to approve the response to the 
Government’s consultation proposals. 

 
 
2. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS 
 
2.1 The report sets out the current arrangements for Business Rates 

collection and details of a recently published Government consultation 
paper on the proposal to localise business rates as part of the overall 
‘Local Government Resource Review’. 

 
2.2 Attached is a draft consultation response from the Council which is to 

be sent to the Government.  This response will be in addition to a 
consolidated consultation response that will be issued by the 
Association of North East Council’s. 

 
 
3. RELEVANCE TO CABINET 
 
3.1 Collection and administration of National Non Domestic Rates falls 

within the Performance Portfolio.  However, given the strategic nature 

CABINET  
10th October 2011 
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of the Governments proposals referred to in this report the matter is 
referred to Cabinet.  

 
 
4. TYPE OF DECISION 
  
4.1 Non key decision  
 
 
5. DECISION MAKING ROUTE 
 
5.1 Cabinet  
 
6. DECISION(S) REQUIRED 
 
6.1 It is recommended that Members: 
 
 

i) Note the report; 
 
ii) Consider the proposed response to the consultation  

proposals detailed in Appendix A and delegate authority 
to the Chief Finance Officer to finalise the response in 
light of comments made in conjunction with the Mayor; 

 
iii) Approve the proposals that at this stage the Council 

would not wish to seek to share risk by pooling top up 
payments with the other Tees Valley Authorities and to 
review this position when more information is available 
and a risk assessment can be completed; 

 
iv) To note that the Chief Finance Officer will submit a 

response to the questions raised in the 8 supporting 
technical papers issued by the Government, which will 
reflect the comments made in Appendix A and propose 
suggestions which would protect the Council financial 
position if implemented by the Government.    
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Report of:  Chief Finance Officer 
 
Subject:  PROPOSALS FOR BUSINESS RATES 

RETENTION - GOVERNMENT 
CONSULTATION PROPOSALS 

 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purposes of the report are: 

i) to provide details of the Government’s proposal for Business 
Rates Retention 2013/14; 

ii) to provide an initial assessment of the financial impact for 
Hartlepool; 

iii) to enable Cabinet to approve the response to the 
Government’s consultation proposals. 

 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 The Government’s proposal to re-localise business rates is part of the 

overall ‘Local Government Resource Review’, which has also 
introduced the New Homes Bonus and proposals to localise support 
for Council Tax Benefits. 

 
2.2 These proposals represent a radical change in the financial 

arrangements for funding local authorities.  Following on from the 
significant cuts in the Government grants (both the main Formula 
Grant and specific grants) these changes increase financial risk for 
local authorities.   Owing to the nature of these proposed changes the 
financial risks are anticipated to be greater for authorities serving 
more deprived communities, with greater reliance on Government 
grant and less ability to raise funding locally through Council Tax or 
retained business rates – this includes Hartlepool.  

 
2.3 The New Home Bonus provides an additional grant to reward 

authorities for increasing the number of new homes, with a higher 
reward for bringing empty houses back into use.  The Government 
has stated that this scheme will run for 6 years.  This grant is funded 
from the existing national business rates pool and the Government 
have top-sliced this funding to meet the estimated cost of the New 
Home Bonus scheme.  The Government has stated that if additional 
funding is needed for this scheme this will be top-sliced from the 
national cash limited Local Authority Formula Grant.  There is a risk 
that if this is necessary that areas with lower housing growth could 
see further cuts in the main Formula grant. It is anticipated this 
category will include most of the North East councils, including 
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Hartlepool.  This position will be kept under review and details 
reported when they are available. 

 
2.4 Proposals to localise support for Council Tax Benefit from 2013/14 

are subject to a separate detailed consultation and there is a report 
on your agenda in relation to this issue.     

 
2.5 This report and the separate report on proposals to localise support 

for Council Tax Benefits enable Members to respond to the 
Government’s consultation proposals.  The reports also outline the 
significant additional financial risks to the Council from these 
proposed changes, which it is expected the Government will 
implement.   As these issues will impact from 2013/14 it is essential 
that the Council addresses the 2012/13 budget deficit on a 
sustainable basis to ensure the Council does not face an 
unmanageable budget position in 2013/14. 

 
2.6 To avoid repeating issues the main body of the report describes the 

proposed changes and the Appendix outlines the proposed response 
to these changes and addresses the specific consultation questions  
put forward by the Government. 

 
3. CURRENT BUSINESS RATES ARRANGEMENTS 
 
3.1 Under the current Business Rates system each commercial property 

has a rateable value which is assessed by the Valuation Office 
Agency on the basis of the annual rental that a tenant would be willing 
to pay for it on the open market.  Central Government set the national 
Business Rates multiplier, currently 43.3p, which is increased each 
year by the Retail Prices Index. The annual Business Rates bill is then 
calculated on the basis of the rateable value multiplied by the national 
Business Rates multiplier.  

 
3.2 Business Rates are collected by individual billing authorities and these 

monies are paid over to Central Government.  The overall Business 
Rates income is then redistributed to individual local authorities 
through the formula grant system which is designed to equalise 
resources and need.  This redistribution system is based on a 
complex formula which assesses each authority’s ability to raise 
resources locally through Council Tax and spending need using a 
variety of factors, including levels of deprivation.  These arrangements 
have been in place for many years and from Central Government’s 
perspective require the development of complex formula and 
Ministerial decision on total funding for local authorities. 

 
3.3 These arrangements mean that some authorities receive less 

redistributed funding than they have collected in Business Rates, such 
as central London authorities,  whilst other receive more than they can 
raise locally.  This is the position for the 12 North East councils, 
including both Newcastle and Gateshead which both have major retail 
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shopping centres and other regional facilities.  The position for 
Newcastle and Gateshead clearly demonstrates the financial reliance 
on the existing funding system for authorities in areas like the North 
East, with lower business levels, less ability to raise funding through 
Council Tax and higher levels of deprivation and demands on 
services.  

 
3.4 This is also the position for Hartlepool as the Council currently 

receives £13m more redistributed funding than it collects in Business 
Rates.   For 2011/12 total Business Rates for Hartlepool are £27m, 
compared to redistributed funding of £40m.   Proposals to change the 
existing arrangements therefore have significant potential implications 
for the Council, both financial and the impact on services.   

 
4. PROPOSAL FOR LOCAL BUSINESS RATES RETENTION 
 
4.1 The Government have issued a detailed consultation paper, 

supported by 8 technical papers.  This documentation runs to 248 
pages and ask 96 specific consultation questions, which 
demonstrates the complexity of the current funding arrangements and 
proposals for changing these arrangements.    

 
4.2 The detailed consultation document issued by the Department for 

Communities and Local Government states there are 4 principles for 
reforming the existing system:   

 
• to build into the local government finance system an incentive for 

local authorities to promote local growth over the long term;  
 

• to reduce local authorities dependency upon central 
government, by producing as many self sufficient authorities as 
possible;  

 
• to maintain a degree of redistribution of resources to ensure that 

authorities with high need and low taxbases are still able to meet 
the needs of their area; and  

 
• protection for businesses and specifically, no increases in 

locally-imposed taxation without the agreement of local businesses.  
 
4.3 The Government have also stated that if these changes are 

introduced for 2013/14 that no authority will be any worse off 
financially for this year than if the changes had not been implemented.
  

4.4 The consultation document also sets out seven core components of 
the proposed schemes, which the Government state has been 
developed to: 
• ensure a fair starting point for all local authorities; 
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• deliver a strong growth incentive where all authorities can benefit 
from increases in their business growth and from hosting 
renewable energy projects; 

• include a check on disproportionate benefits; 
• ensure sufficient stability in the system; and 
• include an ability to reset in future to ensure levels of need are met. 

 
4.5 Details of the seven core components are outlined in the following 

paragraphs  
 

4.6 Setting the baseline  
 
 The consultation proposals have recognised ‘that there are wide 

variations across councils between current formula grant allocations 
and the amount of business rates individual councils collect.  
Therefore it is not possible to simply allow business rates to be 
retained where they are paid; there needs to be a degree of re-
balancing, or some authorities would see very large reductions in their 
revenue, which could adversely affect their ability to deliver core 
services to their communities.’ 

 
 The Government therefore propose a re-balancing of resources at the 

outset of the scheme.  This will involve a system of ‘tariffs’ and ‘top-
ups’.   Tariff authorities will continue to pay some of their locally 
collected business rates over to the Government and these resources 
will then be allocated to top-up authorities. 

 
 The consultation suggests using the 2012/13 formula grant as the 

baseline for determining the first year (i.e. 2013/14) tariffs and top-
ups.  If this proposal is implemented this will lock the grant cuts 
implemented in 2011/12 and 2012/13 into the future top-up payments 
received by the Council.  As these cuts were higher for Hartlepool 
than many other areas it is suggested that the Government should 
use this opportunity to reassess the baseline to provide a fairer 
reduction in funding for all authorities over the period of the Spending 
Review.  This could be achieved within the national spending limits by 
reducing cuts in funding for 2013/14 and 2014/15 to those authorities 
which experience the greatest grant reduction in 2011/12 and 
2012/13.   

 
 The consultation proposals also make reference to making technical 

adjustments to the 2012/13 which will impact on the baseline.  These 
adjustments are likely to have a marginal impact, although given the 
overall financial position facing the Council even small adjustments 
will be important. 

 
4.7 Setting tariffs and top ups   

 
The Government have stated that the system of tariffs and top ups is 
designed to ensure ‘a fair starting point, as each authority will receive 
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an amount equal to what it would have received in formula grant 
according to the approach adopted to establishing the baseline’.  
 
The consultation sets out two options for tariff and top up amounts 
after year one of the scheme.  The first would be to uprate the year 
one tariff and top up by the Retail Prices Index (RPI).  As the 
Business Rate multiplier is uprated each year by RPI there is a clear 
logic in adopting this approach as it maintains the real term value of 
tariff and top up amounts.  It also ensures authorities only benefit from 
real term growth in the local business tax base. 
 
The second proposal would not uprate tariff and top up amounts by 
RPI, which would set these as cash amounts.  This clearly provides 
less protection for top up authorities. This may be mitigated by other 
proposed protections in the new scheme, although this position 
cannot be assessed until final proposals are determined by the 
Government and it is unlikely this will be the case.  The consultation 
document states ‘authorities in receipt of a top up would face a very 
strong incentive to grow their taxbase to offset real-terms reductions 
in their top up amount’. 
  

4.8 The incentive effect 
 
 The consultation documents states that ‘the incentive effect is at the 

heart of the changes that business rates retention is aiming to deliver 
– shifting from the allocation of local government funding solely on the 
basis of a central government assessment of need and resources to 
future increases in funding being on the basis of local economic 
growth’.    

 
 This is a fundamental change in the financial arrangements between 

central and local government which has significant risk, both short and 
long term, for individual councils.  Depending on the actual changes 
which are implemented for business rates, the protection built into the 
new system, the links with Council Tax Benefit reform, Council Tax 
referendum and the New Homes Bonus, these incentives may only 
benefit authorities in more affluent areas of the country which have 
previously had higher growth and are likely to come of the recession 
quicker.  Areas serving more deprived communities are unlikely to see 
any significant financial benefits and in reality are likely to face greater 
challenges as a result of these changes.  

 
4.9 A levy recouping a share of disproportionate benefit 
 
 The consultation proposals recognise the possibility that some local 

authorities with high business rate taxbases could see 
disproportionate financial gains.  This recognises that certain 
businesses (often those with high business rates) will wish to expand 
or locate in specific areas of the country, particularly London and the 
South East. 
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Therefore, proposals are put forward for managing this position 
whereby the Government would collect a levy recouping a share of 
the disproportionate benefit.  This resource would then be used to 
help manage large, unforeseen negative volatility in individual 
authority’s budgets.  For example, if the power station closed down for 
a temporary period the council would receive additional top up 
funding. 
 
This section also proposes that business rate revenue from renewal 
energy projects are kept by local authorities within the area of the 
project, and that those revenues are discounted in the calculation of 
any levy that might be applied to growth in business rates generated.   
 
Clearly this proposal reflects a specific Government priority and desire 
to encourage renewable energy.  This is a complex issue as not all 
authorities have the same physical capacity or geographical location 
to benefit from many forms of renewable energy.  Therefore, these 
should be supported in other ways by Central Government given their 
national benefits.  Alternatively, areas which are willing to 
accommodate more traditional industries, which are equally important 
nationally, should receive a similar benefit.  From Hartlepool’s 
perspective there is an argument that the local community should see 
a similar benefit from the development of a new nuclear power station.    

 
4.10 Adjusting for revaluation 
 
 Every five years, the Valuation Office Agency re-assesses all 

business properties and gives them new rateable values.  At the same 
time the Business Rate multiplier is adjusted to ensure there is no 
change in the overall Business Rates yield, other than the annual RPI 
uplift.  These changes impact on the Business Rates payable by 
individual business and this is managed through a system of 
transitional reliefs to protect individual businesses from large 
increases.  

 
 The Government propose that tariff and top up amounts will be 

adjusted at revaluation, so that there is no impact on an individual 
authority as a result of the revaluation. 

    
4.11 Resetting the system  
 
 This section deals with proposals for resetting the system (i.e. the 

tariff and top up amounts) to reflect changing circumstances to ensure 
there is not a divergence between resources and services.  This is a 
very important principle as the proposed changes are a fundamental 
change in the existing funding arrangements for local authorities.  The 
future impact of these cannot be fully assessed and will be driven by 
decisions of individual councils and factors outside of local control. 
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 Two possible approaches to reset periods are proposed.  The first 
would be to decide not to set a fixed period for resets and allow 
Ministers to determine on an objective basis when a reset is 
necessary.  The second could be to set a fixed period and a 10 year 
period is suggest as this would give a strong incentive effect and 
encourage long term investment in growth. 

 
 The second option, set the reset period, would provide greatest 

certainty and transpancy.  It would also avoid the political problems 
associated with Council Tax revaluations which have never been 
carried out since Council Tax was introduced in 1993/94, which has 
been one of the main criticisms and problems of the existing funding 
system.   

 
 The importance of the reset period will depend on the other 

safeguards built into the new system to protect individual councils 
from unexpected local changes.   As the proposed changes are 
unprecedented an early initial reset, say after 5 years, would be 
appropriate to ensure the new system is working in a fair way.          

 
4.12 Pooling  
  
 Under a rates retention system the Government propose that a group 

of authorities could come together and voluntarily pool tariff or top up 
payments.  This consultation suggests there are two potential benefits 
of pooling.  It could enable groups of authorities to make additional 
increases in growth collaborative.  For the Tees Valley this could 
potentially work alongside the collaboration on the Enterprise Zone.  
Pooling could also potentially help authorities manage volatility by 
sharing fluctuations across a wider economic area  

  
 On a practical basis risk sharing in the Tees Valley could be based on 

the LEP (Local Enterprise Partnership) area.  Although given the 
similarities of the area this is unlikely to mitigate risk and could 
increase Hartlepool’s risk given higher reliance of other areas on 
major employers.  There is also the additional complication that one of 
the Tees Valley authorities currently collects Business Rates which is 
broadly equal to their Formula Grant – so there is no incentive for 
them to pool. 

 
 In practise I do not think risk sharing between unitary authorities is 

practical as it will be extremely difficult for each authority’s Chief 
Finance Officer to adequately and robustly assess risks in potential 
partner authorities and therefore advise their own authority 
appropriately.   At this stage it is suggested that this is not pursued, 
although this position may need reviewing when further details are 
available.    
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4.13 Interactions with existing Government policies and commitments 
 
 The proposals to change the Business Rates system represents a 

radical reform of the local government finance system.  The 
consultation paper explains how the Government propose to deliver 
existing policies and commitments alongside business rate reform.   

 
 The key issues relate to the New Homes Bonus and Local Authority 

Central Services Education Grant and how this links with the 
academies programme.  To deliver these existing commitments the 
Government will continue transferring funding from the main local 
government funding pot for these programmes.   

 
 The consultation proposals indicate that in the early years of the New 

Homes Bonus it is expected that more funding will be retained than is 
needed.  Local Authorities are therefore asked for their views on the 
mechanism for refunding surplus funding to local government. 

 
 From Hartlepool’s perspective this should be done on the basis of the 

cuts implemented to 2011/12 and 2012/13 as these cuts would have 
been lower if this funding had not been top sliced from the national 
funding allocation. 

 
4.14 SUPPORTING LOCAL ECONOMIC GROWTH THROUGH NEW 

INSTRUMENTS 
 
 The consultation proposals state that the Government is committed to 

strengthening the tools local authorities have to promote growth.  The 
main proposal is the planned implementation of Tax Increment 
Financing (TIF).  The basic idea behind TIF is the freedom to borrow 
against extra business rates to help pay for upfront infrastructure 
costs needed to facilitate new developments. 

 
 This is a complex issue and the consultation proposals outline two 

alternative approaches.  Option 1 would theoretically allow free and 
unfettered access to TIF and the use of Prudential Borrowing.  This 
would be the most risky approach for individual authorities as they 
would need to determine the business case and fund any shortfall in 
forecast business rates from the General Fund budget. 

 
 Option 2 would take the form of a more centralised approach with 

limits on the number of schemes, although individual authorities would 
still mange risk and fund any shortfall in forecast business rates from 
the General Fund budget.   

 
 The reality of TIF is that it relies upon a buoyant and growing 

economy, where there is clear private sector demand and business 
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case for local authorities to invest in infrastructure.  Even in this type 
of climate local authorities would be taking a financial risk on projects 
being sustainable over 25 years+.  In the climate of low economic 
growth, significant and sustained cuts in local government funding it is 
unlikely that very few financially viable schemes will come forward.  
For top up allowances any increase achieved in business rates will 
probably be needed to help pay for existing services and to offset 
demand lead pressures. 

 
 The consultation document also refers to the impact of Enterprise 

Zones.  The business rates revenue within an Enterprise Zone area 
will be disregarded from the calculation of excess growth levies 
(unlikely to apply in the North East) and not taken into account in any 
re-assessment of tariffs and top up amounts.  This proposal is 
welcomed as business rates revenue within an Enterprise Zone is 
retained by the local enterprise partnerships and it would therefore be 
inappropriate to claw back this growth from top up amounts.  The 
main benefits from Enterprise Zone sites in Hartlepool relates to 
capital allowances, which will be significantly greater than the 
business discounts benefits which are capped at £55,000 per 
business.  The aim of the capital allowances is to attract significant 
capital investment and jobs in off shore wind technology.      

 
5. INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED CHANGES ON 

HARTLEPOOL 
 
5.1 Prior to the cuts in Government grants for 2011/12 the previous 

funding system for local government recognised that some authorities 
had less ability than others to fund services from Council Tax and/or 
Business Rates.  The grant system recognised this position by 
providing higher grants based on an assessment of need, including 
relative levels of deprivation, and ability to fund services locally 
through Council Tax.  This link began to be eroded in 2011/12 as 
authorities with greatest dependency on grants received the highest 
reductions in funding.   This position will be repeated for 2012/13. 
Whilst, the 2012/13 grant cuts will be lower than those implemented 
for 2011/12 this is against a background of significant front loading in 
the current year.   

 
5.2 For Hartlepool, the cut in Formula Grant over these two years is 20% - 

a reduction in annual funding of £10m from the 2010/11 baseline.  
Over this period the Council has also suffered significant cuts in 
specific grant transferred into the Formula Grant.    

 
5.3 The proposed change to business rates needs to be considered 

against this background.  The consultation proposals indicate that in 
2013/14 no authority will be worse off than if these changes were not 
implemented.   
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5.4 The impact of changes to business rates beyond 2014/15 is more 
difficult to assess and will depend on the actual proposals which the 
Government implement and the linkages between these proposals.  
Further details will be reported as they become available. 

 
5.5 On the basis of current information on the proposed business rate 

changes there are five key issues for the Council: 
• The basis for setting the base line; 
• Setting the initial tariffs and top ups;  
• Whether the initial tariffs and top ups are uprated annually in line 

with RPI, or not uprated by RPI and paid as a cash grant;  
• The frequency of resets for the system; and 
• Increased local financial risk. 

 
5.6 The consultation proposals suggest that the baseline and initial tariffs 

and top ups will be based on 2012/13 and the overall funding that 
would have been allocated for 2013/14 if the business rates changes 
had not been implemented.  Nationally this confirms the 2011/12 and 
2013/14 grants cuts are being locked in and a further cut will be made 
in local government funding for 2013/14. 

 
5.7  For Hartlepool this is expected to mean a top up amount of £13m, 

which is the difference between the current redistributed funding of 
£40m and the business rates collected locally of £27m.  

 
5.8 As the business rate multiplier is indexed annually for RPI its seems 

logical to uprate the tariffs and top ups to maintain the real term value 
of these amounts.  This arrangement will avoid authorities gaining 
from an RPI uprate, which would run counter to the incentive 
arguments put forward by the Government for localising business 
rates. 

 
5.9 It the tariffs and top ups are not uprated annually by RPI this would 

penalise top up authorities and over a very short period would have a 
significant impact on an authorities ability to fund services.  The 
following table illustrates the potential real term reduction in funding 
for Hartlepool for three RPI scenarios, the first based on the Bank of 
England target for RPI of 2%, the second with annual RPI of 3% and 
the third RPI of 4%:  

 
Annual RPI 
assumption 

Annual real term funding 
cut if tariffs and top ups 

not uprated for RPI 

Cumulative real term 
impact over 3 years if 
tariffs and top ups not 

uprated for RPI 
2% £0.26m £0.8m 
3% £0.39m £1.2m 
4% £0.52m £1.6m 

  
5.10 The analysis in the above table clearly demonstrates the importance 

of uprating tariff and top up amounts to maintain the financial stability 
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of local government as a whole, not just those authorities which 
benefit from higher growth in business rates.  Uprating both tariff and 
top ups amounts would help ensure that some of the benefits of 
national growth, which is often driven by national factors and 
investment in national infrastructure, benefitted all authorities.  The 
annual indexing would also help mitigate the inflationary and 
demographic pressures facing all councils, particularly those 
responsible for providing children’s and adult services.   

  
5.11 In terms of the system reset period this will depend on the other 

safeguards built into the new system to protect individual councils 
from unexpected local changes.   As the proposed changes are 
unprecedented an early initial reset, say after 5 years, would be 
appropriate to ensure the new system is working in a fair way.  This 
requirement should be a statutory requirement and not a decision for 
Ministerial discretion.  This will avoid the problem of the current 
system whereby successive Government’s have put of Council Tax 
valuation; which is part of the reason for the problems with the current 
system.  

 
5.12 The proposal in the consultation document set out broad 

arrangements which could provide two forms of protection for local 
authorities.  The first option would provide a level of short term 
protection against major drops in income to allow local authorities time 
to adjust budgets.  The second option would provide longer term 
protection against drops in income below the baseline.  These broad 
principles are to be welcomed.  However, the effectiveness of this 
proposal will depend on the detailed arrangements; particularly trigger 
points for authorities gaining additional support and the period 
temporary funding is paid for.  

 
5.13 The inclusion of these proposals clearly demonstrates that the 

Government recognise the risk that these radical proposals mean for 
local authorities.  It is less clear if they recognise these risks are 
greater for authorities receiving top up payments, or the ability to cut 
services in response to further funding cuts.  This is an area which will 
need reviewing when more information is available.  

 
5.14 To put this risk into context the top 10 business rate payers contribute 

almost 40% (nearly £11 million) of the £27 million annual Business 
Rates collected by the Council.  One local business contributes 15% 
(£4 million) of the overall amount collected.  This clearly demonstrates 
existing dependency on a small number of large Business Rate 
payers and the financial risks if these businesses close.  If one (or 
more) of these major Business Rate payers ceased to operate in 
Hartlepool it would take many years to replace this income by 
encouraging other business and realistically this would not be 
achievable.   It is therefore essential that the final arrangements for 
protecting individual councils from major changes in the local 
business rates base are robust and sustainable.  
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5.15 The proposed changes will have no direct impact on any businesses 

as they will see no difference in the way they pay business rates or 
the way this tax is set, which will continue to be based on property 
values set by the Valuation Office Agency and the national 
determined business rate multiplier.  Similarly, when five yearly re-
valuations are completed these changes will continue to be managed 
at a national level.   

 
5.16 Whilst, this stability will be welcomed by businesses, it will not help 

local businesses understand the link between the business rates they 
pay and the services councils provide.  Businesses will naturally want 
to see councils investing in infrastructure projects, training and 
education and services which attract visitors.  The reality is that a 
large proportion of Hartlepool’s budget is spent on caring for 
vulnerable children and adults and over time this percentage will 
increase owing to demographic pressures.  Education services are 
largely funded through the Dedicated Schools Grant.  

 
 
6. PROPOSED RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION PROPOSALS 
   
6.1 The statement in the consultation document that ‘the Government is 

determined to repatriate business rates’ clearly sets out the 
Government’s intention to implement this change.  The consultation 
document does not ask authorities for a view on whether this proposal 
is appropriate and concentrates on seeking views on practical issues 
relating to the implementation of the proposed change.   

 
6.2 The consultation document states that ‘those places with greatest 

dependency should, and will, continue to receive support, while being 
allowed to keep the products of enterprise.   Those places which raise 
the greatest sums through business rates should expect to make a 
contribution’.  These statements provide a degree of re-assurance 
about future funding levels.  However, there are concerns about the 
longer term impact of these changes, the development of two tiers of 
local authorities, those with above average growth in business rate 
and a second group dependant on top up payments, and the 
additional financial risks individual local authorities will need to 
manage as a result of these changes.    

 
6.3 The proposals to repatriate business rates reverses a long standing 

convention that this funding is a key component of the local 
government finance system and is used to balance an individual 
authorities ability to raise income locally and an assessment of need.  
This is an important principle of equity between authorities and their 
ability to fund local services.   

 
6.4 The proposals are based on an assumption that local authorities need 

an incentive to improve local economies and encourage business. 
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Limited evidence is provided to support this view and this needs to be 
addressed in the Council’s response.   

 
6.5 These details are addressed in the proposed response to the 

consultation proposals detailed in Appendix A. 
 
6.6 Representatives from the finance departments of the 12 North East 

Authorities have been working on a joint response for the Association 
of North East Councils (ANEC) covering common issues (of which 
there are many).  This joint response will be approved by ANEC 
before it is submitted.   

 
6.7 The Finance Group is also pooling resources to look at the 8 detailed 

technical papers issued by the Government, with a view to submitting 
an ANEC response on common issues and to assist individual 
councils to submit their own responses.   These issues were still being 
work on when this report was prepared and a response to these 
technical issues will be submitted before the consultation deadline on 
24th October 2011.   

 
 
7.  RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
7.1  It is recommended that Members: 
 
 

i) Note the report; 
 
ii) Consider the proposed response to the consultation  

proposals detailed in Appendix A and delegate authority 
to the Chief Finance Officer to finalise the response in 
light of comments made in conjunction with the Mayor; 

 
iii) Approve the proposals that at this stage the Council 

would not wish to seek to share risk by pooling top up 
payments with the other Tees Valley Authorities and to 
review this position when more information is available 
and a risk assessment can be completed; 

 
iv) To note that the Chief Finance Officer will submit a 

response to the questions raised in the 8 supporting 
technical papers issued by the Government, which will 
reflect the comments made in Appendix A and propose 
suggestions which would protect the Council financial 
position if implemented by the Government.    
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         Appendix A 
Dear Secretary of State, 
 
Local Government Resource Review: Proposals for Business Rates 
Retention 
 
As the Elected Mayor of Hartlepool I appreciate, alongside my Cabinet 
colleagues, the opportunity to comment on the above proposals.  We hope 
the Government will respond positively to the concerns of local authorities 
to ensure changes are fair and equitable, both to individual local 
authorities and the people they serve. 
 
Whilst, it is recognised that the Government needs to reduce the national 
deficit and stabilise the public finance, we do not agree with all the 
measures the Government are implementing to achieve these objectives.   
We were particularly concerned that the two year grant settlement for local 
authorities covering 2011/12 and 2013/14 resulted in higher grant cuts for 
councils with greater dependency on grants and serving more deprived 
communities.   We argued that cuts in grant should have been shared 
more fairly and equitably across all authorities.  
 
This is an important issue when considering other changes to the local 
government finance system, including the proposals to repatriate business 
rates.  As you are aware some areas, including Hartlepool, have already 
suffered higher grant cuts than other areas.   Whilst, we recognised that 
we receive higher grants than other areas, this reflects an assessment of 
need and local ability to fund services through Council Tax – these factors 
need to be recognised to avoid a two tier system of local authority services 
developing. 
 
The Council agrees that proud cities and towns should not be forced to 
come to national Government with a begging bowl. This hasn’t been our 
approach in the past, we have always set out positive proposals to 
address issues facing local authorities and will continue to do so. 
 
We are however very concerned that the radical proposals to repatriate 
business rates are not based on firm principles and could undermine the 
financial sustainability of many councils, including Hartlepool.   We do not 
believe that authorities need an incentive to promote growth over the 
long term.  This is at the core of everything we do as a Council, 
particularly our priority to reduce child poverty which is the key to raising 
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aspirations, freeing people from a lifetime of welfare dependency and 
creating a fairer and more prosperous local community.   The Council 
cannot achieve these changes on its own, the problems are too complex 
and many of the solutions outside our control.  That is why we backed the 
proposals to establish Enterprise Zones and we were delighted that the 
Government supported this proposal.  This is the type of initiative we need 
to revitalise Hartlepool’s economy.   
 
We are concerned that the repatriation of business rates will not reduce 
the Councils dependency upon central Government.  For Hartlepool, 
and other local authorities with high need and low tax bases, we will be 
swapping dependency on formula grant for dependency on business rate 
top up grants; albeit with a potential marginal benefit that increases in 
business rates would be retained.  
 
We are also concerned that the degree of redistribution will not be 
sufficient to ensure we are still able to meet the needs of our area on a 
sustainable basis.  This position reflects the fact that for every £1 we 
collect in business rates we get nearly £1.50 back – this equates to a 
current benefit of £13m per year.    
 
If this amount is the future annual top up payment it is essential that this 
payment is uprated annually by RPI to protect the real term value of 
support provided for Hartlepool.  If top up payments are not updated by 
RPI there would be further redistribution of resources away from areas 
with high need and low tax bases and this would reduce our ability to 
meet the needs of local people.   
 
The following table illustrates the potential real term reduction in funding 
for Hartlepool for three RPI scenarios, the first based on the Bank of 
England target for RPI of 2%, the second with annual RPI of 3% and the 
third RPI of 4%:  

 
Annual RPI 
assumption 

Annual real term funding 
cut if tariffs and top ups 

not uprated for RPI 

Cumulative real term 
impact over 3 years if 
tariffs and top ups not 

uprated for RPI 
2% £0.26m £0.8m 
3% £0.39m £1.2m 
4% £0.52m £1.6m 

  
The analysis in the above table clearly demonstrates the importance of 
uprating tariff and top up amounts to maintain the financial stability of local 
government as a whole, not just those authorities which benefit from 
higher growth in business rates.  Uprating both tariff and top up amounts 
would help ensure that some of the benefits of national growth, which is 
often driven by national factors and investment in national infrastructure, 
benefitted all authorities.  The annual indexing would also help mitigate the 
inflationary and demographic pressures facing all councils, particularly 
those responsible for providing children’s and adult services.  
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The consultation proposals clearly have significantly different implications 
for different authorities, reflecting their existing financial positions and 
service needs.  For example, comparing Hartlepool an area with high need 
and low tax base, with Wokingham, an area with low need and high tax 
base, it is evident that different authorities will be able to manage the 
position significantly more easily and with less impact on services than 
other areas. 
 
 
Comparison of Hartlepool and Wokingham 
 

 Hartlepool Wokingham 
1) Deprivation measures:   
- Percentage of Council Tax paid as 
Council Tax Benefit 

28% 6% 

- Looked after Children per 10,000 
population of children 

81 22 

- Children in Poverty 29% * 
2) Financial measures  
- Percentage of net budget funded 
from Council Tax 

43% 80% 

- Percentage of properties in Council 
Tax Bands A and B 

* * 

- Percentage of properties in Council 
Tax Band D  

* * 

 
* to be completed prior to submission to Government.  
 
The consultation proposals to repatriate business rates seem focused on 
financial issues and incentivising local authorities to promote growth.  We 
believe there are much wider issues to take into account around the wide 
range of services local authorities provide which affect people’s lives – 
caring for and safeguarding adults and children, creating the conditions for 
economic growth, skills, health, transport, roads, environment, housing, 
planning and leisure to name but a few.  These are essentially quality of    
life issues and at the heart of localism.  None of these important issues 
relates directly to Business Rates income and many of these vital services 
have no impact on increasing this income.   
 
The Council agrees that the current system is not perfect, but it does 
attempt to be fair by providing different councils with different levels of 
resources to meet different need and compensates for different Council 
Tax yields.  We are concerned that changing one part of the existing 
system will undermine these principles and do not believe there is a 
compelling case for the proposed changes.   
 
We are particularly concerned that implementing such radical changes 
after significant cuts in local authority funding, which have been higher for 
more deprived areas, and before sustainable and robust economic growth 
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has been established, could lead to a period of financial uncertainty.  Local 
Authorities need a period of certainty and we would suggest that these 
changes are deferred until the economy has recovered.     
 
 
 
 
 
I hope these comments are helpful and the Government addresses our 
concerns before finalising their proposals. 
 
 
Stuart Drummond 
Elected Mayor 
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Summary of consultation questions  
 
Chapter 3: A scheme for rate retention  
Component 1: Setting the baseline 
Q1: What do you think that the 
Government should consider in setting 
the baseline?  

Response - prior to 2011/12 the Local 
Government Funding system aimed to 
address the difference between an 
individual authority’s service needs and 
ability to raise resources locally.   The 
grant reductions implemented for 
2011/12 and 2012/13 reduced the level 
of equalisation by implementing grant 
reductions which had the greatest 
negative impact on authorities with the 
greatest dependency on Government 
grant and least ability to raise resources 
locally.    The proposal to use the 
2012/13 formula grant as the baseline 
would lock the 2011/12 and 2012/13 
grant reductions into future funding 
allocations.  
 
Therefore, in setting the baseline the 
Government should take the opportunity 
to address the unfairness of the grant 
reductions applied for 2011/12 and 
2012/13.   The Council is concerned that 
this will be the only opportunity there is to 
address the unfairness of the grant 
reductions implemented for 2011/12 and 
2012/13 and believes that this 
opportunity needs to be taken. 
 
 This may require the implementation 
date to be delayed until 2014/15 to 
ensure a robust baseline can be 
established and all local authorities have 
a certain and sustainable financial future. 

Q2: Do you agree with the proposal to 
use 2012-13 formula grant as the basis 
for constructing the baseline? If so, which 
of the two options at paragraphs 3.13 
and 3.14 do you prefer and why? 

Response – see response to Q1.   

Component 2: Setting the tariffs and top 
ups 

 

Q3: Do you agree with this proposed 
component of tariff and top up amounts 
as a way of re-balancing the system in 
year one?  

Response – as indicated in the response 
to Q1 the Council does not believe that 
the 2012/13 formula grant is the correct 
basis for constructing the baseline.   
 
The Council is pleased that the 
Government recognise that a system of 
tariffs and top up amounts is needed to 
balance the system in year one.   This 
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arrangement would be even more 
effective if the Government addressed 
the concerns we have raised in relation 
to Q1.  
 
The system of tariffs and top up amounts 
goes some way towards addressing the 
needs of different authorities and their 
ability to generate business rates.    

Q4: Which option for setting the fixed 
tariff and top up amounts do you prefer 
and why? 

Response – the Council considers the 
first option to uprate the year one 
tariff and top up amounts by the Retail 
Prices Index is the appropriate option. 
 
The Council believes that this option will 
help provide financial stability for 
authorities and partly address the 
difference in service needs and ability to 
raise resources locally of individual 
authorities.  This uprating by RPI will 
enable all authorities and their residents 
to benefit from the RPI increase applied 
to the national business rates multiplier. 
 
The use of the national RPI uplift in the 
business rates multiplier should maintain 
the real term funding position of all 
authorities to ensure that only business 
rates income retained locally comes from 
increasing the local business rates base. 
 
The Council does not believe that tariff 
authorities should gain from RPI as they 
would be rewarded financially from a 
technical change, rather than managing 
an increase in the tax bases.  
 
The Council does not believe that the 
second option (i.e. not to uprate by RPI) 
would provide a stronger incentive to 
grow the tax base as significant 
incentives already exist for councils to 
increase business expansion  and start-
ups.  For Hartlepool encouraging 
business expansion is a key long 
standing objective and key to reducing 
unemployment, childhood poverty and 
improving the towns well being and 
future.  It needs to be recognised that 
growing the tax base is a complex issue 
and is governed by many factors outside 
of an individual authority’s control.  
These problems have been recognised 
through the establishment of Enterprise 
Zones.  
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It also needs to be recognised that 
different authorities are starting from 
different baselines and have different 
abilities to grow their tax bases.  In 
Hartlepool’s case the Council currently 
collects £13 million less in business rates 
than it receives back through the existing 
system.  To put this gap into context it is  
equivalent to : 

• 76 times the business rates the 
Council currently collects from our 
10th highest business rate payer.  

• the business rates the Council 
would collect by opening 18 new 
supermarkets. 

 
Component 3: The incentive effect 
Q5: Do you agree that the incentive 
effect would work as described? 

The Council does not believe the 
incentive effect will work as described as 
there are very complex reasons behind 
individual businesses decisions to 
expand an existing business or set up a 
new business.  Many of these factors are 
outside of an individual authorities direct 
control such as links to national 
infrastructure and existing suppliers 
(which is an important issue for 
manufacturing industries operating on a 
‘just in time’ supplier basis). 
 
The Council is concerned that the 
incentive effect will simply exacerbate the 
concentration of business development 
in the south east of England and will not 
help address existing imbalances in the 
UK economy. 

Component 4: A levy recouping a share of disproportionate benefit 
Q6: Do you agree with our proposal for a 
levy on disproportionate benefit, and 
why?  

Yes – essential to ensure all councils and 
their residents benefit from growth in the 
economy.  These will facilitate ‘safety net’ 
payments to those councils which suffer 
significant negative volatility and so 
ensure some stability in the system.  

Q7: Which option for calculating the levy 
do you prefer and why? 

Prefer option 2 – as it should provide 
financial stability.  

Q8: What preference do you have for the 
size of the levy? 

1% as a norm in periods of stable 
growth, lower when the economy is poor. 

Q9: Do you agree with this approach to 
deliver the Renewable Energy 
commitment? 

Yes.  The Council would request that 
new nuclear power stations are classified 
as renewable to incentive/reward 
communities with such a facility in their 
area.  
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Q10: Do you agree that the levy pot 
should fund a safety net to protect local 
authorities: i) whose funding falls by 
more than a fixed percentage compared 
with the previous year (protection from 
large year to year changes); or ii) whose 
funding falls by more than a fixed 
percentage below their baseline position 
(the rates income floor)?  

Yes – essential mechanism for protecting 
a council’s budget and local services 
from changes outside of an individual 
authority’s control. 

Q11: What should be the balance 
between offering strong protections and 
strongly incentivising growth? 

The balance should be directed towards 
offering strong protection, as local 
authorities are already facing financial 
challenges from a range of factors, 
including reductions in funding already 
implemented, demographic pressures 
and other changes such as the proposals 
to localise Council Tax Benefits. 

Q12: Which of the options for using any 
additional levy proceeds, above those 
required to fund the safety net, are you 
attracted to and why? 

The Council believes the whole of the 
annual levy should be redistributed, firstly 
to provide ongoing support to authorities 
that have experienced significant losses, 
then to top up growth to areas which 
have not contributed to the levy and 
finally to support revenue expenditure in 
areas with lower growth.  This will ensure 
authorities all receive some protection 
from lower growth.   
 
 

Q13: Are there any other ways you think 
we should consider using the levy 
proceeds? 

Yes to compensate authorities which 
suffered above average ‘spending power’ 
reductions in 2011/12, particularly 
authorities which were eligible for 
Transitional funding.  This would partly 
redress the unfair grant reductions made 
in 2011/12 and reinstate an element of 
resource equalisation to authorities with 
high need and low resources bases.  

Component 5: Adjusting for revaluation 
Q14: Do you agree with the proposal to 
readjust the tariff and top up of each 
authority at each revaluation to maintain 
the incentive to promote physical growth 
and manage volatility in budgets? 

Yes 

Q15: Do you agree with this overall 
approach to managing transitional relief? 

Yes 

Component 6: Resetting the system 
Q16: Do you agree that the system 
should include the capacity to reset tariff 
and top up levels for changing levels of 
service need over time? 

Yes, subject to the Government 
consulting local authorities on proposed 
changes and the implementation of 
appropriate transitional arrangements. 

Q17: Should the timings of reset be fixed 
or subject to government decision? 

Fixed periods which the Council 
suggests are linked to the five yearly re-
assessment of business property 
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rateable values.     
The Council does not believe resets 
should be a Government decision as 
there is a risk a future Government could 
delay resetting the system.  This would 
repeat the mistakes of not undertaking a  
Council Tax revaluation.    

Q18: If fixed, what timescale do you think 
is appropriate? 

The Council believes that as the 
business retention proposals are a major 
financial change that an earlier reset, no 
later than 5 years from the date of 
implementation is undertaken to ensure 
the new system is working effectively for 
all authorities. 
 

Q19: What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of both partial and full 
resets? Which do you prefer? 

The Council does not support the 
principle of partial resets as this 
constrains the level of funding with the 
overall Local Government funding 
system and will create a system of 
‘have’s and have not’s.   
 
Full resets need to be undertaken to 
balance the benefits on business rates 
not attributable to the efforts of an 
individual local authority, such as new 
business arising from national 
infrastructure, such as High Speed rail 
links.  

Q20: Do you agree that we should retain 
flexibility on whether a reset involves a 
new basis for assessing need? 

Yes, subject to the Government 
consulting local authorities on proposed 
changes and the implementation of 
appropriate transitional arrangements. 

Component 7: Pooling 
Q21: Do you agree that pooling should 
be subject to the three criteria listed at 
paragraph 3.50 and why? 

The Council does not believe that pooling 
arrangements with neighbouring 
authorities with similar socio-economic 
challenges will provide any benefit or 
mitigate financial risk.   

Q22: What assurances on workability 
and governance should be required? 

No comment 

Q23: How should pooling in two tier 
areas be managed? Should districts be 
permitted to form pools outside their 
county area subject to the consent of the 
county or should there be a fourth 
criterion stating that there should always 
be alignment? 

Not relevant as Hartlepool is a unitary 
authority. 

Q24: Should there be further incentives 
for groups of authorities forming pools 
and if so, what would form the most 
effective incentive? 

No 

Impact on non-billing authorities 
Q25: Do you agree with these It is interesting that the Government 
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approaches to non-billing authorities? recognise that Police and Fire Authorities 
have limited levers for driving business 
growth.   
 
There are similar constraints in relation to 
council budgets as a significant 
proportion of a council’s budget is used 
to support Social Care Services which 
have no direct impact on driving business 
growth.  In Hartlepool spending on these 
services accounts for 42% of the net 
budget.  These services relate to the 
provision of care for vulnerable people 
(including Looked After Children, adults 
with physical and mental health 
disabilities etc.) who are not 
economically active.   The Council is 
concerned that the Business Retention 
proposals do not adequately address 
these issues and link future funding to 
increases in business rates which will not 
reflect increases in demand for these 
services.  Therefore, there is a risk that 
some authorities will see a shortfall in 
funding compared to service needs. 
 
It seems perverse that this issue is 
recognised for Police and Fire services, 
but not Social Care. 

Chapter 4: Interactions with existing policies and commitments 
New Homes Bonus 
Q26: Do you agree this overall approach 
to funding the New Homes Bonus within 
the rates retention system? 

No.  The Council is concerned that the 
New Homes Bonus has been funded by 
top slicing available national funding for 
local authorities, which contributed to 
some areas suffering higher than 
average spending power cuts in 2011/12. 

Q27. What do you think the mechanism 
for refunding surplus funding to local 
government should be? 

Yes.  Surplus funding should be used to 
compensate authorities which suffered 
above average ‘spending power’ 
reductions in 2011/12, particularly 
authorities which were eligible for 
Transitional funding.  This would partly 
redress the unfair grant reductions made 
in 2011/12 and reinstate and element of 
resource equalisation to authorities with 
high need and low resources bases.  
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Business rates relief 
Q28: Do you agree that the current 
system of business rates reliefs should 
be maintained? 

Rate reliefs are useful. However, 
concerns as there is an Empty Property 
Relief which goes against other drivers 
aiming for local authorities to promote 
growth in the business sector. 
In addition, charities are at risk as local 
authorities may wish to use prime 
location properties for local businesses 
that can pay.  Government needs to look 
at growth at a local level. Will all 
Authorities be able to offer discretionary 
relief? Will businesses move into those 
areas which can grant relief? 

Chapter 5: Supporting local economic growth through new instruments 
Q29: Which approach to Tax Increment 
Financing do you prefer and why? 

Option 2 if local authorities are able to 
keep growth over the life of borrowing (ie 
25yrs) to repay borrowing costs. 
 
The Council believes that TIF will have 
limited impact outside the largest 
authorities owing to potential risks.  

Q30: Which approach do you consider 
will enable local authorities and 
developers to take maximum advantage 
of Tax Increment Financing? 

No comment 

Q31: Would the risks to revenues from 
the levy and reset in option 1 limit the 
appetite for authorities to securitise 
growth revenues? 

Yes, potentially. 

Q32: Do you agree that pooling could 
mitigate this risk? 

No Comment 

Q33: Do you agree that central 
government would need to limit the 
numbers of projects in option 2? How 
best might this work in practice?  

For Government to determine. 
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Report of:  Chief Finance Officer 
 
Subject:  Localising Support for Council Tax in England – 

Government Consultation Proposals 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purpose of the report is to provide details of the Government’s 

proposal for localising support for Council Tax Benefits from 2013/14. 
 
2. CONSIDERATION OF ISSUES 
 
2.1 A separate report has not been prepared for your Committee as a 

comprehensive report was submitted to Cabinet on 10th October, 
2011 (Appendix 1).  This report sets out the key issues to bring to 
your attention. 

 
 
3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
3.1 Members consider the report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING 
COMMITTEE 
14th October, 2011 
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Appendix 1 

 
 
Report of:  Chief Finance Officer 
 
Subject:  LOCALISING SUPPORT FOR COUNCIL TAX 

IN ENGLAND – GOVERNMENT 
CONSULTATION PROPOSALS  

 
 
SUMMARY  
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.2 The purposes of the report are: 
 

i) to provide details of the Government’s proposal for localising 
support for Council Tax Benefits from 2013/14; 

ii) to provide an initial assessment of the financial impact for 
Hartlepool; 

iii) to enable Cabinet to approve the response to the 
Government’s consultation proposals. 

 
 
2. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS 
 
2.1 The report sets out the current arrangements for providing support for 

Council Tax and details of a recently published Government 
consultation paper on a new proposed local scheme framework.  The 
report also details the results of an initial assessment of potential 
impacts for Hartlepool. 

 
 Attached is a draft consultation response from the Council which is to 

be sent to the Government.  This response will be in addition to a 
consolidated consultation response that will be issued by the 
Association of North East Council’s. 

 
3. RELEVANCE TO CABINET 
 
3.1 Benefits administration activities falls within the Performance Portfolio.  
 However, given the strategic nature of the Governments proposals 
 referred to in this report the matter is referred to Cabinet. 
 

CABINET  
10th October 2011 
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4. TYPE OF DECISION 
 
4.1 Non key decision. 
 
 
5. DECISION MAKING ROUTE 
 
5.1 Cabinet. 
  
 
6. DECISION(S) REQUIRED 
 
6.1 It is recommended that Members: 
 
 

i) Note the report; and the need to actively engage with the 
police and fire authority precepting bodies; 

 
ii) Consider the proposed response to the consultation  

proposals detailed in Appendix A and delegate authority 
to the Chief Finance Officer to finalise the response in 
light of comments made in conjunction with the Mayor; 

 
iii) Approve the proposals that at this stage the Council 

would not wish to seek to share risk of increased Council 
Tax Benefit costs with the other Tees Valley Authorities 
and to review this position when more information is 
available and a risk assessment can be completed.    
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Report of:  Chief Finance Officer 
 
Subject:  LOCALISING SUPPORT FOR COUNCIL TAX 

IN ENGLAND – GOVERNMENT 
CONSULTATION PROPOSALS  

 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purposes of the report are: 

iv) to provide details of the Government’s proposal for localising 
support for Council Tax Benefits from 2013/14; 

v) to provide an initial assessment of the financial impact for 
Hartlepool; 

vi) to enable Cabinet to approve the response to the 
Government’s consultation proposals. 

 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 The Government’s proposal to localise support for Council Tax 

Benefits is part of the overall ‘Local Government Resource Review’, 
which has also introduced the New Homes Bonus and proposals for 
the local retention of Business Rates. 

 
2.2 These measures represent a very significant change in the financial 

arrangements for funding local authorities.  Following on from the 
significant cuts in Government grants for 2011/12 and 2012/13 (both 
the main Formula Grant and specific grants) these changes increase 
financial risk for local authorities.   Owing to the nature of these 
proposed changes the financial risks are anticipated to be greater for 
authorities serving more deprived communities, with greater reliance 
on Government Grant and less ability to raise funding locally through 
Council Tax or retained Business Rates – this includes Hartlepool.  

 
2.3 The New Home Bonus provides an additional grant to reward 

authorities for increasing the number of new homes, with a higher 
reward for bringing empty houses back into use.  The Government 
has stated that this scheme will run for 6 years.  This grant is funded 
from the existing national business rates pool and the Government 
have top-sliced this funding to meet the estimated cost of the New 
Home Bonus scheme.  The Government has stated that if additional 
funding is needed for this scheme this will be top-sliced from the 
national cash limited Local Authority Formula Grant.  There is a risk 
that if this is necessary that areas with lower housing growth could 
see further cuts in the main Formula Grant. It is anticipated that most 
of the North East councils, including Hartlepool, will have lower 
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housing growth than the national average.  This position will be kept 
under review and details reported when they are available. 

 
2.4 Proposals for the local retention of business rates from 2013/14 are 

subject to a separate detailed consultation and there is a report on 
your agenda in relation to this issue.  These changes represent one 
of the most significant changes in the funding arrangements for local 
authorities since the Community Charge was replaced with Council 
Tax in 1993.   

 
2.5 This report and the separate report on proposals for the local 

retention of Business Rates enable Members to respond to the 
Government’s consultation proposals.  The report also outlines the 
significant additional financial risks to the Council from these 
proposed changes, which it is expected the Government will 
implement.   As these issues will impact from 2013/14 it is essential 
that the Council addresses the 2012/13 budget deficit on a 
sustainable basis to ensure the Council does not face an 
unmanageable budget position in 2013/14. 

 
 
3. CURRENT COUNCIL TAX BENEFIT ARRANGEMENTS 
 
3.1 Council Tax Benefit is an income related social security benefit which 

may be claimed by an eligible individual (either sole or joint liability) to 
pay all, or part, of their Council Tax liability.   Council Tax Benefit is 
calculated after Council Tax discounts (e.g. Single Person Discount) 
and exemptions/disregarded adults (e.g. students living at home) 
have been taken into account.   

 
3.2 The calculation of Council Tax Benefit net of discounts and 

exemptions is an important issue as the financial impact of discounts 
and exemptions on an authority’s financial position is addressed 
through the annual setting of the Council Tax base.  The level of 
Council Tax base then impacts on the level of Formula Grant 
allocated to individual councils through the mechanisms for resource 
equalisation – the element of the existing formula which seeks to 
balance spending need with local ability to raise income through 
Council Tax.  As detailed in the report on proposals for local retention 
of Business Rates these linkages will be removed under the proposed 
system and this increases financial risk. 

 
3.3 Although Council Tax Benefit is currently a national benefit with policy 

and rules set by Central Government, it is administered by local 
authorities.  These arrangements also apply to Housing Benefit.  From 
an individual’s perspective this means that the same basic eligibility 
rules apply for all local authorities. 

 
3.4 The costs of funding Council Tax Benefit are currently met by the 

Department for Work and Pensions which reimburses expenditure 
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incurred by local authorities.  These arrangements mean that local 
authorities do not face financial risk from the demand lead nature of 
benefit payments as this risk is managed by Central Government.  

 
4. PROPOSAL TO LOCALISE SUPPORT FOR COUNCIL TAX 

BENEFITS 
 
4.1 The detailed consultation document issued by the Department for 

Communities and Local Government states that ‘the Government has 
decided to localise support for Council Tax to:  

 
• Give local authorities a greater stake in the economic future of their 

local area, and so supporting the Government’s wider agenda to 
enable stronger, balanced economic growth across the country.  
The Government has considered the situation of low-income 
pensioners who would currently be eligible for support with their 
Council Tax bill and would not expect them to seek paid 
employment to increase their income.  The Government therefore 
proposes that as a vulnerable group, low income pensioners 
should be protected from any reduction in support as a result of this 
reform; 

 
• Provide local authorities with the opportunity to reform the system 

of support for working age claimants.  In particular it will enable 
local authorities to align the system of support for working age 
households much more closely with the existing system of Council 
Tax discounts and exemptions, simplifying the complex system of 
criteria and allowances; 

 
• Reinforce local control over Council Tax.  Enabling decisions to be 

taken locally about the provision of support with Council Tax is 
consistent with a drive for greater local financial accountability and 
decision making, including the Government’s proposals for local 
referendum on Council Tax levels; 

 
• Give local authorities a significant degree of control over how a 

10% reduction in expenditure on the current Council Tax Benefit bill 
is achieved, allowing councils to balance local priorities and their 
own financial circumstances.  Reducing the costs of support for 
Council Tax is a contribution to the Government’s vital programme 
of deficit reduction.  Localisation is intended to help deliver savings 
of around £500m a year on the current Council Tax Benefit bill 
across Great Britain; 

 
• Give local authorities a financial stake in the provision of support 

for Council Tax.  This reform will create a stronger incentive for 
councils to get people back into work and so support the positive 
work incentives that will be introduced through the Government’s 
plans for ‘Universal Credit.’  
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4.2 The proposal to localise responsibility for Council Tax Benefit and at 
the same time reduce funding by 10%, transfers a significant financial 
risk to local authorities.  The requirement to protect vulnerable 
pensioners, and potentially other vulnerable groups, whilst logical and 
desirable, will increase the challenges local authorities face in 
managing demand led expenditure within a cash limited budget.     

 
4.3 The consultation document sets out 45 specific consultation questions 

and proposals in relation to 9 specific areas as summarised in the 
following sections. 
 

4.4 Principles of the scheme 
  
 The Government has stated that ‘it has been clear that, in introducing 

a localised system of support for Council Tax, it will seek to ensure 
the most vulnerable in society, particularly low income pensioners, are 
protected and that changes should help ensure that work pays’. 

 
 The consultation document does not set out specific proposals for 

how authorities achieve these principles, but seeks views on how 
local schemes can be aligned to ‘support the work incentives that 
Universal Credit is intended to deliver’.  

 
 The consultation proposals seem based on the assumption that local 

authorities need an incentive to help people get back into work.  This 
is a simplistic assumption and understates the complex reasons why 
people are not in work and an individual authority’s ability to address 
these issues.   There seems to be a disconnection between the 
Government’s recognition that some areas face greater challenges in 
attracting inward investment, which will create jobs, as recognised 
through the establishment of Enterprise Zones and the proposal to 
use local Council Tax Benefit as an incentive to create jobs.        
 

4.5 Establishing local schemes 
 
 This section deals with issues relating to the detailed design of local 

schemes and covers issues relating to consulting on the proposed 
local scheme, links with budget and Council Tax setting, work 
incentives and adjusting schemes over time. 

 
 Clearly, a key issue in relation to establishing a local scheme will be 

the level of available funding (which is detailed in 4.10) and how 
vulnerable groups will be protected.  Government have given a 
commitment to protect pensioners (existing and new pensioners) from 
any reduction in Council Tax Benefit and have indicated that Council’s 
should also consider ensuring support for other vulnerable groups.  
Other vulnerable groups are not defined but could include e.g. 
disabled claimants, lone parents with children, etc.  Under the new 
system there will be less overall funding, therefore the more groups 
that are protected will magnify the impact on other Council Tax Benefit 
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claimants.  This will place an additional burden on household budgets 
particularly working age “non vulnerable” claimants which will be 
required to pay a higher proportion of their Council Tax.   From the 
Council’s perspective this element of Council Tax will be harder (and 
more expensive) to collect and this has implications for the budget.  
The Government have indicated that Council’s as part of their 
consultation arrangements will need to submit their local Council Tax 
support scheme to some form of public scrutiny.  Furthermore 
precepting authorities i.e. Police and Fire authorities will need to be 
consulted as financial pressures associated with failure to collect 
Council Tax will be channelled via the Collection Fund.   

 
4.6 Joint Working 
 
 This section deals predominantly with issues which arise in two-tier 

areas where there is a county council and districts councils, and 
seeks views on designing schemes which protect both tiers of local 
Government.  This is not an issue for Hartlepool. 

 
4.7 Managing Risk 
 
 Currently support for Council Tax is demand lead and funded through 

a specific grant.   From 2013/14 local authorities will be paid a cash 
limited grant and will need to manage demand risk and collection risk 
from those households which experience a reduction in support with 
their Council Tax.  

 
 This is a significant change for local authorities and the consultation 

seeks views on how these risks can be managed.   Two proposals are 
suggested.   The first involves local contingency arrangements, which 
simply means designing into local schemes provision for increases in 
take-up or demand. 

 
 This is clearly a complex area and managing a cash limited annual 

budget could result in an in-year overspend transferring to the 
General Fund budget.  On the other hand if there is an underspend 
this could benefit the General Fund, but would mean that vulnerable 
people had received less support than they could have had.  These 
issues will be more challenging for areas with higher numbers of 
people receiving Council Tax Benefit  albeit the Government have 
suggested that billing authority’s should be able to share financial 
pressures as a result of high levels of support demand with major 
precepting authorities e.g. Police and Fire.  

 
 The consultation also refers to sharing risk with other authorities.  This 

is mainly relevant to areas with a county council and district councils.  
However, the consultation does not rule out risk sharing between 
unitary authorities.       
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 On a practical basis risk sharing for unitary authorities would need to 
be organised between two, or more neighbouring authorities.  In the 
Tees Valley this could be based on the LEP (Local Enterprise 
Partnership) area.  Although given the similarities of the area this is 
unlikely to mitigate risk and could increase Hartlepool’s risk given 
higher reliance of other areas on major employers. 

 
 In practise risk sharing between unitary authorities is not practical as it 

will be extremely difficult for each authority’s Chief Finance Officer to 
adequately and robustly assess risks in potential partner authorities 
and therefore advise their own authority appropriately.  The principle 
of risk sharing by pooling of Government Grant and pooling of Council 
Tax support demand costs is compromised given the proposed 10% 
cut in grant and the fact that different councils may define different 
local schemes.    At this stage it is suggested that this is not pursued, 
although this position may need reviewing when further details are 
available.     

 
 The consultation makes only limited reference to a national 

contingency fund and indicates this would need to be taken into 
account when taking decisions on the distribution of grant.  This 
suggests that any national contingency fund will be funded from the 
overall cash limit.  Currently Council Tax Benefit is not managed 
within an overall cash limit and there is a national safety net for 
increased benefits take-up which may arise from a national economic 
downturn, or other factors.  The localisation of Council Tax Benefit 
removes this safety net and passes this responsibility to local 
authorities and major precepting bodies.  This is at odds with other 
benefits transferring to the Universal Credit which will continue to be 
managed on a demand lead basis.  Transferring this risk to local 
authorities and major preceptors puts other services and financial 
stability at risk.  There is no specific mention of a national safety net to 
manage the impact of a large employer closing or significantly 
reducing its workforce. 

 
 These are critical issues and the Councils response needs to ask the 

Government to rethink its approach to the overall national cash limit 
and recognise there are certain risks which cannot realistically be 
managed locally and need to be managed by the national 
Government.  

    
4.8 Administering local schemes 
 
 This section deals with practical issues from running a local Council 

Tax Benefit scheme covering establishing eligibility and making a 
claim, providing certainty for claimants, granting the award, hardship, 
transitional protection, appeals and administrative arrangements for 
pensioners.  The consultation proposal makes reference to local 
support for Council Tax being fair and easy to understand for 
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claimants, particularly the impact on encouraging people back into 
work and avoiding disincentives to work.  

 
 The Government also state these objectives should seek to minimise 

costs, errors and fraud.   It is unlikely that the objective of minimising 
costs can be achieved moving from a national scheme to a local 
scheme administered by 300+ Local Authorities as there will be 
significant diseconomies of scale.  This will increase pressure at a 
local level as existing funding for administrative costs in unlikely to 
cover costs of running local schemes.  The proposals for authorities to 
possibly work jointly take no account of the extremely challenging 
timescales for implementing a new system from April 2013, as primary 
legislation will not be passed until summer 2012, leaving around 6 
months for detailed implementation.   A local scheme will need to 
have been determined and associated IT changes made and tested to 
ensure Council Tax bills produced in February 2013 for 2013/14 are 
accurate.  Nationally computer software companies have indicated 
they will not undertake development work until statutory regulations 
have been laid down after the primary legislation.  This timetable is 
improbable if not impossible increasing the risks of a successful 
implementation.   

 
4.9 Data Sharing 
  
 The Government indicate that it intends that people who apply for 

Council Tax support should not have to provide their local authority 
with the same information, or supporting evidence, that they have 
already provided to the DWP in application for Universal Credit.  Local 
Authority ongoing access to DWP systems information (as happens 
currently) will be essential.  However, there are issues in relation to 
Data Protection and human right issues which need to be resolved.   

 
 Locally, Members will be aware of the issues encountered in relation 

to free school meals and the sharing of data.  This highlights the 
complexity of these issues and addressing Data Protection and 
human rights issues will be critical for the administrative efficiency of 
the local Council Tax Benefit arrangements.  

    
4.10 Funding 
 
 This is the key issue in relation to the proposed changes which moves 

from a nationally managed and funded scheme, to local schemes 
based on cash limited grants paid to individual authorities.   At the 
same time the level of funding will be cut by 10% and local authorities 
will be required to protect pensioners and potentially other vulnerable 
groups.  This will constrain local authorities ability to define effective 
and fair schemes. 

 
 These changes mean that individual councils will either need to 

design schemes within a 10% lower cash limit, or make up the 
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shortfall from their General Fund budgets by cutting other services to 
offset the 10% funding cut.  This second option is probably not 
practical given the level of cuts already required to the General Fund 
budget by 2013/14 and existing demand lead and demographic 
pressures in relation to caring for Looked After Children, vulnerable 
adults with mental health/physical disabilities and increasing numbers 
of older people requiring support.   

 
 Implementation of a local scheme within a 10% lower cash limit, will 

not be easy as it will result in cuts in support for local people.  The 
implementation of a local scheme will also need to address the 
statutory requirement to protect pensioners (and any other groups 
either Central Government or Members themselves determine to 
protect), and manage the financial risk that actual demand and/or take 
up of Council Tax Benefit exceeds local planning forecasts.   These 
risks will still then have to be managed through the Council’s General 
Fund budget – which will have been reduced significantly in 2011/12 
and 2012/13. 

 
 The consultation document considers two proposals for reviewing 

grant allocations for individual councils.  The first option is based on 
frequent updates to reflect changes in demand or take-up.  The 
second would leave cash grants unchanged for several years – the 
Government state that this option ‘incentivises local authorities to take 
steps to manage demand down’ and ‘enables a local authority to gain 
if liabilities under the scheme were to fall during that period’.   

  
 The second option increases financial risk to authorities, particularly 

those serving communities with higher levels of deprivation and with 
the greatest challenges in growing the local economy.  It is also based 
on a simplistic argument that all authorities are starting from the same 
place and have the same ability and/or opportunity to grow the local 
authority.   Based on historic trends, geographical and wider socio-
economic factors this is not the case.  Council’s therefore need to put 
across the case for regular reviews of the grant allocations.  Also 
there is a need to argue a case for safety nets to deal with increased 
demand as a result of national economic conditions outside of local 
authority control and the closure of major local employer(s). 

 
 The Government will undertake a separate detailed technical 

consultation on the specific factors and indicators which it is proposed 
should determine the level of grant allocated to individual authorities.  
Details will be reported when they are made available.      
 

4.11 Administrative costs 
 
 The Government indicate that it ‘does not intend the administration of 

local schemes to put pressure on local government finance, in line 
with the new burdens doctrine’.   At this stage it is too early and there 
is insufficient information to assess if this will be the case.   
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 However, moving from a national scheme to 300+ local schemes is 

likely to lead to diseconomies of scale, so it is difficult to see how this 
will be the case.   Additionally, the collection of increased Council Tax 
as a result of some people receiving less Council Tax support will 
increase operational costs as this income will be more difficult to 
collect.  This could also lead to a reduction in the Council Tax 
collection rates and increase levels of Council Tax write-offs. 

   
4.12 Transitional and implementation issues 
 
 This section deals with the timetable for implementing the new 

scheme in April 2013.   The current timetable indicates that primary 
and secondary legislation is not due until summer 2012.    This would 
only leave around 6 or 7 months to design local schemes, consult on 
these proposals, design, specify and procure new IT systems, 
financially model the local scheme and implement on 1st April 2013.  
In practice all this activity would need to be completed before new 
Council Tax bills are produced late February 2013.  This will be a 
significant challenge and there will be a high risk that this deadline 
cannot be achieved, particularly given actions outside the control of 
individual local authorities. 

 
 To help local authorities, the Government should reconsider the very 

tight timescale for introduction, publish its model schemes as soon as 
possible and make an absolute commitment to meet all local authority 
costs in moving to a new scheme.  

 
5. INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED CHANGES ON 

HARTLEPOOL 
 
5.1 As an authority serving a relatively deprived community the proposals 

to transfer Council Tax Benefit and a 10% cut in existing funding to 
local authorities will be extremely challenging and increase financial 
risk.  The implementation of these changes in 2013/14 will compound 
the challenges of implementing significant cuts in the General Fund 
Budget.  These changes will also mean less money will be going into 
the local economy. 

 
5.2 In 2011/12 the Council will raise total Council Tax (excluding Police 

and Fire Authority Precepts) of £39.7m and this money is used to fund 
General Fund expenditure.   Around £28.6m (72%) of Council Tax is 
paid directly by individual households. The remaining £11.1m (28%) is 
paid via the existing Council Tax Benefit system for households in 
receipt of full or partial Council Tax Benefit, including pensioners. 

 
5.3 On this basis and the Government’s proposals to reduce grant funding 

by 10% in 2013/14 it is anticipated the Council will receive £1.1m less 
grant to fund a local Council Tax Benefit scheme from April 2013.  
This is a significantly greater cut in funding than more affluent areas 
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and therefore more challenging to manage within the context of the 
Council’s own financial position and the ability of the local economy to 
provide jobs which pay enough to take people out of benefit.   

 
5.4 The following table illustrates this challenge by comparing Hartlepool 

to Wokingham – which has a similar overall budget to Hartlepool, but 
funds a much higher proportion of its budget from Council Tax, has 
less reliance on Government grant and significantly lower numbers of 
houses-holds in receipt of Council Tax Benefit.  The table highlights 
the additional financial challenge localising Council Tax Benefit will 
have on Hartlepool, both in terms of the higher cash reduction in 
overall funding and the percentage this represents of the total Council 
Tax income and net budget.     

 
Comparison of Hartlepool and Wokingham (2010/11 figures)

Hartlepool Wokingham

Percentage of net budget funded from Council Tax 43% 80%

Percentage of Council Tax paid as Council Benefit 28% 6%

Value of 10% cut in Council Tax Benefit Grant £1.1m £0.4m
 

 
5.5 As indicated in the 2011/12 Medium Term Financial Strategy report 

the cuts in core funding for local authorities had the greatest impact 
on those areas with the greatest dependency on Government grants 
and less ability to fund services locally through Council Tax. The 
changes to localise Council Tax Benefit follow a similar pattern (as 
illustrated in the above table) as they result in higher cash cuts for 
councils serving more deprived communities.  These cuts are harder 
to manage at a local level as the individual councils have less 
financial resilience as they are more dependent on Government 
grants and fund a lower percentage of their spend from Council Tax.   

 
5.6 To put this reduction into context and to reflect the Government’s 

intention that the New Homes Bonus will be an incentive for local 
authorities to approve housing development the local tax base has 
increased by 960 Band D properties since 2005/06.  This is an 
increase of 3%, which equates to an increase in Council Tax yield of 
around £1.4m – compared to the expected cut in 2013/14 for funding 
Council Tax Benefit of £1.1m.  This illustrates the financial risk of this 
change and the limited local financial flexibility.  It should be noted 
that under the existing grant system the increase in tax base reduced 
the amount of Formula Grant allocated and individual authorities only 
receive additional Formula Grant if local growth in the Council Tax 
base was less than the national average.    

 
5.7 As well as the initial impact in 2013/14 the Council also faces a 

significant ongoing financial risk if the initial cash grant is not adjusted 
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frequently, or updated to reflect annual increases in Council Tax.  
Even assuming a modest annual uplift in the baseline grant, estimated 
at £11m in 2013/14, of 2.5% per year the annual risk to the Council is 
£0.280m – which is in addition to the initial 10% grant cut of £1.1m.   If 
baseline grant is fixed for a number of years the cumulative impact 
would be significant. 

 
5.8 In terms of the impact on individual household this will depend on the 

detailed design of the local schemes.  Initial analysis indicates that 
owing to statutory requirement to protect low income pensioners some 
households could see a reduction of 15% to 20% in current levels of 
Council Tax support.   Details of current case loads are summarised 
below: 

 
 Number households 

receiving Council Tax 
Benefit 

Value of 
Council Tax 
Award 

Pensioners   6,700 £5.0m 
Working age households   8,300 £6.1m 
 15,000 £11.1m 

       
 
6. PROPOSED RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION PROPOSALS 
   
6.1 The statement in the consultation document that ‘the Government has 

decided to localise support for Council Tax’ clearly sets out the 
Government’s intention to implement this change.  The consultation 
document does not ask authorities for a view on whether localising 
support for Council Tax is appropriate and concentrates on seeking 
views on practical issues relating to the implementation of local 
Council Tax Benefit. 

 
6.2 However, it is important that the response to the consultation raises 

concerns that that this proposal reverses a long standing convention 
that Council Tax Benefit is an integral component of the overall 
national social security system and not a risk that individual authorities 
are best placed to managed.  This is an important principle of equity 
between authorities and their ability to fund local services.  Equally, 
there is limited evidence that local authorities need an incentive to 
improve local economies and to help people back into work.  Whilst 
local authorities should wherever possible seek to maximise their role, 
responsibilities and local influence, the administration of a scheme on 
a sustainability reduced funding basis and with significant associated 
financial risks should be resisted and lobbying undertaken that 
support for council tax should be included within Universal Credit (and 
administrated by the DWP) a potential pathway included within the 
Welfare Reform Bill 2011.  

 
6.3 These details are addressed in the proposed response to the 

consultation proposals detailed in Appendix A.  
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
7.1 It is recommended that Members: 
 
 

iv) Note the report; and the need to actively engage with the 
police and fire authority precepting bodies; 

 
v) Consider the proposed response to the consultation  

proposals detailed in Appendix A and delegate authority 
to the Chief Finance Officer to finalise the response in 
light of comments made in conjunction with the Mayor; 

 
vi) Approve the proposals that at this stage the Council 

would not wish to seek to share risk of increased Council 
Tax Benefit costs with the other Tees Valley Authorities 
and to review this position when more information is 
available and a risk assessment can be completed.    
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Dear Secretary of State, 
 
Localising support for Council Tax in England 
 
As the Elected Mayor of Hartlepool I appreciate, alongside my Cabinet 
colleagues, the opportunity to comment on the above proposals.  We hope 
the Government will respond positively to the concerns of local authorities 
to ensure changes are fair and equitable, both to individual households 
and individual local authorities. 
 
Whilst, it is recognised that the Government needs to reduce the national 
deficit and stabilise the public finances, we do not agree with all the 
measures the Government are implementing to achieve these objectives.   
We were particularly concerned that the two year grant settlement for local 
authorities covering 2011/12 and 2012/13 resulted in higher grant cuts for 
councils with greater dependency on grants and serving more deprived 
communities.   We believe that cuts in grant should have been shared 
more fairly and equitably across all authorities and recognised that 
authorities and communities with the greatest dependency on Government 
grant faced greater challenges as a result of grant cuts.  
 
This is an important issue when considering other changes to the local 
government finance system, including the proposals to localise support for 
Council Tax.  As you are aware some areas, including Hartlepool, have 
already suffered higher grant cuts than other areas.   Whilst, we recognise 
that we receive higher grants than other areas, this reflects an assessment 
of need and local ability to fund services through Council Tax – these 
factors need to be recognised to avoid a two tier system of local authority 
services developing.   
 
These principles are equally relevant to proposals to localise support for 
Council Tax Benefits. 
 
The consultation document states ‘the Government has decided to localise 
support for Council Tax’ and then provides five reasons for this decision.   
This decision avoids asking local authorities whether support for Council 
Tax Benefit should be inside the Universal Credit, or outside.  I believe this 
is a fundamental question the Government should have asked as there are 
compelling reasons for including Council Tax Benefit within the Universal 
Credit.   These arguments have already been accepted for Housing 
Benefit.   The proposal to include Council Tax Benefit within the Universal 
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Credit would have required separate consultation as specific issues would 
need to be addressed. 
 
With regard to the proposals to localise support for Council Tax Benefit 
there are a number of significant issues which we believe need addressing 
to ensure the system is fair, equitable and financially sustainable for all 
authorities and households.  These issues are outlined below: 
 

• The proposal to transfer this responsibility to individual authorities 
would be challenging at any time, to do so in a period of weak 
economic growth will be significantly more challenging and expose 
authorities to greater financial risks.   For authorities serving more 
deprived communities these challenges will be even greater.  This 
risk does not seem to have been recognised in the consultation 
paper.   Many authorities face a significant challenge just to catch 
up with employment levels in more affluent areas and there is no 
historic evidence that this will be possible without major structural 
changes in the economy.  It is unlikely that localising Council Tax 
Benefit will provide the catalyst to address regional gaps in 
economic activity.  

 
• The consultation proposal suggests that local authorities need an 

incentive to move people into work.  This is a simplistic assumption 
and fails to recognise the actions already taken by individual 
authorities to promote economic development and employment.  
This assumption also understates the complex reasons why people 
are not in work and an individual authority’s ability to address these 
issues.   There seems to be a disconnection between the 
Government’s recognition that some areas face greater challenges 
in attracting inward investment, which will create jobs, as 
recognised through the establishment of Enterprise Zones and the 
proposal to localise Council Tax Benefit as an incentive to create 
jobs. 

 
• The proposal to move to a cash limited grant system and 

implement a 10% funding reduction in April 2013 needs 
reconsidering as the current proposal will place the greatest burden 
and risk on authorities serving some of the most deprived 
communities.   These are also the areas which had the highest 
grant cuts for 2011/12 and 2012/13.    

 
 When account is taken of the requirement to protect low-income 

pensioners, which we fully support, we estimate that other low-
income households in Hartlepool could see reductions in Council 
Tax support of between 15% and 20%, as it will not be possible to 
protect all groups.  

 
 Previous significant changes in local government funding have 

been phased over a number of years.   Consideration needs to be 
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given to phasing these changes over a number of years to manage 
the impact on individuals and local authorities. 

 
• The grant allocated to individual council’s needs to be based on an 

up to date assessment of need, including the cost of protecting low-
income pensioners to ensure local authorities are not exposed to 
unnecessary risk when the scheme is implemented.  Safeguards 
need to be built into the system to deal with large shocks in 
demand, either caused by a national economic downturn or the 
impact of a major local employer closing.  These issues will require 
additional funding for a temporary period, as it will not be possible 
to contain demand lead costs within cash limited budgets, as the 
Government will know from experience of managing the overall 
Social Security budget.   

 
The consultation proposals for re-localising business rates include 
proposals for protecting individual councils from unexpected 
reductions in business rate income.  Similar arrangements need to 
be made to help manage unexpected increases in Council Tax 
Benefit costs outside of an individual authority’s control.  Council’s 
will not be able to afford to meet these costs and precepting 
authorities from existing service budgets as these will have 
reduced significantly by 2013/14. 
 
This protection could partly be paid by regularly reviewing the grant 
allocations to individual Councils to reflect claimant numbers, as in 
many cases increased employment is driven by market factors and 
geographical location outside an individual authority’s control.  

 
• Similarly, grant allocations need to be adjusted regularly to reflect 

changing in demand and take-up.  This will be critical in the early 
years of the new system as authorities need to know that funding 
will follow need.    The issue of updating annual grant allocations 
also needs to reflect increases in Council Tax levels.  This is 
particularly important for authorities with a high proportion of 
households receiving help with their Council Tax bills.  If this issue 
is not addressed the situation for some authorities could become 
financially unsustainable over a very short period as the 
compounded impact could be significant, even if Council Tax 
increases are kept very low.  

  
Detailed responses to the specific consultation proposals are attached. 
 
I hope these comments are helpful and the Government addresses our 
concerns before finalising their proposals. 
 
 
Stuart Drummond 
Elected Mayor 
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Localising Support for Council Tax 
List of consultation questions  
 
Section 5 
5a: Given the Government’s firm 
commitment to protect pensioners, is 
maintaining the current system of criteria 
and allowances the best way to deliver 
this guarantee of support? 

Yes. However, there are pensioners 
that will have a level of income higher 
than that of other claimant’s 
dependant on benefit. 

5b: What is the best way of balancing the 
protection of vulnerable groups with the 
need 
for local authority flexibility? 

The more protection that is applied to 
other vulnerable groups in addition to 
the commitments made for 
pensioners will substantially magnify 
the benefit cuts for working age non 
protected groups. A more detailed 
description of “vulnerable” and the 
definition of associated groups is 
necessary by way of national 
guidance to promote some degree of 
consistency.  

Section 6 
6a: What, if any, additional data and 
expertise will local authorities require to 
be able to forecast demand and take-up? 

Existing local authority databases will 
help forecast future benefit costs from 
existing claimant caseload, but 
modelling of demand for future 
support based on economic forecasts 
will be challenging and potentially 
have high margins of error.  

6b: What forms of external scrutiny, other 
than public consultation, might be 
desirable? 

Consultation with major precepting 
bodies ie. Police and fire will be 
required as financial pressures 
associated with failure to collect 
Council Tax will be channelled 
through the Collection Fund. 

6c: Should there be any minimum 
requirements for consultation, for 
example, minimum time periods? 

No.  This should be a matter for local 
determination. 

6d: Do you agree that councils should be 
able to change schemes from year to 
year? What, if any restrictions, should be 
placed on their freedom to do this? 

Yes.  If the Government implement 
this change and are committed to 
localism they need to allow councils 
to change schemes to address 
changing circumstances.  There 
should be no restrictions placed on 
councils aside from their own existing 
constitutional arrangements for 
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changing budgets and complying with 
locally determined consultation. 

6e: How can the Government ensure that 
work incentives are supported, and in 
particular, that low earning households 
do not face high participation tax rates? 

This can be achieved by local 
schemes adjusting the taper for 
withdrawal of support as earnings 
rise. 
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Section 7  
7a: Should billing authorities have default 
responsibility for defining and 
administering the schemes? 

Yes. Billing Authorities should retain 
this responsibility albeit there is a 
need for this to be supplemented by 
effective consultation and 
engagement with major precepting 
authorities. 

7b: What safeguards are needed to 
protect the interests of major precepting 
authorities in the design of the scheme, 
on the basis that they will be a key 
partner in managing financial risk? 

See 7a re consultation / engagement. 

7c: Should local precepting authorities 
(such as parish councils) be consulted as 
part of the preparation of the scheme? 
Should this extend to neighbouring 
authorities? 

No.  In many areas parish councils 
only cover part of a billing authority’s 
area.   Billing authorities should 
determine who should be consulted to 
reflect local circumstances, council’s 
track record of engaging and 
consulting with residents on a range 
of issues and the existing working 
relationships at a local level. 

7d: Should it be possible for an authority 
(for example, a single billing authority, 
county council in a two-tier area) be 
responsible for the scheme in an area for 
which it is not a billing authority? 

No, needs to be managed / co-
ordinated by the billing authority. 

7e: Are there circumstances where 
Government should require an authority 
other than the 
billing authority to lead on either 
developing or administering a scheme? 
 

No. Developing and administering a 
scheme should be lead by the 
authority with greatest financial 
responsibility for the scheme. 

Section 8 
8a: Should billing authorities normally 
share risks with major precepting 
authorities? 

Yes 

8b: Should other forms of risk sharing 
(for example, between district councils) 
be possible? 

Risk Sharing by pooling of govt grant 
and pooling of council tax support 
costs demand, is compromised given 
the 10% cut in funding and the fact 
that different councils may have 
different local schemes / priorities and 
pressures. 

8c: What administrative changes are 
required to enable risk sharing to 
happen? 

Detailed Financial Modelling and 
Planning would need to be set up at 
the Design stage and this is unlikely 
to be achievable for an April 2013 start 
date. 

8d: What safeguards do you think are 
necessary to ensure that risk sharing is 
used appropriately? 

A need for transparency and billing 
authority responsibility for providing 
regular monitoring data on levels / 
costs of council tax benefit awards 
and council tax collection 
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performance. Any risk sharing across 
local authorities to be covered by a 
legally binding agreement.  

Section 9 
9a: In what aspects of administration 
would it be desirable for a consistent 
approach to be taken across all 
schemes? 

Definition of vulnerable groups and a 
common appeals framework (to cover 
award determinations). 

9b: How should this consistency be 
achieved? Is it desirable to set this out in 
Regulations? 

Set it out in primary or secondary 
legislation. 

9c: Should local authorities be 
encouraged to use these approaches 
(run-ons, advance 
claims, retaining information stubs) to 
provide certainty for claimants? 

Yes 

9d: Are there any other aspects of 
administration which could provide 
greater certainty for claimants? 

Longer Award periods and a simpler 
application and verification process 
which will aid speedier 
determinations. 

9e: How should local authorities be 
encouraged to incorporate these features 
into the design of their schemes? 

Guidance should be issued or Model 
Schemes that are to be published in 
the New Year should have the features 
built in. 

9f: Do you agree that local authorities 
should continue to be free to offer 
discretionary support for council tax, 
beyond the terms of the formal scheme? 

Yes but will be constrained by 
available funding. 

9g: What, if any, circumstances merit 
transitional protection following changes 
to local schemes? 

Transitional protection funded 
nationally should support those 
affected by a switch from a national to 
a local scheme. This protection could 
be for a defined period or reduced on 
a sliding scale. 

9h: Should arrangements for appeals be 
integrated with the new arrangements for 
council tax appeals? 

Yes 

9i: What administrative changes could be 
made to the current system of council tax 
support for pensioners to improve the 
way support is delivered (noting that 
factors determining the calculation of the 
award will be prescribed by central 
Government)? 

A simpler application process, 
changes of circumstances process 
and longer award period will help 
access to support and certainty. 

Section 10 
10a: What would be the minimum (core) 
information necessary to administer a 
local council tax benefit scheme? 

Ongoing access to DWP systems even 
after the introduction of Universal 
Credit. 

10b: Why would a local authority need 
any information beyond this “core”, and 
what would that be? 

More detail about the proposed Model 
Schemes is required.  

10c: Other than the Department for Work 
and Pensions, what possible sources of 
information are there that local 

Data on earnings from HMRC and 
pensioner date of birth from the 
Pension Service. 
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authorities could use to establish 
claimants’ circumstances? Would you 
prefer to use raw data or data that has 
been interpreted in some way? 
10d: If the information were to be used to 
place the applicants into categories, how 
many categories should there be and 
what would be the defining 
characteristics of each? 

Examples but not exhaustive: 
-Pensioners (including disabled 
pensioners) 
-Disabled Working Age 
-Disabled receiving Employment and 
Support Allowance 

10e: How would potentially fraudulent 
claims be investigated if local authorities 
did not have access to the raw data? 

Data Matching of information between 
council and DWP systems will identify 
potentially fraudulent claims 

10f: What powers would local authorities 
need in order to be able to investigate 
suspected fraud in council tax support? 

The Authorised Officer powers that 
are currently in place would need to 
be sustained. 

10g: In what ways could the Single Fraud 
Investigation Service support the work of 
local authorities in investigating fraud? 

Not feasible to respond until results of 
Sept 2011 option paper on 
investigations is known. 

10h: If local authorities investigate 
possible fraudulent claims for council tax 
support, to what information, in what form 
would they need access? 

Council’s would need to access 
application forms/ details and 
statements provided in support of 
customer claims. 

10i: What penalties should be imposed 
for fraudulent claims, should they apply 
nationally, and should they relate to the 
penalties imposed for benefit fraud? 

Needs to be a national framework for 
consistency. 

10j: Should all attempts by an individual 
to commit fraud be taken into account in 
the imposition of penalties? 

Yes 

Section 11 
11a: Apart from the allocation of central 
government funding, should additional 
constraints be placed on the funding 
councils can devote to their schemes? 

No but given current local govt 
funding constraints subsidising a 
local benefit scheme is unlikely. 

11b: Should the schemes be run 
unchanged over several years or be 
adjusted annually to 
reflect changes in need? 

Adjusted regularly to reflect changes 
in need. 

Section 12 
12a: What can be done to help local 
authorities minimise administration 
costs? 

Data sharing with DWP, longer award 
periods, specifying a standard model 
scheme and associated IT 
infrastructure within which local 
authorities can make local 
customisations  

12b: How could joint working be 
encouraged or incentivised? 

DCLG / DWP need to take the lead 
working with IT suppliers / LGA etc 

Section 13 
13a: Do you agree that a one-off 
introduction is preferable? If not, how 
would you move to a new localised 
system while managing the funding 
reduction? 

One off introduction with transitional 
protection arrangements for existing 
claimants. 
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13b: What information would local 
authorities need to retain about current 
recipients/applicants of council tax 
benefit in order to determine their 
entitlement to council tax 
support? 

All information on CTB applications 
under the current scheme would need 
to be archived and accessible. 

13c: What can Government do to help 
local authorities in the transition? 

Revisit the timescales for 
implementation, publish model 
schemes ASAP, meet local authority 
costs in moving to a new scheme. 

13d: If new or amended IT systems are 
needed what steps could Government 
take to shorten the period for design and 
procurement? 

Effective early consultation with IT 
suppliers and provide funding to 
enable them to commence 
development work now. 

13e: Should applications, if submitted 
prior 1 April 2013, be treated as if 
submitted under the new system? 

No, applications submitted prior to 
April 2013 should  be assessed on the 
old scheme 

13f: How should rights accrued under the 
previous system be treated? 

Transitional protection rules or retain 
current entitlement until a change in 
circumstances and then apply the new 
scheme. 
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Report of: Scrutiny Manager 
 
Subject: REVIEW OF SERVICE PROVISION AND 

POTENTIAL DIVISIONAL RESTRUCTURE IN 
CORPORATE STRATEGY – BUDGET 
CONSULTATION - SCOPING REPORT 

 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1  To enable Members of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee to consider 

areas of reduction as part of their consideration of the 2012/13 budget items, 
chosen as part of the Work Programming process on the 24 June 2011. 

 
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
2.1   At the meeting of Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee on 24 June 2011 

Members determined their work programme for the 2011/12 Municipal Year.  
It was decided that each Scrutiny Forum would focus its attention on 
preparations for the 2012/13 budget during the current Municipal Year, given 
the extremely challenging financial situation facing the authority. 

 
2.2 Each Scrutiny Forum was requested to consider the budget proposals 

identified in relation to the remit of that Forum, to formulate a view on those 
proposals and / or to suggest ways of achieving the required savings. 

 
2.3 At the meeting on the 24 June 2011, it was agreed that the Scrutiny Co-

ordinating Committee would consider  the following budget proposals / 
projects:- 
 
● Extended Customer and Support Services DSO 
● Penalty Charges – Income 
● Council Tax Class A Exemption Removal – Income 
● Bailiff Care Parking Enforcement – Income 
● Review of Service Provision and Potential Divisional Restructure in 

Corporate Strategy 
 

 
SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 

14 October 2011 
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2.4 In accordance with the timetable agreed at the Scrutiny Co-ordinating 
Committee on the 24 June 2011, consideration is to be given to the below 
proposal / project at today’s meeting:-  

 
● Review of Service Provision and Potential Divisional Restructure in 

Corporate Strategy 
 
 

3. OVERALL AIM OF SCRUTINY CONSIDERATION OF BUDGET ITEMS 
 
3.1 To provide views and / or suggestions for savings, regarding the 2012/13 

budget proposals presented to the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee in 
relation to the ‘Review of Service Provision and Potential Divisional 
Restructure in Corporate Strategy’.  

 
 
4. PROPOSED TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF 

2012/13 BUDGET PROPOSALS 
  
4.1   The following Terms of Reference are proposed:- 
 

(a) To gain an understanding of the service areas in relation to: 
 

i) The current budget (as detailed in the budget book); 
ii) Staffing information;  
iii) Budgetary and operational pressures / challenges / priorities and 

statutory responsibilities (where applicable);  
 
iv) The level of savings required. 

 
(b) To explore the budget requirements in relation to:- 

 
i) The required savings (including areas where provision of services 

could be ceased, reduced or changed to improve efficiency); 
ii) The potential impact of proposals / options on future service 

provision; and  
iii) How the provision of service could look in the future.  

 
(c) To formulate the Committee’s comments to feed in to the decision 

making process;  
 

(d) To provide details of, and consider, any suggestions the Committee 
may develop to achieve the required savings in the areas identified.  

 
 
5. POTENTIAL AREAS OF ENQUIRY / SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
 
5.1 Members of the Committee can request a range of evidential and comparative 

information throughout the budget process. However, Members may wish to 
be mindful of the need to deal with budget proposals in an efficient and timely 
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manner and the impact on the department responsible for the budget area, 
when considering such requests. 

 
5.2 The 2012/13 budget will be discussed at a number of public meetings 

including Scrutiny Forums, Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee, Cabinet and 
Council. Elected Members, representatives of groups who provide and use 
services, residents and members of the public are welcome to attend these 
meetings, where consideration will be given to their views in relation to the 
budget proposals.   

 
5.3 Evidence to be provided: 
 

(i) Details of the current budget (as detailed in the budget book); 
(ii) staffing information;  
(iii) Details of budgetary and operational pressures / challenges / priorities 

and statutory responsibilities (where applicable);  
(iv) The level of savings required; and  
(v) Details of potential options identified for the delivery of required budget 

savings.  
 
 
6. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT / DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY 
 
6.1 Community engagement plays a crucial role in the Scrutiny process and 

diversity issues have been considered in the background research for this 
enquiry under the Equality Standards for Local Government. Paragraph 5.2 
identifies the budget process route. Further details regarding the public 
meetings to be held to discuss the 2012/13 budget can be found on the 
Council’s website.   

  
 
7. PROPOSED TIMETABLE OF THE BUDGET PROCESS 
 
7.1   The tight timescale for consideration of this proposal / project, to enable the 

submission of a view / report to Cabinet in December 2011, has resulted in 
the identification of a proposed timetable (as detailed below):- 

 
14 October 2011  
 
1)  Setting the scene presentation and evidence gathering in relation to the 

proposals for a review of service provision and potential divisional 
restructure in Corporate Strategy, including:- 

 
(i) An overview of services currently provided within the Corporate 

Strategy Division; 
 
(ii) Details of the amount of required savings in relation to the provision of 

services within the Corporate Strategy Division; 
 
(iii) Details of how the require efficiencies may be delivered; and 
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(iv) The potential effect of efficiencies on future service provision / what 

the service will look like in the future. 
 
2) Formulation and consideration by the Committee of suggestions to 

achieve the required savings to be fed back to Cabinet at part of the 
2012/13 budget decision process. 

 
December 2011 – Consideration of the Committee’s proposals / suggestion in 
relation to the ‘Review of Service Provision and Potential Divisional 
Restructure in Corporate Strategy’ by Cabinet. 

 
 
8. RECOMMENDATION 

8.1 Members are recommended to:- 
 

i) Agree the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee’s remit of consideration of 
the 2012/13 budget proposal / project as outlined in paragraph 4.1; and 

 
ii) Formulate views on proposals for / suggestions in relation to the 

generation of the required savings, to be fed back to Cabinet in December 
2011. 

 
 
Contact Officer: - Joan Stevens – Scrutiny Manager 
 Chief Executive’s Department – Corporate Strategy 
 Hartlepool Borough Council 
 Tel: - 01429 284142 
 Email:- joan.stevens@hartlepool.gov.uk 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

The following background paper(s) was/were used in the preparation of this report:- 
 
(i) Presentation by the Assistant Chief Executive entitled ‘Budget Position 

2012/13’ - delivered to Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee of 24 June 2011. 
(ii) Report of the Assistant Chief Executive entitled ‘Selection and Timetabling of 

Project / Service Areas to feed into the 2012/13 Budget Process’ – delivered 
to Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee of 24 June 2011 

(iii) Minutes of Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee 24 June 2011. 
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Report of: Scrutiny Manager 
 
Subject: EXTENDED CUSTOMER AND SUPPORT 

SERVICES - BUDGET CONSULTATION - SCOPING 
REPORT 

 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1  To make proposals to Members of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee to 

consider areas of reduction as part of their consideration of the 2012/13 
budget items, chosen as part of the Work Programming process on the 24 
June 2011. 

 
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
2.1   At the meeting of Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee on 24 June 2011 

Members determined their work programme for the 2011/12 Municipal Year.  
It was decided that each Scrutiny Forum would focus its attention on 
preparations for the 2012/13 budget during the current Municipal Year, given 
the extremely challenging financial situation facing the authority. 

 
2.2 Each Scrutiny Forum was requested to consider the budget proposals 

identified in relation to the remit of that Forum, to formulate a view on those 
proposals and / or to suggest ways of achieving the required savings. 

 
2.3 At the meeting on the 24 June 2011, it was agreed that the Scrutiny Co-

ordinating Committee would consider  the following budget proposals / 
projects: 
 
- Extended Customer and Support Services DSO 
- Penalty Charges – Income 
- Council Tax Class A Exemption Removal – Income 
- Bailiff Care Parking Enforcement – Income 
- Review of Service Provision and Potential Divisional Restructure in 

Corporate Strategy 
 

 
SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 

14 October 2011 
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2.4 In accordance with the timetable agreed at the Scrutiny Co-ordinating 
Committee on the 24 June 2011, consideration is to be given to the below 
proposal / project at today’s meeting:  

 
- Extended Customer and Support Services DSO 
 
 

3. OVERALL AIM OF SCRUTINY CONSIDERATION OF BUDGET ITEMS 
 
3.1 To provide views and / or suggestions for savings, regarding the 2012/13 

budget proposals presented to the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee in 
relation to the ‘Extended Customer and Support Services DSO’.  

 
 
4. PROPOSED TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF 

2012/13 BUDGET PROPOSALS 
  
4.1   The following Terms of Reference are proposed:- 
 

(a) To gain an understanding of the service areas in relation to: 
 

i) The current budget (as detailed in the budget book); 
ii) Staffing information;  
iii) Budgetary and operational pressures / challenges / priorities and 

statutory responsibilities (where applicable);  
iv) The level of savings required. 

 
(b) To explore the budget requirements in relation to:- 

 
i) The required savings (including areas where provision of services 

could be ceased, reduced or changed to improve efficiency); 
ii) The potential impact of proposals / options on future service 

provision; and  
iii) How the provision of service could look in the future.  

 
(c) To formulate the Committee’s comments to feed in to the decision 

making process;  
 

(d) To provide details of, and consider, any suggestions the Committee 
may develop to achieve the required savings in the areas identified.  

 
 
5. POTENTIAL AREAS OF ENQUIRY / SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
 
5.1 Members of the Committee can request a range of evidential and comparative 

information throughout the budget process. However, Members may wish to 
be mindful of the need to deal with budget proposals in an efficient and timely 
manner and the impact on the department responsible for the budget area, 
when considering such requests. 
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5.2 The 2012/13 budget will be discussed at a number of public meetings 
including Scrutiny Forums, Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee, Cabinet and 
Council. Elected Members, representatives of groups who provide and use 
services, residents and members of the public are welcome to attend these 
meetings, where consideration will be given to their views in relation to the 
budget proposals.   

 
5.3 Evidence to be provided: 
 

(i) Details of the current budget (as detailed in the budget book); 
(ii) staffing information;  
(iii) Details of budgetary and operational pressures / challenges / priorities 

and statutory responsibilities (where applicable);  
(iv) The level of savings required; and  
(v) Details of potential options identified for the delivery of required budget 

savings.  
 
 
6. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT / DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY 
 
6.1 Community engagement plays a crucial role in the Scrutiny process and 

diversity issues have been considered in the background research for this 
enquiry under the Equality Standards for Local Government. Paragraph 5.2 
identifies the budget process route. Further details regarding the public 
meetings to be held to discuss the 2012/13 budget can be found on the 
Council’s website.   

  
 
7. PROPOSED TIMETABLE OF THE BUDGET PROCESS 
 
7.1   The tight timescale for consideration of this proposal / project, to enable the 

submission of a view / report to Cabinet in December 2011, has resulted in 
the identification of a proposed timetable (as detailed below):- 

 
14 October 2011  
 
1)  Setting the scene presentation and evidence gathering in relation to the 

‘Extended Customer and Support Services DSO’ proposals, including:- 
 

(i) A detailed overview of services currently provided in relation to 
customer and support services; 

 
(ii) Details of the amount of required savings in relation to the provision of 

extended customer and support services; 
 
(iii) Details of how the require efficiencies may be delivered; and 
 
(iv) The potential effect of efficiencies on future service provision / what 

the service will look like in the future. 
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11 November 2011  
 
1) Consideration of any further evidence requested at the 14 October 2011 

meeting of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee. 
 
2) Formulation and consideration by the Committee of suggestions to 

achieve the required savings to be fed back to Cabinet at part of the 
2012/13 budget decision process. 

 
December 2011 – Consideration of the Committee’s proposals / suggestion in 
relation to ‘Extended Customer and Support Services DSO’ by Cabinet. 

 
 
8. RECOMMENDATION 

8.1 Members are recommended to:- 
 

i) Agree the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee’s remit of consideration of 
the 2012/13 budget project as outlined in paragraph 4.1; and 

 
ii) Formulate views on proposals for / suggestions in relation to the 

generation of the required savings, to be fed back to Cabinet in December 
2011. 

 
 
Contact Officer: - Joan Stevens – Scrutiny Manager 
 Chief Executive’s Department – Corporate Strategy 
 Hartlepool Borough Council 
 Tel: - 01429 284142 
 Email:- joan.stevens@hartlepool.gov.uk 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

The following background paper(s) was/were used in the preparation of this report:- 
 
(i) Presentation by the Assistant Chief Executive entitled ‘Budget Position 

2012/13’ - delivered to Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee of 24 June 2011. 
(ii) Report of the Assistant Chief Executive entitled ‘Selection and Timetabling of 

Project / Service Areas to feed into the 2012/13 Budget Process’ – delivered 
to Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee of 24 June 2011 

(iii) Minutes of Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee 24 June 2011. 
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Report of: Assistant Director (Regeneration and Planning) 
 
 
Subject: COUNCIL ASSISTED SCHEME FOR THE 

PROVISION OF HOUSEHOLD WHITE GOODS AND 
FURNITURE – CABINET DECISION 

 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To inform Scrutiny Co-Ordinating Committee that the Cabinet decision 

regarding the introduction of a Council assisted scheme, for the provision of 
household white goods and furniture in Hartlepool, will be reported verbally at 
the meeting. 

 
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
2.1 As part of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee’s investigation into Child 

Poverty and Financial Inclusion, reference was made to the potential benefits 
of a scheme, which facilitates the provision of household white goods and 
furniture to families, particularly those in receipt of benefits.   
 

2.2 A report was presented to the Committee in April 2011, which provided 
information on the research that has been undertaken on existing schemes, 
and to outline the options for, and feasibility of, the introduction of a Council 
assisted scheme for the provision of essential household items in Hartlepool.   

 
2.3 At the meeting the Committee noted the model Housing Hartlepool is 

proposing for its tenants and recommended that the details of the Business 
Case be brought back to a future meeting of the Scrutiny Co-ordinating 
Committee in relation to the development of a scheme, with a 
community/voluntary sector organisation. 

 
2.4 The details of the proposal for a Furniture Solutions Project were considered 

by the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee in August 2011.  At the meeting, 
there was a request that a further report be brought back to the Scrutiny Co-
ordinating Committee following consideration of the proposed scheme by 
Cabinet. 

 

SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 
14 October 2011 
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2.5 A final proposal has now been prepared and a report is being taken to Cabinet 
on 10 October who will be requested to approve the report on the Furniture 
Solutions Project, and note that the £50,000 contribution towards set up costs 
will be funded from the Departmental Reserve allocated to a Furniture Project. 

 
 
3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
3.1 The Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee is requested to note the report 

alongside the Cabinet decision, which will be reported verbally at the meeting. 
 
 
4. CONTACT OFFICER:- 
 
4.1 Gemma Day – Principal Regeneration Officer 
 Regeneration and Neighbourhoods 
 Regeneration and Planning  
 Hartlepool Borough Council 
  
 Tel: 01429 523598 
 Email: gemma.day@hartlepool.gov.uk 
 
 
5. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
5.1 No background papers were used in the preparation of this report.  
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Report of: Scrutiny Manager 
 
Subject: REQUEST FOR FUNDING TO SUPPORT TENANT 

FOCUS GROUPS 
 
 
  
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To seek approval from the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee for a request for 

funding from the Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny Forum, from within the 
Overview and Scrutiny Function’s dedicated scrutiny budget. 

 
 
2. FUNDING PROPOSAL 
 
2.1 In line with Council procedures, the agreed pro-forma has been completed and is 

attached as Appendix A.  The purpose of the completed pro-forma is to assist this 
Committee in determining whether approval should be given to fund the additional 
support requested by the Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny Forum. 

 
 
3. THE COUNCIL’S FINANCIAL PROCEDURE RULES 
 
3.1 The Financial Procedure Rules are those rules that the Council must have to 
 govern its financial affairs.  These rules are required by law to ensure that large 
 sums of public money are spent properly and wisely. 
 
3.2 The Financial Procedure Rules together with Standing Orders, apply to all parts of 

the Council, to Elected Members and employees and form an integral part of the 
Council’s Constitution. 

 
3.3 Consequently, whilst this Committee is requested to make a decision on the merits 

of the request for funding, the Committee must also adhere to the Council’s 
Financial Procedure Rules. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
SCRUTINY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE 

14 October 2011 
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
4.1   It is recommended that the Scrutiny Co-ordinating Committee:- 
 

(a) determines whether the proposal is justified on the basis of information 
provided in Appendix A; 

 
(b) determines whether the proposal is a sufficient priority within the remaining 

budgetary provision; and 
 

(c) agrees in principal that any funding allocated, is in accordance with the 
Council’s Financial Procedure Rules. 

 
 
Contact:- Joan Stevens – Scrutiny Manager 
 Chief Executive’s Department – Corporate Strategy 
 Hartlepool Borough Council 
 Tel: 01429 284142 
 Email: joan.stevens@hartlepool.gov.uk 
 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

No background papers were used in the preparation of this report. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

PRO-FORMA TO REQUEST FUNDING TO SUPPORT 
CURRENT SCRUTINY INVESTIGATION 

 
 
Title of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee: 
Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny Forum 
 
 
Title of the current scrutiny investigation for which funding is requested: 
 
Private Sector Housing Schemes 
 
 
To clearly identify the purpose for which additional support is required: 
 
To hold two tenant focus groups as part of the investigation into private sector housing 
schemes, print and post questionnaires and distribute advertising posters. 
 
 
To outline indicative costs to be incurred as a result of the additional support: 
 
Two venues for 2 hours each plus tea and coffee (Total Cost £50) 
Printing and postage costs for questionnaires and publicity for focus groups (£60 approx) 
 
 
To outline any associated timescale implications: 
Meetings to be held on 4th and 12th October 2011 
 
 
To outline the ‘added value’ that may be achieved by utilising the additional support 
as part of the undertaking of the Scrutiny Investigation: 
To hold gather the views of tenants on private sector housing schemes. 
 
 
To outline any requirements / processes to be adhered to in accordance with the 
Council’s Financial Procedure Rules / Standing Orders: 
N/A 
 
 
To outline the possible disadvantages of not utilising the additional support during 
the undertaking of the Scrutiny Investigation: 
Tenants may be unwilling to attend formal Forum meetings to share their views 
 
 
To outline any possible alternative means of additional support outside of this 
proposal: 
None identified 
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